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This thesis on the “ Advanced Studies

in Tamil Prosody” was submitted by Mr.
A. Chidambaranatha Chettiar, M.A., of the
Annamalai University for his Doctorate
degree.
It is in the main a general survey
of the development of metres in Tamil,
and all the works relevant to the subject
have been very closely studied. The subject
itself is very important, and though general

speculation with regard to it has been rife,

no systematic research has been done till
now. Dr. Chettiar’s thesis is the first work
of its kind.
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The thesis bears evidence of sound
scholarship and careful research.
The
criticisms offered in regard to the views of
commentators like Perasiriyar and Naccinarkkiniyar and the original suggestions
made by the author of the thesis speak to
his research capacity. This is a substantial
piece of research work and is a distinct
contribution to the advancement of know-

ledge on the subject.

J commend the book

to all those
Prosody.

interested

that

(Sd.)

are

in Tamil

SS. VAITYAPURI PILLAI.
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FACE
In this thesis the following points have
been set forth, for the first time, by me
far as I know :—

(1)

that

in

ancient

times

the

so

occur-

rence of a three-feet line as the
penultimate line of an Agaval
stanza
was
peculiarity ;

its

distinguishing

that only after the days of Tolkap-

piyar “ Inaikkural” type of Asiriyam came into vogue;

(3)

that Mandila-Yappu of Tolkappiyar does not mean Nilaimandilam,

a part of Asiriya verse but Aragam,

a part of Kali verse:

(4) that
(9)

Nilaimandila-Asiriyam

did

not exist in ancient Tamil:
that “6” was the only ending of
Asiriya verse in ancient times,

that it was somenmes

replaced by

‘6’, and that
‘i’ also sometimes
occurred as an Asiriya ending:
ALL
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(6) that Puranadntru, as against the
theory that it has Agavals alone,

contains at least three verses 11.
Vanji metre according to the requirements of the rule in Yapparunkalam;
that Innisai-venp&

was

earlier in

origin than Nérisaivenpa ; —
(8)

that divisions

tunkal,

and

of note

olukal

into

éntal,

or pirintisai

arose from the time of the commentators of Yapparunkalam and
Karigai.

(9)

that

some

verses

cited by

Peéra-

siriyar and Nachchinarkiniyar as
illustrations of Venkali are really
koccaha-kalis according to the rule
of Tolkappiyar for which an original interpretation is herein given -

(10)

that Pérasiriyar and Nachchinarkiniyar apparently made a mistake

in regarding Venkali and Kalivenpa as different, in which mistake the

Tonnul

authors

and

of Virasdliyam,

Ilakkana-Vilakkam

are found to persist ;
ATV
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(13)

that the Koccaham of Yapparunkalam answers only to KoccahaOrubohu of Tolkappiyar, that the
omission of the author of Yapparunkalam to describe KoccahaKali is rather faulty and that
therefore all the later prosodists
have completely ignored the exis-

(12)

tence or the possibility of existence
of Koccaha-kalippa ;
|
that Asiriya-Talisais of later times.
had their probable origin in certain
triplets found in Kali verses of
old;

(13)

that Venchenturais, similarly, had
their origin in certain couplets

occurring in Kali verses of old ;

(14)

that Kali-Viruttams had their pro-

(19)

that Viruttams of six feet had
their apparent origin in Varippadals of Chilappadikaram ;

bable origin in certain quadruplets
of old which formed an integral
part of Kali verses ;

(16) that Asiriya-turais of later times
probably had their origin in certain
XV
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verses contained in Canto VIT
Chilappadikaram ;
|

(17)

that

Ventalisais

may

have

result

of

and

probably
the

of

Venturais
arisen as a

development

from

Talisais and that similarly Vanturais

may

have

arisen

from

Ambétharangams occurring in Kali
verses of old;

(18)

that Kural-talisais may have developed from a type of talisai found
~ in Kali verses;

(19)

that in Jivaka-Chintamani there
are verses which demand a classification under a separate head—
possibly a “ Kattalai-Kalinilaitturai’—wherein there are four

pentameters whose last four feet
of each of the lines are knit by
Venpa

connections,

whose

last

syllable in the last foot ends in ‘é’
and

wherein

there

if the

verse

‘Ner’

formula,

are 14 letters

commences
and

15

with

a

letters

if

with a ‘Nirai’ syllable, and that
in the 9th Tirumurai verses of this
type are found;
XVI
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(20)

that

Nachchinarkiniyar’s

state-

ment that in Chintamani Pavinam
is not to be found is incorrect
because there are found, as T have
shown, Asiriya-turais, Vanji-turais,

Vanji-Viruttams,

(21)

Kali-Viruttams,

Kalitiurais.and quite a great number of Asiriya-Viruttams, and
that looking for Augury in verse
was
imported
into the
Tamil
country long after the period of
the 3rd Sangam and that possibly

Pannirupattiyal,

the

first

great

grammar, so far known, on Augury

is apocryphal, having no bearing
on actual facts in ancient Tamil
language and literature.

The portions of this thesis

containing

all these points I claim to be original.
I must here acknowledge with thanks

But
and

gratitude the kind help and guidance which

Prof. 5. Somasundara Bharatiar, M.A., B.L.,
and Prof. K. Subrahmanya Pillai, M.A., M.L.,

under whom I worked, gave me. I am indebted also to RaoSaheb 8S. Vaiyapuri Pillai,
B.A. BL,

(Reader

in Tamil,

Madras

Uni-

versity) for certain valuable suggestions,
XVII
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Jt is my humble belief that this thesis

wil? tend to a greater admiration of Tolkapற

and foster a careful

Tnfian Grammar,

study of South

which in the words of

prj, V.S. Sukthankar, M.A., Ph.D. (London)

of he Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, “is a

varity

interesting

subject

undeservedly

neyiected in India.” Besides, the thesis
will indirectly enable one in fixing the
relulive

antiquity

of Tolkappiyam

on the

on {and and Purananuru and other works

qniprisedin the Kttutogai onthe other. It
mivlt also help one in establishing the
prafible relationship in point of time bet-

wil the author of Yapparunkalam on the

ont

fiand

and

Kakkaipadiniyar,

nit etc. on the other.

Avinaya-

I am deeply

indeb-

tel (9 the authorities of the University and
to Dr. Sir K. V. Reddi Nayudu, K.c.LE,,

p.till.. M.L.C., Vice-Chancellor for the faci-

Jie Offered to me
thir

for the publication

hook.

A. C. CHETTIAR.
24—7—42,
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ADVANCED STUDIES IN TAMIL PROSODY
| .N tracing the history of Tamil Prosodial
i theories any writer is sure to be confronted with numerous difficulties because
of the absence of proper and authentic records as well as of the great confusion
caused by certain commentators.. For a

‘perfect history of Tamil prosodial theories
the first requisite

is a perfect history of

Tamil literature.

If conclusions shown

Histories

of Tamil

Literature

are

in

only

tentative in regard to certain periods, the
conclusions arrived at in this thesis for the
corresponding periods shall also remain

tentative.
have

The traditions

about

the

past

to a certain extent to be relied upon

in the history of Tamil literature.

These

traditions are enshrined in the commentary of Iraiyanar Agapporu]. The supposed
author of that commentary is Nakkirar.

That commentary speaks of three successive

Academies

of which

merged by the sea
The

commentator,

two were

sub-

at different periods.
Nakkirar,
i

apparently

ADVANCED
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of

these

Academies.

questions whether

there

existed any

belongs

The

to

STUDIES

the

last

PROSODY

such Academy at all and whether Nakkirar was the real commentator of Iraiyanar Agapporul have been discussed at
great length by eminent scholars and historians, and now the view prevails that
there could have existed these Academies

somewhere before the 2nd or 3rd Century
A.D-* and that Nakkirar must have been
the commentator of [raiyanar Agapporu],

though in reaching

us in its present form

it might have had certain interpolations.
Yet this has been the basis of all enquiry
into the ancient past.
Works of the period of the first Academy are known to us only by name;
those of the second also we know next to

nothing of, except probably

* Tamil
*
swami

Varalaru

(1) Nakkirar

oy

in regard to

K.# Srinivasa Puilai, B.A,

by

Pandit

N.

M.

Vengeda-

Nattar.

(2) History of Tamil Prose
Chengalvaraya Pillai, M-A., p. 26.

2

by Nr.

V.

C.

INTRODUCTORY

Tolkappiyam,. a

treatise

on grammar,

which has fortunately come down ito us.
Thus want of information regarding. the

aricient hoary past is plain.

Tolkappiyam

has been commented upon by at least five
persons of whom Ilampuranayr, Pérasiriyar and Nachchinarkkiniyar have given

us their commentaries relating to the chapter on prosody. None of these commentators appears to have been more ancient
than the tenth century A.D”
For a trea-

tise

on grammar

which

arose

about

the

4th century B.C.,? we have commentaries
from the pen of persons who came nearly
fourteen centuries after its composition.
And these commentaries do not sometimes
agree among themselves regarding the im-

port of the rules contained in the treatise,

1 75, Subramania Pillai M.A., M.L., History of
Tamil Literature (1930 Edn.) p. 88 and Prof. S. S.
Bharatiar: Tiruvalluvar p. 11 (1934 Edn.)
* Cf. History of Tamil Prose Literature by
Mr. V. C. Chengalvaraya Pillai, M.A. p. 28.

5 (1) K. Subramania Pillai: History of Tamil
Literature p. 62.
(2) M.
p. 117.

Srinivasa

Aiyangar:

Tamil

Studies
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Tolkappiyam. Though Tolkappiyar should
have meant only one thing, who is to say
what that one thing was?
Thus another

peculiar difficulty presents itself to the student

of Tamil

Prosody.

If the

rules

of

Tolkappiyar were in clear prose-form we
should have had little to do with these
commentators.
But being, as they are, in
a peculiar form known as Nir-Cheyyul
which is neither verse nor prose we have
got to rely sometimes on these commen-

tators. This does not mean however that
what has not been said by any of these
commentators

could not have

by Tolkappiyar.

The

been meant

fact that one

com-

mentator, coming years or decades or even

centuries after another, criticises the view
of the earlier and puts forward his own is
itself enough security for an inquirer.
. There might
be different
admirers
among
savants of these different commentators.
I for one would never stand

in

the

way

of

their

admiration

but

if

I point out somewhere in the course of my
enquiry any

defect of any of the commen-

tators, only let these admirers not flare up,
but try to use their judgment.
a

I

say this

|

INTRODUCTORY
because

such flarings-up

are possible and

also because some such defects of theirs
will be disclosed in the ensuing chapters. —
In tracing the history of ancient Tamil
prosodial theories one has to make several

inferences and to rely sometimes on what
is called guess-work.
Surely this is ne
the right way but it is the only possible
way in which one can approach the subject
with the materials available now. - In this

connection, a statement of Prof. Saintsbury *
is worthy of note. “The theory of English
prosody devends, from the combined point
of view, historical and critical, to a very

large extent on the inferences to be drawn
from the practice of the age which intervenes between the conquest and the great

outburst of Romance about the beginning
of the 14th century. It depends most of alli
on certain documents between 1100 and
1250 A.D......... ...But there is what may be

called an ante-initial difficulty of a further

kind, which is of the most formidable size
and weight;

and this is that the exact

dates of these crucial documents—a
1 History of English Prosody p. 2%.
9

point

upon
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as must
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be obvious,

almost

everything turns—are in all cases impossible to ascertain with

absolute

certainty,

and in a majority of cases impossible

to

ascertain at all without relying on what is
mainly guess-work.” If thisis so in regard.
to ancient English Prosody which pertains
to the 12th and 13th centuries A.D., how

much

more

should

it be so in respect of

ancient Tamil Prosody which takes us as
far back as four centuries before Christ? —
The

exact date

to be fixed.

of Tolkappiyam

is yet

Suffice to note that it was pro-

bably more ancient than the works

of the

ord Academy which have come down to us.
That it is mentioned in the commentary of
Agapporu] as a treatise that arose in the
2nd Academy period and that
several.
verses of the 3rd Academy collected under

different heads inclusive

of Purananitru:

betray that they are not in conformity in
certain respects with the rules of Tolkapplyar are points that might show that Tolkappiyam was not conterminous with nor

posterior to the works of the 3rd Academy
period. If Tolkappiyar had seen the three
supposed

collections

of the
6

3rd Académy

INTRODUCTORY

period namely

Ettuttogai, Pattupattu and

Padinenkilkanakku, then his rules in respect of certain verse-forms might have
been different, for “the rule! comes from
the work, not the work from the rule”:

“Creation must precede criticism, since the
critic does not invent rules, only infers
them from practice ”,?> and “though works

of art are not made by rule, yet rules may

be made from them.”®
But unfortunately we are denied the
pleasure and privilege of first-hand knowledge of the works that existed before
Tolkappiyam arose, for works of the first
Academy period and other works of the

second Academy period have not come
down tous. Apart from the tradition that
Tolkappiyar

had

a master

1 Saintsbury—History
Preface p. VI.

of

before

English

* Omond:

“The English Metrists”.

5 FE. A. G.

Lamborn:

cism p. 36.

him

in

Prosody—

op. 1.

The Rudiments of Criti-

ADVANCED
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his very treatise reveals!

there were

several

prosodists

that

who had

gone before him.” Dr. Caldwell too says,
“whatever antiquity may be attributed to

Tolkappiyam, it must have been preceded
by many centuries of literary culture”
“It lays down rules for different kinds of
poetical compositions which must have
been deduced from examples furnished by
the best authors whose works were then in
existence”. That these works have not
reached our hands owing, as they say, to
several deluges* that took place orto seve-

ral fires that might have broken up or to
other causes such as consumption by white
ants, is an unfortunate point that bars us

1 Tolkappiyam, Porul—Seyyul—
S.

78.

,, ° Yappena molipa yappari

pulavar.”

S.

75.

,,

S.

98.

,, “ Polippena molital pulavar ara.”

° Waraivin renpa vaymolip pulavar. °

S.

99. ,, “Irucir idaiyidin orivena molipa.”

2 Cf. Tamil Varalaru—by K. Srinivasa Pillai
(II Part III Edition)—p. 7.
|
° Cf...History of Tamil Literature by Mr.
M. S. Purnalingam Pillai, B.A., L.T., (1929 Edition)
p. 2

* Commentary of Iraiyanar Agapporul pp. 6-7

(Bavanandam Pillai Edition 1916)

3
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from any examination of the prosodic expression of ages before Tolkappiyar.
If
prosody, to begin with, could not have been
full-fledged till the feathers of the language
were well-moulted and regrown,’ we are

denied that interesting study of its slow
growth from the bottom.
We have

therefore to begin not from

the beginning but from Tolkappiyam. But
before proceeding to a study of Tolkappiyar’s treatise it behoves us to stop for a
while to think of his supposed master
The traditions about Agattiya
Agattiya.

are many and numerous and do sometimes
conflict with one another.’
At any rate it
may be conceded that there might have
lived a grammarian by name Agattlya in
the dim, distant past just before or in the

1 History of English Prosody p. 371.
2(1) “ Agattiya in the Tamil Land”

by Mr. K.

N. Sivaraja Pillai, B.A.

(2) Tamil Varalaru by K. 8.,Srinivasa Pillai,
Part I, TIT Edition pp. 6-11.
(3) History of Tamil Literature
pp. 19-20.

by M.S. P.
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He is reported to

have given many rules relating to prosody

in his huge

general

treatise, Agattiyam.

And these rules are said to have been more
elaborate

than

the materials

Tolkappiyar’s.

But

with

now available to us we can

in no way support this statement.
For all
that we can now glean and gather are a
few rules ascribed to Agattiya by certain
commentators of Tolkappiyam and Yappa-

runkalam

of a later date*®

IJlampuranar,

1 Prof. S. S. Bharati, M.A., B.L., in the
malai University Journal Vol. IV, No. 1.

* Pérasiriyar in the commentary
yam~Marapiyal $ 95 says :—
* Seyyul ilakkanam agattiyattup

Anna-

of Tolkappiparantu kidan-

tatanal
ivvasiriyar (Tolkappiyar) curunkac ceytalin
arumainokkip pakuttuk kutrinar akalanum”’ etc.

3 (1) “ Taravé eruttam arakam coccaham
Adakkiyal varamodu ainturuppu udaitté”

(shown as quoted by Ilampiranar in the commentary

of

Tolkappiyam,

Seyyul—published

by

Madura Tamil Sangam (1917 Edition.)—p. 134.
(2) “Aradi arakam tame nankay
|
orévonru vitalu mudaiya mivirandadi

17௨01

Akum ilipuk kellai”

(ibid.) —

(3) “ Koccaha vakaiyin ennodu viraay
Adakkiya linri adankavum perumé "
(ibid. p. 135),

10

the

INTRODUCTORY

though anterior to Pérasiriyar, was not so
ancient as to be supposed to. have been a

contemporary of Agattiya or one that
followed him closely in point of time. All
that can be- deduced from his citations of

these rules is that in his time there was a
_belief—perhaps a mistaken one—that they
were from the pen of Agattiya.
And

llampuranar

seems

to have

embodied in

his commentary
what he heard in his
days without enquiring into their authenti-

city.

This applies to the commentator

of

(4) “Truvayin ottum ovva iyalinum
Teriyilai makalirodu maintaridai varium
Kalappé ayinum pulappé ayinum
Aintinai marapin

arivuvarat

tonrip

Polivodu punarnta poruttira mudaiyatu
Kaliyenap paditim Katchit takum”’
(ibid. p. 144.)
(5) “ Kalavinum karpinum Kalakka millat
talaivanum talaiviyum pirinta kalaik
Kaiyaru tuyaramodu Katchik kavavi_
se seccceccesess
_.Uyarkali anantap
Paiyul enru palittanar pulavar ”’

(Yapparunkalam commentary-1917 edition—p.523).
1i

ப
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Yapparunkalam also. But when this latter
commentator speaks as though he had
Agattiyam in his days, what should we say
ofthat?
At page 282 of YapparunkalaVirutti he gives us the following statement:“Find the limits of the several parts of Kali
in Seyanmurai, Seyirriyam and Agattiyam.
If they are to be related here much space

will be required.

Learn them from those

well-versed.”
If that treatise ever existed
at all in his days, it would be highly inex-

plicable why or how we have lost it now,

since he seems to have lived not earlier
than the 10th century A.D? It would not be
wrong however if we presumed that there
might have been a work called Agattiyam

This lack of enquiry but taking on faith is
noticed in later commentators as well, as may be
seen from the

fact

that

the

commentator of

Tlak-

kana-Vilakkam quotes a line “ Mudiporul illatu.
adiyalapilavé”” as from Tolkappiyar.
He does So,
not because he has seen for himself such a rule in
Tolkappiam but because it is quoted by the commentator of Yapparunkalam (at p. 124) as though
it were from Tolkappiyam. _
ப

* Cf. Sen-Tamil

Vol. 24—M.

gar’s Essay on Amitasakarar.

12

Raghava

Aiyan-

pp. 161 et 860.

INTRODUCTORY

which was put into the hands of the commentator but there is no sufficient warrant
to believe that that work was not spurious.!

|

While talking on Agattiya one cannot

refrain from referring to his supposed disciples. The tradition goes that Tolkappiyar,

Avinayanar, Kakkaipadiniyar, Narrattanar, Vaippiyanar, Adankéttasan, Panambaranar, Thuralingar, Sembutchey, Vaiya-

pikanar, Kalarambar and Vamanar were
the twelve disciples of Agattiya in the field
of grammar. “The origin of this tradition,

though late, is obscure.”:

That Agattiya

had twelve disciples is first mentioned in

the

preface

‘Similarly

to

Purapporul-venpa-malai?

Mr. M. S. Purnalinga Pillai treats

the Agattiya sutrams published by Mr. Bavanandam Pillai as spurious. (Vide his History of Tamil
Literature p. 21).
ப

* Agattiya
Sivaraja Pillai,

in the

Tamil

p. 35.

|

Land by

Mr. K.N.

*“ Manniya cirappin vanor véntat

Tenmalai irunta circal munivaran
Tanpal tandamil tavin runarnta. |

Tunnaruii cirttit tolkap piyanmudal

_ Panniru pulavarum pankurap pakarnta
Panniru padalamum,’—
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But even there the names of the disciples
are not given. When and by whom the
tradition about the names of these persons
was started we do not know.
At any rate
it was not older than the age of Purapporul-

venpa-malai.

This book

is said

to have

been based on an earlier treatise called
Porul—Pannirupadalam.
That treatise is
said to have been written by the twelve
disciples of Agattiya of whom Tolkappiyar
is reckoned as one. He is regarded as the
author of the chapter relating to “ Vetchi.”
The Chapter on Vetchi in Purapporulvenpa-malai said to have been based on
Pannirupadalam should give us an idea of
what must have been contained in that lost
work.
Considered in this way, Purapporul-

venpa-malai

nullifies

Tolkappiyar

composed

the

statement
the

chapter

that
on

vetchi in Pannirupadalam,
for we find that
the vetchi of Tolkappiyam (Puram. § 2 and 3)
is not the same
the Vetchi of

as, but different from, the
Purapporu]-venpa-malai.

Whereas the latter denotes by Vetchi

- 1 Padalam I.
14.

the

INTRODUCTORY

catile raid alone, the former includes. also

the rescue of the cattle. -Tolkappiyar might
not. have talked of raid and rescue of: the

cattle in one book and of raid alone in
another under the head Vetchi.’

This ina

way makes us doubt the wisdom of holding
that twelve disciples of Agattiya including
Tolkappiyar gave Pannirupadalam.?
As
mention of these twelve disciples, though
not by name, appears for the first time only
in a book based on Pannirupadalam, namely, Purapporul-venpa-malai, would it not be

wise

to discard

it until clear evidence is

shown?
Perhaps
Panambaranar
and
Adank6éttasar were the only two classmates of Yolkappiyar.
Others who might
have come later appear to have been in-

cluded to make

up the list of twelve

ciples at a time when

dis-

the tradition, which

is obscure, arose.

1See

TIlampiranar’s

commentary

on. “Tol.

Puram 8. 2 where he says :—

* Atanal, Pannirupadalattul Vetchippadalam
Tolkappiyar kirinar

enral poruntatu.”

2 Swami Vedachalam:
larum Kalamum., p. 229.
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Now we shall proceed to see what sort
of prosody Tolkappiyar has given us. Prosody, according to Professor Saintsbury,
means the laws and variations observable
in the rhythmical and metrical grouping of
syllables. Whereas Agattiya’s treatise is
reported to have been of three main parts,
namely, Iyal, Isai and Natakam, Tolkappiyar’s contains three
main parts
viz.,

Letters, Words

and

Contents

(or matter)

which would all come under Iyal. In the 3rd
Part of the book he has devoted a chapter
to “composition”
or “Seyyul”
whose

rules amount to 243 in number.

His chap-

ter on composition is unique, and differs
from Yapparunkalam

and other later pro-

sodial treatises by virtue of the fact that
his conception
of ‘Seyyul’
was broad-

based covering the whole range of composition, ViZ., poem, prose, grammar, etc. (Vide
S. 79)"
His was not a chapter that contained rules relating merely to poetry. He

i

“ Pattu urai nalé vaymoli piciyé
_Ankatam muducolédu Avvél nilattum
Yappin Valiya tenmanar pulavar.”

16
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enumerates the several items that had been
considered by famous authors as essential
elements of composition or Seyyul
in

his very first rule in that chapter.
are 26 such

There

elements that can be traced.in

a given stanza of yore.

Secondly, there

are 8 more elements which can be found
not in a stray stanza but in any work or

treatise taken as a whole. The twenty-six
elements are :—({I) time-beat or mattirai,
(II) letter or eluttiyalvakai, (11) syllable or
asaivakai, (LV) foot or cir, (V) line or adi,

(VI) connection or Yappu, (VII) practice or
marapu, (VIII) note or tukku, (1X) rhyme
or todai, (X) grace or nékku, (XI) verse-

form or pa, (XII) limits or alavu, (XIII)
genus or tinai, (XIV) conduct or kaikél,
(XV) speaker or kurruvakai, (XVI) auditor or ketpor,
(XVII) place or kalan,

(XVIII)

time

or kalam,

payan, (XX) expression
(XXT) omission or eccam,

(XIX) effect or
or meyppadu,
(XXIT) clue or

munnam, (XXIII) general nature or porul,
(XXIV) species or turai, (XXV) a kind of
syntax or mattu and (XXYVI) rhythm or

Vannam,

The other 8 parts known as “ Vanappu” relate to works (1) where a few sweet
17
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words which do not run to more than 95 or
6 feet occur, (2) where poetic expressions

are abundant, (3) where prose and verse
are interspersed, (4) where sweet words on
noble subjects run to any number of feet,
(5) where a novel nature is found, (6) where
surd-consonants in the end are absent, (7)
where plain common speech is used, and

a musical nature

(8) where
bination

of

noticed.

surd-consonant

These

are

without comwith

respectively

surd is

called

ammai, alaku, tonmai, tol, virundu, iyaipu,
pulan and ilaipu.
It must be noted here that Tolkappiyar did not arbitrarily give these as elements of composition in his treatise but
that he followed some prosodists who had
preceded him as is evident from his own
words.! The term ‘Seyyul’ meaning composition has, however, been narrowed in
its meaning and none takes it to-day to
refer to prose or grammar.
It is a case
where a change of meaning has come into
vogue by means of the semantic principle

of specialisation.”
1 “ Nallisaip pulavar

ceyyul uruppena Valilitir

kuri vakutturait tanaré.”’

2 Of. my

essay

in Tamil

IL p. 413.
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LETTER
In ancient days, letter seems to have
received

great

importance

as the unit

in

prosody. Tolkappiyam sections 36-42, 52,
and 07 to 59 will bear out this statement. ?
The letters that occurred in each line of
the stanza were reckoned and by means of

note or 6sai it was decided as to what cate-

gory the stanza belonged.

Slowly, in the

* (1) Nalelut tati yaka dreluttu
Eriya nilatté kuraladi enpa.
(2) Elelut tenpa cintadik kalavé

(S. 36)

Trelut térram alvali ana.

(3) Pattelut tenpa néradik kalavé
Otta nalelut térralan kadaiyé.
(4) Mivain telutté nediladik kalavé
Treluttu mikutalum iyalpena molipa.

(5) Mavarelutté kalinedir kalavé
Treluttu mikutalum ivatperum enpa.
(6) Cirnilai tané ainthelut tiravatu.

(7) Nérnilai vafijikku arum akum.

(8, 42)

(8) Aivakai adiyum 4Asiriyak kuriya.

(8. 58)

(9) Kuraladi mudala alavadi karum
Uralnilai ilavé vafijik kenpa. —

(S. 57)

(10) Alavuii cintum vellaik kuriya
Talaivakai onrat tanmai ana.

(S. 58)

(11) Alavadi mikuti ulappadat tonri
lrunedil adiyun kaliyir kuriya.

19
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days of Kakkaipadiniyar and Narrattanar

letter.seems to have gone into the background

in this respect,

and foot came

to

occupy its place.
This is evident from
2 sections of Kakkaipadiniyam and Narrattam quoted by the commentator of
Yapparunkalam
(at page
100).
That
the letter did not hold this position in

medieval

times

and

that

its

place

was

taken up by foot or cir can be understood
easlly by a reference to Yapparunkalam
sections 17 and 24 et seq.’ However, a
certain form known as Kattalaikkali arose
in the medieval period where reckoning of
letters was adopted.
Tolkappiyar’s rule?
regarding the different number of letters
which should occur in different forms of
verse Was not so rigid however, as the rule
relating to the kattalai form of the later
ஹெ.
1 (1) Cirodu cirtalaip peyvatu talai avai
|
Elena molipa iyalpunarn toré.
(S. 17}

(2) Kuraladi cintadi irucir muccir
Alavadi nediladi narcir aincir
Ni iranirai vakaiyan niruttanar kolalé.

2" Hluttalavu eficinum cirnilai tané
Kunralum mikutalum illena molipa.”
5 Vide infra.
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In the matter of syllable, Tolkappiyar
had four kinds, viz. nér, nirai, nérbu and

niraibu

whereas

Kakkaipaddiniyar!

quoted at p. 48, Virutti)

seems

(as

to have had

only two kinds, namely, single and double,
equivalent to Ner and Nirai. On the other

hand, Avinayanar had four kinds. but his

statement that ner shall receive one reckoning or alagu, nirai two, nérbu three and
niraibu four seems unreasonable when it is
remembered that nerbu will in some places

be treated as nér-nér, and niraibu as nirainer, but ordinarily as equivalent to nér and
niral.

Tolkappiyam S. 4 lays down how nérbu
and niraibu are obtained.?
If words of the
nature of terminations in U with a néror

’ Palkayanar is reported by the commentator

of Yapparunkalam

at

p. 58

to have

talked

of

the

four kinds but his rule is not quoted in this respect

either at that page or at p. 6%.
|
ப
* Truvakai ukaramdédu iyaintavai variné
Nérpum niraipum akum வறக, |
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nirai preceding it occur in a foot, they are
scanned as nerbu and niraibu. Since the
shortened U is neither a short vowel proper
nor a consonant in sound and since also the |
ordinary U which follows ner or nirai is
somewhat similar in the matter of sound to
the shortened U, Tolkappiyar’s division of
syllables into four kinds seems to be justifiable. That it is sound may be realised also

when it is understood that certain words like
Kédu, Nanu, Varahu and Urumu can be
treated as though they are one single sylla-

ble each, instead of being split into two
regardless of sense.

By means of Tolkap-

piyar’s division we can easily show that the

following stanza? cited by the Yapparunkalam commentator as an imperfect asiriyam

(at p. 94 Virutti)

is a perfect one.

That

commentator says that in this stanza the
metrical
connection of other
varieties
of verse
besides
Agaval
15 present,

“ Neduvaraic கோது] kurunkottup palavin
Vinduvar tinculai vinkukavut kaduvan
Unducilam peri, onkiya irunkalaip

Paditam payirrum: enpa.
Madiyak kolaivil ennaiyar malaiyé.”

22
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whereas

if

the rule of

Tolkappiyar

is.

applied, Kurunkottu will only be a nirai-

nérbu (amounting to nirai-nér) and not
- nirai-nér-nér. Similarly, Vinkukavul and
Unducilam will be taken as a two-syllabled
foot each and

not three-syllabled

nér-nirai and not as nér-nirai-ner.)

23

(i.e., as

|

Tolkappiyar says in 8. 12 that a foot
will contain either 2 syllables or 3 syllables!
By his. section 27 we understand

that in certain places in certain verses (S.
73-75) a foot may be of one syllable too.’
Kakkaipadiniyar

(p. 70 of Virutti) Pal-

kayanar (p. 67 ibid.) and Avinayanar (p. 60
ibid.) add 4-syllable foot also. The author of
Yapparunkalam

also

has

4syllable

foot.

He is said to have followed Kakkaipadiniyar and others in this respect (p.08 and 420
Virutti). The author of Yapparunkalakkarigai is generally supposed to be the same
as that of Yapparunkalam.
For our pur-

pose it is enough now to know that at any.
rate he was a close follower of Yapparunkalam. No wonder then if he talks of foursyllabled foot in his treatise.
1 “Srasai kondatu cir enappadumé
miuvasai irattal illena molipa ” lines from an
unknown metrist (quoted at p. 422 Virutti) provide food for thought as to whether, prior to Tolkappiyar’s days, even a 3-syllabled foot was considered the maximum limit.

2“ Tsainilai niraiya nirkuva ayin
Asainilai varaiyar cirnilai peralé,.”
24

LINE
The next great unit is the line aceord-

ing to Tolkappiyar, whereas

Kakkaipadi-

niyar’ and Sirukakkaipadiniyar seem to
have had talai-or metrical connection as

Yapparunkalam,

unit.

the

next

and

other later works

school.

be

it must

But

Karigai

follow the latter
remembered

that

though Tolkappiyar has not counted talai as
one of the thirty-four elements of-composition he talks of it with foot in sections like
33, and 54 to 63. ©

Whereas
o4), iyarcir

according to Tolkappiyar (S.
(nér-ner or nirai-nirai or nér-

nirai or nirai-nér) must occur alternately
with asirlya uriccir (nerbu-nerbu-nerbu etc.)

ச

க்ஷ.

*

>

niyar and Pérasiriyar as not to have talked of talaias
a unit (Vide their commentary on $.1).
Compare
this with pp. 91-92 Virutti where the rules of Kak-

kaipadiniyar

and Cirukakkaipadiniyar

talai are quoted.

regarding

(eg. “ Iyarcir irandu talaippeyal

tammul vikarpa vakaiyatu ventalai 4kum.” “Tyar‘cir onra nilaiyatu ventalai, uriccir atanil onrutal
om

17௨0௨

39

.
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in an agaval line, whereas a line with
asirlya uriccir alone will never be taken as

of Agaval note, a line or stanza with vencir
or kaliccir alone can occur and yet be
called

an

agaval

Yapparunkalam

in

later

commentary

times (vide

p. 93).

The

classification of the Verse according to the

number of letters each line contained, other
things being satisfied, is a characteristic of

Tolkappiyar’s prosodial treatise which we
do not find in the body of the work of Yappain conformity or not with Tolkappiyar in this
respect cannot be easily decided with our
scanty information about him.
But this
much can be said that the commentator
might have certainly quoted him, if he had

classification.

When we

find (at pp. 105-6

virutti) that he quotes Tolkappiyar alone
as the representative of the school which

had kattalai line, the inference is reasonother school.

26

DIVISION OF LINES
~The line according to all Tamil prosodists is divisible into 5 kinds, viz., short,
medium,
standard,
long and overlong.
Tolkappiyar saysthat lines of the size of 4-6
letters are short, 7-9 letters medium, 10-14

standard, 15-17

long

and

18-20 overlong.

This must be compared with the latter definitions of the five kinds of line. Among
there

is not

disagreement

among

them-

selves about the first four categories, for
they agree that a short line shall be of 2
feet, medium of 3 feet, standard of 4 feet
and long of 5 feet. But as regards the 5th
category, ie. overlong, there appears to
have been some disagreement.
Kakkai-

padiniyar is unfortunately not cited by the
commentator

of Yapparunkalam.

But he

cites “irandu mutala ettiraka” (=from two
to eight) as a rule of ‘ some author’ (p. 102).

This selfsame rule is cited in the commentary of Yapparunkalakkarigai in a certain

edition * as from Kakkaipadiniyar.
௧

~

க

ik. R. Govindaraja Mudaliar’s..
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is another edition! which simply gives the
From
rule and is silent about the author”
this rule all that we can surmise at present
is that there might have been a time when
an overlong line had 8 feet as the maxi-

mum.

From Tolkappiyam § 65 we under-

stand that a line can have 7 feet as the
maximum ° in certain kinds of verses (Pari-

padal and Kali).

It is natural for poets

who came after Tolkappiyar to have fallen
into eight feet sometimes and this must

have been considered thereafter as maximum for sometime.

This position will help

us to understand the rule “irandu mutala
The next stage is
ettiraka ” just quoted.
found in Yapparunkalam S. 25 where it is
stated that an overlong line shall be betauthor of
The
ween 6 and 10 feet.*

1A, Kumaraswami

Pulavar’s.

2I wrote to Mr. K. R. Govindaraja Mudaliar
for information regarding this but he has replied
that he has no other information than is found in
the book published.

5“ Blucir adiyé mudugiyal Nadakkum.”
*" Kalinedil adiyé kasadarak kilappin
Arucir mudala aiyirandu ira

Varuvana piravum vakuttanar kolalé.”
28
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Yapparunkalakkarigai simply says! that
feet exceeding five will contribute to an over-

long line ($8.12).
examples

But its commentator cites

only up

to 10-feet

verse. ‘This

shows that the Karigai commentator, if not
its author, is at least one with the author

of Yapparunkalam in respect of the maximum number of feet of this particular kind.
In view of these facts it is strange to see
the commentator of Yapparunkalam citing

stanzas with 11-13 feetlines’ as illustrations
of stanzas with overlong lines (p. 104)? That
poets who
came after Yapparunkalam
should have gradually composed verses exceeding 10 feet lines is the only reasonable
inference that could be drawn.
As: the
names of authors of the verses cited at
p. 104 Virutti are not given, and as they
are not traceable so far, we are unable to
decide whether they really preceded or

ர

1 Aiyorucir niraitaru padam nediladiyam....

ம் ‘Mikka padam kali nedilé.”
2 Verses beginning with the words:
“ Arulali onrum” (running to 11 feet).
“Kolari valari”

(running to 12 feet).

** Nadi midal”’

(running to 13 feet),
29
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succeeded the author of Yapparunkalam. ?
It is strange that Tolkappiyar’s division
according to the number of letters has not
been mentioned by any of these later prosodists.
As

regards the intermixing

of feet of

different note with different feet, Tolkappi-

yam says that in an ordinary Asiriya line
all feet?

except

Kali

can

occur,

whereas

Yapparunkalam and Karigai authors seem
to say that only Venpa foot of 2 syllables
and Vafiji foot will occur (S. 29 and S. 41). *

But the commentators of both these latter
1 Whether

they are not stanzas composed by

the commentator himself
point for consideration.

2(1)
(2)

(3)

as illustrations is also a

“Incir iyaiya varukuva tayin
Vencir varaiyar asiriya adikké.” (§ 30)
“ Annilai marunkin vanji uriccir
Onrutal udaiya droru valiyé.” (§ 31)

“Tyarcir velladi asiriya marunkin
Nilaikkuri marapin nirkavum perumé.”

(§ 62)

(1)

“Iyarcir velladi vafiji adiyivai
Akappada vartum akavalum ulavé.”
(Yapparunkalam)

(2)

“Tyarralai velladi vafijiyin padam
agavalullan

Mayakkap pada alla.”

30
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say

that

in

an 4siriya line

Venpa foot of 3 syllables and Kali foot also
may occur and cite illustrations therefor. !
But the verses quoted’ cannot help us in
any way regarding the justification of this
statement unless and until we know the
date and name of the work to which they
belong.
|
Tolkappiyar does not say anywhere
that in a venpa line other varieties of foot
also will occur and by this argument of
silence we must suppose that in his days no

other kind of foot except Venpa foot was
admissible ina Venpa.
and Karigai’ definitely

Yapparunkalam?
say that if other

1 Verses beginning with the words :—
(1) “Ankan madiyam aravinvayp pattena.”

~~

(இ

|

(Virutti p. 116)

“ Anip perumaiya vananku
nanianankum
Vanonku cimaiyattu manamakilntu

|

and

piriyatu.”’

(3)
|

(ibid. p. 118)

“Kuruguven tali kodupuyat tundena
Mavalanku perunkattu malakaliru
kanatu,”
(Karigai (K.R.G.) (p. 153)
4“ Vellaiyut piratalai virava.’’ (§. 22)
$“ Vellaittanmai kunrip pom cir kani pukin,
Pullatu ayarralai.”
(§. 40)
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occur

would

in a

be

des-

troyed.

As regards Kali line, Venpa foot may
occur in it according to both Tolkappiyam!

and Yapparunkalam.
Besides, he says that Kalivenpattu,
Kaikkilai, Seviarivurau and Puranilai have

no limits.

Buta

sutram*® quoted (at p. 124

Virutti) from Tolkappiyam by the commen-

tator of Yapparunkalam is not found anywhere in the text of Tolkappiyam.
This
seems to say that the maximum of lines is
determined by the subject treated.
But if
we read this with §. 157, 158,159 and 160
we cannot accept this statement, for it is in
distinct contradiction of the point contained
inthem.
That those 4 sections prescribe
the maximum limits also is obvious. When

we find that these 4 sutrams are quoted by
the

commentator

under

dispute

as

together

the

last,

with

the

the

1“ Virgaya talaiyum oriunilai inré.”
uw

one

problem
OD

(§. 61)

? Velladi kaliyinu] viravavum perumé.” (§ 30)
3° Mudi poru
] allatu adiyalapilavé,”

32
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‘whether

pen

it might not have been

from the

of any other metrist is easily solved,

But the commentator definitely says that
they were all formulated by Tolkappiyar.
still, as the sutram under-reference is con-

tradictory to S. 157-160 and as it ig not
found in the editions of the text of Tolkappiyam available so far, it is prudent totrea

it aS spurious.
Narrattanar,

Palkayanar

and

Sanga-

Yappudaiyar agree with Tolkappiyar as to
the maximum and minimum number of lines
of asiriyam.
Kakkaipadiniyar prescribes 3 lines as
the minimum and leaves the author to have
the maximum as he likes. Metrists Perasi-

riyar

and Parimananar

also prescribe

one place 1000 lines as the maximum

at

but at

1 Ts it not interesting to note that this mistake
is again perpetrated by the commentator of IlakkanaVilakkam too?
He cites this line as from Tolkap-piyar not because he has seen it in Tolkappiyam.
text but

because one of his predecessors

-mentator of Yapparunkalam)
though from Tolkappiyar.

33
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to

contradict

themselves.
Pérasiriyar? is shown at one
place as prescribing 1000 lines for asiriyam
and at another place as saying that the
maximum varies according to the subject

treated.
And Parimananar is shown at
one place as prescribing 1000 lines as the
maximum for asirlyam and at another place

992 lines.
The author of Yapparunkalam says that
3 lines is the minimum for an Asiriyam*
and

the commentator

mum

is decided by
1 (1)

says

the

subject

maxi-

treated*

Pérasiriyar:—(p. 124-125 Virutti).
(a)

Aiyiru nuradi 4siriyam vafijic
ceyyul nadappinum

(b)
(2)

that the

cirappudaittenpa.””

‘‘Pénum porulmudipé perumaikku
ellai.”’

Parimananar -—
(a) “Vafiji dsiriyam enriru pattum
enca muvadi ilipu uyarpu Aayiram.”

(b)

“ Mivadi mutala murai cirantérit
tollayirattut Tonnurr ennirandu
Kytumenpa iyalpu unarntoré,”’

* Pérasiriyar: the
metrist is referred
several places also as Mayéchuranar.

> “ Cirumai mivadi asiriyam.” (§ 32.)
* Vide virutti p. 123.
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Ki ri igai puts these two st at ements togethe er

in its textitself.’ So, the author of Karigai is
in perfect agreement with Kakkaipadini-

yar. The author of Yapparunkalam, since.
he talks only of the minimum, may also be
said to agree with Kakkaipadiniyar and not
with Tolkappiyar.

But what looks strange is that a sutram

alleged to be Avinayandr’s*

is the only

solitary instance that prescribes one line as
the minimum for asiriyam. It agrees with
Kakkaipadiniyar as regards the maximum
beirig determined according to the subject
treated. Whether Avinayanar lived in the
age of Auvaiyar, whichever Auvaiyar she
might be, and took the line-limit from her

1 “Mianru agaverku ilipu; uraippér _
Ullak karuttin alavé perumai.”’
3 Kakkaipadiniyar says :—_

(§ 14)

Uraippor kurippinai anrip perumai >
Varaittit tunaiyena vaitturai yillenru
Uraittanar mad6 unarntici noré,”

(Virutti p: 123)
“ Onrum jrandum minrum orirandum
—enrim muraiyé pavin cirumai
tankurip pinavé todaiyin perumai.’
(Virutti p. 123.)
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Konrai-Vendan, Athi-Chudi etc., is a matter
for serious consideration.’

Thus

we

see that there

For convenience

are 3 views.

sake, we shall call them,

(8) Kakkaipadiniyar’s
(1) Tolkappiyar’s
and (3) Avinayanar’s views. It is probable that Tolkappiyar had in his days some
works of asiriya metre running up to 1000
lines which have not been handed over to
posterity; it is equally likely that Tolkapsimply prescribed the maximum,
piyar
on
old Tamil treatise
following some
prosody which in turn should have prescribed the limit not because works had
reached 1000 lines but because 1000 lines
could safely be sanctioned as the maximum.
From the ancient Tamil literature available
to us we cannot pick up any work of asiriya
metre running up to 1000 lines. The Pattu-

of poems,
Pattu or Ten Idylls is a collection

being in 4asiriya metre,
most of them
composed by several poets like Nakkirar,

1 He might have seen also Mudu-Moli-Kafichi

which has 90 one-lines and 10 two-lines and might
have taken it to be of the Asiriya type.
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Kapilar and others on kings like Karikala-

Chola and Neduficheliyan. In this collection
we-find poems ranging from 103 lines to 782

lines.

Most

of them

are

said to be in

asiriya metre by Dr. V.Swaminatha Aiyar.!

He saysthatin Porunararrupadai, MaduraiKanchi

feet also.
exceeds

and Pattinappalai

there are Vani

At any rate none of these poems
782 lines.

Having

this

collection

before him and finding that the number of
its lines is ranging between 103 and 782 and
finding also that no work of 1000 lines was
available, the author of Yapparunkalam
must have naturally inferred that the
maximum is to be decided with reference to
the subject treated and so it is that he does

not give any maximum.

If he had followed

to

whether

look

back

and

see

Kakkai-

padiniyar was really a classmate of Tolkappiyar or whether he was posterior to the
latter. Of the other alleged classmates of
Tolkappiyar, Narrattanar and Palkayanar

are
in

found
this

to

respect

agree

with

as shown

Tolkappiyar
above.

1 Vide his preface to Pattu-pattu.
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here is Avinayanar

who differs from Tol-

kappiyar but is in agreement with Kakkaipadiniyar regarding the maximum and who

differs totally from

all other metrists. re-

garding the minimum.

He prescribes only

one line as the minimum.
This is quite
impossible
according
to
Tolkappiyam2
From this, are we to understand «that
Avinayanar came later than Tolkappiyar,

if not later even than Kakkaipadiniyar ?
As regards Vanji, Tolkappiyar says
that it will have limits similar to asiriyam.
This we understand from his $. 108.” Kakkaipadiniyar, Avinayanar and the author of
Yapparunkalam prescribe 3 lines as the
minimum and do not talk of the maximum.

1 “ Adivin cirappé pattu enappadumé.” S. 35.
(Whereas Pérasiriyar interprets this section ‘to
mean that pattu is that which has more than 2 lines,
Nachchinarkiniyar in his usual way of splitting and
rejoining words takes this to mean that it would be
considered to be a good pattu if it is of 4 feet lines.)
See also statement of Pérasiriyar’ (at p. 1159
Vol. If) “ Oradiyanum talisai varumal enin, varatu
anré, idainilaipattu enrar akalin; ennai?
Paattu
enappaduvansa Gradiyan varamaiyin.”

a“ Asiriya nadaitté vafiji.”
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‘Parimananar, on the other hand, seems to
‘be in agreement with Tolkappiyar for he

prescribes 1000 lines as maximum for this
form also.
Next with regard to Venpa, Tolkappiyar prescribes 2 lines as the minimum and

12 lines as the maximum limits?
padiniyar prescribes,
only the minimum,

Kakkai-

as is usual with him,
and that is 2 lines

{Virutti p. 121). Avinayanar concurs with
him (p. 123 ibid.) in this respect.
But
Narrattanar, Palkayanar and the author of
Sanga-Yappu prescribe 2 lines as the minimum and 7% lines as the maximum for this

form of verse’

Parimananar has 2 and 12

1 Vide Virutti p. 125.

* “Neduven pattu munnal aditté
Kuruven pattin alavelu ciré.” (§ 158.)
5 (1) iradi mudala onru talaiccirantu
4)

Eladi karum venpat turiya’’
(Narrattanar—Virutti p. 123).

(2)

Iradi mudala éladi karum
Tiribila vellaikku adittokai tané ”’

(Palkiyanar—ibid. p. 124).

(3)

~“Eladi iruti iradi mudala
Kriya vellaikku iyaintana adiyé”’
(Sanga-Yappu— ibid.)
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and maximum.

The

author of Yapparunkalam prescribes only
the minimum even as Kakkaipadiniyar.
>

ame

=

*

From these materials it can be inferred
that in the period of Tolkappiyam there

were works in Venpa

metre ranging bet-

ween 2 and 12 lines.

But the upper limit seems to have waned
to 6 lines later on, for there is no extant

work of the 3rd Sangam
6 lines in Venpa.

that goes beyond

Kalavali alone of all the

Highteen Smaller works has

in 6 lines.?-

a few stanzas

The payiram of Asarakkovai

runs with 6 lines.

Tirukkural is in 2 lines

of altogether 7 feet. Thus we see that in
the later days of the third Sangam the
earlier lower limit was maintained but not
the upper.
Probably after seeing these
third Sangam works Narrattanar, Palkayanar and the author of Sanga-Yappu prescribed the maximum as 7 lines. Kakkaipadiniyar and Avinayanar left that limit toi

** Adivakai
‘Orirandu mudala muraiciran tiraru

Erum enpa iyalpunarn toré,” (Virutti ‘p. 125)

‘* Vide Stanzas 6 and 28.
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be decided by the poet himself..

Parimana-

nar, who prescribes both the minimum and
maximum for Venpa, is not however in
agreement with Tolkappiyar when he
divides his types of Venpa into three, viz.,
short, standard, and long.!
The limits prescribed by Tolkappiyar
for Paripadal, Angatham and Pannaiti are
not to be found in the later prosodists, for
they do not contemplate such categories of

verses at all.
There now remains only the Kali form

to be considered.

Tolkappiyar divides the

Kali form into 4 kinds viz., Ottalisai,

Venpattu, Koccaham

and Ural-Kali.

the first of these

gives

he

the

Kali-

For

maximum

and minimum rather elaborately but leaves
us to infer from

these

the maximum

and

i“ Kural nér nedil ena miinray” ete.
He
cannot be said to be a close follower of Tolkappiyar,
for as shown

at p. 172 Virutti, he talks of 8 kinds of

rhyme whereas Tolkappiyar does not mention
Kalai, Inai and Kaduvays.
Again at p. 180 Virutti
he is shown as defining irattai “whereas Tolkappiyar
says without defining that it can be included under
some other head.
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minimum for 2 other kinds of Kali.

Even

the first kind is subdivided into two (S. 131,

132. and
are stated.

138)

and their respective limits

There is one kind of Ottalisal

which corresponds to the modern NerisaiOttadlisai-Kali (S. 132) and the other kind is
generally devoted to lauds of Devar in the

first person (S. 138).
in turn divided into

The latter of these is
two kinds

called Van-

naham and Orubdhu (S. 139). For the first
major division of Ottalisai (z.e., the form that
corresponds to Neérisai-Ottalisai-Kali) Tolkappiyar begins to prescribe the limits first.
He says that the taravu will be between 4
and 12 lines,' that the talisai will not exceed the taravu lines” and that the curitaham will be equal to, or less than, the
taravu. Next as regards the minor division

of Ottalisai, namely Vannaham, he preseribes different limits for taravu, talisai and

1 “Taravé tanum naladi ilipay
Arirandu uyarpen raraiyavum perumé.”

(§. 133)

4 “Idainilaip patt®
Taravakappatta marapina tenpa.’’
3“ Taraviyal ottum atanakap padumé
Puraitir iruti nilaiyurait tanré.”’
42
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curitaham.

Its taravu shall always be of

4 or 6 or 8 lines,’ its talisai shall always. be
shorter than the taravu ? and its curitaham
shall always be similar in length to taravu2

-Then he divides Orubdhu of S. 139 into 2

subheads, namely Kochchaha-Orubéhu and

Ambdtharanga-Orubdhu (S. 147 and 148)

and prescribes 10 to 20 lines as the limits
of the former. The section of Tolkappiyam which prescribes the limits of Ambétharanga-Orubdhu runs as follows
:-—
“ Ambétharangam Arupathirru ௨01616
Sempal varam cirumaikku eltai.” (S. 151.)

Perasiriyar,

a commentator,

says

that

there are 3 kinds of this type, one running
from 60-120 lines, another running from
30-60 lines and a third from 15-30 lines.
That this interpretation is not’logical is
what Nachchinarkiniyar seems to say in
his commentary on this section. But his

“ Taravé tinum
YN ankum arum

ettum entra

Néradi parriya nilaimait takura.”

(§. 141)

2 “Taravir curunkit tonrum enpa.”

(8. 143)

3 “ Adakkiyal varam taravo dokkum.”

(§. 144)

* “Orupan cirumai irattiyatan uyarpé.” (§. 150)
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acceptable.

own also does not appear to be

He says that this type will have 15 and 12(
lines as the two limits. Tolkapplyar’s text
does not at all seem to denote such mean-

ings but what seems right and reasonable
is Ilamptranar’s interpretation which as-giens 60 lines as maximum

minimum.
Pérasiriyar

The
and

and 30 lines as

cited by both

example?

Nachchinarkiniyar

does

not have more than 44 lines, and that easily
comes under the interpretation of Ilampura-

nar. Peérasiriyar is simply beating the air
when he says “olintanavum ivvare varum.
ivai ellam ikkalattu vilntana pdlum” (p.1197)
_and thereby shirks the responsibility to cite
illustrations for Ambdtharanga-Orubohu
So, setting aside
running up to 120 lines.
the commentary of both Perasiriyar and
Nachchinarkiniyar in respect of this section,

mean

1 Nachchinarkiniyar takes ‘sempal varam’ to
“ Arupathir cempal muppathil varam pathi-

naindu,’”

whereas

‘“(Arupathil)
Varam simply
necessarily
a

Ilamptranar

mnaduvakiya

takes

nilai

means a part or
quarter according

or

it

to

mean

cempathi.”’

panku and no
to the Tamil

dictionaries of Madura Tamil Sangam and Winslow.

> “Seficudar vadaméru”’ etc., (p. 1196 Pérasiriyam and p. 176 Nachchinarkkiniyam).
a4
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we shall take that Tolkappiyar

prescribes

60 and 30 lines as maximum and minimum
for this particular type.
If we examine Tamil literature of the
3rd Sangam Age, we find that in Kalittogai
Verse 75 the taravu exceeds 12 lines, in
contravention of the rule 133 of Tolkappiyam; in verse 16 the curitaham exceeds by
one line the limit prescribed in 8. 187; in

verse 1! the curitaham falls short of one
line prescribed in 8.144 for Vannahams on
Dévar. From these we must understand
that Marudan-Ila-Naganar, PalaipadiyaPerunkadungé

supposed
came

after

and

authors

Nallantuvanar,

of these

Tolkappiyar

Kali

had

Verses,

given

treatise on prosody, for otherwise

the
his

Tolkap-

piyar might have given different limits under
which these lines would also fall.
Kakkai-Padiniyar

prescribes no limits

for any one of these but simply says that

2 Kadavul valttu—most probably by Nallan¢uvanar the author of Neydal-Kali who is said to
have compiled all the five books together.
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talisai will not exceed taravu.

Avinaya-

nar says that talisai lines willbe

equal to

taravu.” Siru-Kakkai-padiniyar prescribes
no limits at all’ The author of Yapparunkalam 15

once again found to be in agree-

stops by §saying that the talisat lines will be
less than taravu.s

And

the

commentator

of Yapparunkalam

asks us to look up to

Seyanmurai, Seyirriyam and Agattiyam
for limits of the Kali parts. He adds further that if he stated them, they would

cover large space and so directs us to know
these

things

from

those

that

are

well-

versed

Now, let us turn to the author of

Karigai.

He prescribes that the taravu of

Vannaga-Ottalisai-Kalippa and Ambétharanga-Ottalisai-Kalippa will always be of
1“ Tattamil ottut taravin akappada
Nirpana minru nirantavai talisaiyé.”

* Pérasiriyar,
that

curitaham will

(p- 285 Virutti).

(Virutti p. 284)
an unidentified prosodist, says
be equal

to

taravu

3 vide Virutti p. 290.
“Talisai manrum camaniayt taravil

in

curunki.”’

> Virutti page 282 bottom.
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6 lines and that the taravu

of other

kinds

of Kali verse will have 3 lines as its mini-

mum. As regards the talisai he says that
2 and 4 lines are the two limits and that it
wil always have less lines than the
taravu.'

With these materials, if we look at
Kalittogal verses 75, 16 and 1 cited before,
we may infer that the practice of prescribing limits for the Kali parts began to

wane gradually from the days of Tolkappi-

yar down to the days of the author of
Yapparunkalam.
We also find that the
author of Karigai in his desire to give some
well-defined limits for talisai has wrongly
assigned 4 lines as the maximum.
This we
cannot accept in the face of Kalittogai verse
137 which has talisai of 5 lines and: also in

the face of the statement of Pérdsiriyar,
the commentator

of Tolkappiyam, that we

1“ Curunkirru minradi énait taraviru
minradiyé
Tarankakkum vannahak kuntara vavatu,
talisaippa
Curunkirru irantadi 6kkam iratti..............

eeeccecceceenceess..Curunkum
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must find out for ourselves talisai of 6 lines
8180. As Karigai’s definition
of Vannaga-

Oitalisai-Kalippa and ambotharanga Ottalisai-kalippa

differs very much from that of

Tolkappiyam,

it is no good comparing

its

limits with Tolkappiyam’s.
In these circumstances we can only
take that the minimum limit of 4 lines
a

க்ஷண

௪

>

Avinayanar, and the author of Yapparunkalam* should apply to taravu alone.

! p. 1159 (Tol. Vol. IL Perasiriyam.)

° “Nankam adiyinum munran todaiyinum
Talntu kalippat taluvutal ilavé.’’

|
(Virutti p. 121).
> “Onrum irandum minrumé rirandum
Einrim muraiyé pavin cirumai.”
(Virutti p. 123).
* “ Eficiyatu irirandu adiyé ilipena molipa.

(§.32).
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_

©The Tamil metres have been marked

with profuse and elaberate rhyme, alliteration and assonance.”? In respect of rhyme
or todai Tolkdppiyar talks of Ménai,??
Edukai,” Muran, and Iyaibu" as major divisions. To these four he adds alapedai.®
Next in order of importance come Polippu,‘
Oruu,? and Sentodai." (S. 88-90). Lastly he
says that Niral-Niruttamaittal and Irattai-

Yappu'

can be included under some head

1 Vide Rev. Edward
Vol. V. App.

Webb

in

J.A.O. 5. (1862)

p. V.

* (a) A rhyme where initial letters agree.
(b) A rhyme where the second letters agree.
(c) The contrary either in mere

word or in

its meaning.

(d) A rhyme where the last letters or sylla- |
bles or feet agree.

(e) Hlongations occurring in the first fest.
(f) Rhyme in the 1st and 3rd feet.
(¢) Rhyme in the 1st and 4th feet.

(bh) Blank verse where mdonai eic., do not
occur.
(i) Only one word occurring several times
and making up a line.
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already mentioned.

of Yapparunkalam

types

of todai

The author

describes

the

various

as Monai, edukai, muran

iyaibu, alapedai, adi,inai, polippu, ortu,
kulai, kil-kaduvay, mer-kaduvay and-murru.
So we find that adi,i inai," kulai; kil-kaduvay. mer-kaduvay’ and Murru® are the
types added by the author of Yapparunkalam. In addition, he talks of antadi? and
defines Irattai also.
The author of Sanga-Yappu! and

Pal-

kayanar’® are almost identical in view with
(j) Any

rhyme

occurring

thorughout

the

whole line.

(k)
(1)
(m)
(in)

Rhyme
Rhyme
Rhyme
Rhyme

in
in
in
in

the
the
the
the

ist
Ist,
Ist,
Ist,

and
2nd
2nd
3rd

2nd
and
and
and

feet.
3rd feet.
4th feet.
4th feet.

(o) Rhyme in all the four feet.
(p) Beginning a stanza with what has gone
before

as the

termination

of the last

stanza.

1“ Muntiya ménai yetukai alapedai
Antamil murané centodai iyaipé
Polippé ortiuvé irattaiennum

~

Tyarpadu todaikal ivai mudalaka ”

(Virutti p. 174)

* “ Monai etukai murané alapedai
Enaic centodai iyaipé polippé
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Tolkapplyar in respect of the number of
types they talk about. The only difference

is that they count irattai also along with
the other eight mentioned by Tolkappiyar.
Unfortunately, we have no knowledge of
what

Kakkaipadiniyar’s

view

was.

Nor

any other prosodist by name is quoted, but

under each of this section is shown some
rule of some author, whose name is not
given, as authority.
In these circumstances, we must suppose that the types
added on by the author of Yapparunkalam

should have been noticed in the works of
the period following that of Tolkappiyar.
That this might have been

so

is amplified

by the fact that the commentator of Yapparunkalam cites illustrations for these types

only from some works of the later period
whose

names

and whose

authors

are not

known to us now.
Another

point

of

difference

between

Tolkappiyam and Yapparunkalam is found
Oriuvé irattai onpatum piravum
Varuvana Virippin varampila enpa.”

|

|

(Virutti p. 175)

1“ PUPATUM...,sseeeccoccseeegeODFar.”
௦1

(p, 165),
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mention

of

certain subdivisions of muran, viz., Kadaiinaimuran,'* Pinmuran,» and idaipunar-

muran

This

(§. 39).

muran

is almost

similar to what is called antithesis in
English which is subdivided by the commentator of Yapparunkalam in accordance
as that figure of speech occurs in the
last two feet, in the 2nd and 4th feet,
and in the two central feet. For this sub-

division, the commentator could find no
other authority except one Kaiyanar who
too is not quoted by him’ This subdivision
is further developed by the author of Karigai who adds Kadai’ and Kadai-Kulai*

Thereby we get the figure

to the list (§. 42).

of antithesis in the last foot of every line of
the stanza as ‘a’ versus ‘b’ and ‘c’ versus

‘d’ in the Kadai-muran sort, and in the 2nd,

1

(a) Rhyme in the 3rd and 4th feet.
(b) Rhyme in the 2nd and 4th feet.

(c) Rhyme in the 2nd and 3rd feet. .

2“ivvaru kirinar Kaiyanar ennum
enak kolka.”” (p. 149 Virutti).
&

4siriyar

3 Rhyme in the last feet of several lines of a
stanza.

|

* Rhyme in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th feet.
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3rd and 4th feet of a line in the KadaiKulai sort. From the materials found in

Yapparunkalam and Karigai, we would
not be far wrong if we surmised that this
subdivision

muran'

first

arose in respect only

of

and later on came to be applied to

other kinds of todai too, for the commentators of both these prosodies cite illustrations of other kinds of todai also under
this subdivision (e.g. Kadai--inai-moénai,
Pin-edukai, idai-punar-iyaibu etc.), where-

as the authors themselves have not talked

of them in their rules.

One other distinction which we notice
between Tolkappiyam and Yapparunkalam
is in respect of the number of lines where
this todai is to be sought. According to
Tolkappiyam we understand that rhymes
+“ Kadaiyinai pinmuran idaippunar
muranena
Ivaiyun Kirupa orusaroéré

த

வை

(§. 39 Yapparuikalam,)
Marrorucar

ய

Karutir Kadaiyé
Kutlaiyumenru
Tranattodaikku

Kadaiyinai

pin

Kadaik

molivar igaippunar ven-

patuvé.”

94

(§. 42 Karikai)
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are to be found in a line or lines of 4 feet.
But according to Yapparunkalam, todai can
be found only in places where there are
more

than

one line. Perhaps

the author’

of Yapparunkalam borrowed his view from
Kakkaipadiniyar? But when we look at
these rhymes we notice that some of them
at least occur even in single lines. Exam-

ples of this kind are found in abundance in
respect
of Polippu and Ortu.
This is made
clear by Perasiriyar the commentator in
the following statement :—“ Polippum ortuvum Ooradi yuljeé varum enavum, centodai
oradiyul varinum irandu adiyan anri varatu enavum kojka.”* This is amplified further by Nachchinarkiniyar in his commen-

tary on § 33 where he says that todai will

wo

நவவி

be observed at a place where there are two
four-feet lines or where there is one four-

“ Adi ullanavé talaiyodu todaiyé.”
§. 33.)
* Todaiyé adi irandu iyaiyat tonrum.”

($. 98.)

“ Todai enappaduvatu...............
Adiyédu adiyidai Yappura nirkum
Mudivina tenpa mulutunarn toré.”’
|
(Virutti p. 127)

* Vide Tolkappiyam Vol. IL. p. 1075.
94
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feet line. “Both Perasiriyar and Ilampuranar cite an example of one line alone for
Oruu-edukai2

And

Nachchinarkiniyar

quotes only a single line as instance where
oruu-mo6nai also occurs. In distinct contrast
to this, but quite in consonance with the
text of Yapparunkalam, its commentator

cites illustrative verses for these rhymes
where they have occurred notin single lines.
only but in every line of the whole stanza?

still, this does not in any way preclude the
possibility

of todai

single line too.

being

reckoned

in

a

So, the author of Yappa-

tunkalam seems to have been at fault when

he formulated that todai or rhyme will be
found in the conjunction of two lines. That
he has rather erred

in this respect follow-

ing blindly Kakkaipadiniyar is what can be
1“ Alavadi irandu iyaintum onru vantum
todai kédalum
கசக்கி க வக்க படட unarka.” (Tol.—Nach.—p. 24)
* (1) Ullar kollé toli muljudai.”
(Tol.—Porul.— Vol. 11

(2) ் ‘Minnivar olivadam tanki manniya.”

(Ceyyul—Nach ற. 899 footnote)
3 E.g., Polippu ménai :-—
“Kanankol vandinan kavarvanam éypak
Kalicé radaikaraik katirvay tiranta ” etc.
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observed here. But the commentator of
Karigai does not follow the commentator of

Yapparunkalam

nor the author of Yappa-

runkalam, when he cites instances of various rhymes occurring in various single
lines. His own instances for Polippu-ménai
and oruu-edukai may be specially mentioned here.’ These points go to show that Tolkappiyar’s
rule which
permitted todai
occurring even in single lines is far better
than that of Yapparunkalam which forgot
or overlooked the existence
of singleline instances.

“இர் kural kinkini ararrum ciradi.”
* Minnavir cli vadam tanki manniya,”

56.
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Of the four main forms of verse, namely,

asinlyam,

venpa,

riyam

appears

From

the works

to

vanji

be

the

and

kali,

most

asi-

ancient.

of the 3rd Sangam

Age

available to us we understand that most of
them are in asiriya metre, for many-works
classified under two out of the three sup-

posed collections of the period are in this
form. They are Narrinai, Kuruntokai,
Ainkurunuru,
Padirrupattu,
Agananuru
and Purananutru of the Ettuttogai collection and all the pieces of the Pattupattu

collection.

Asiriyam

ought to have

been

the natural outcome of primitive songs,
obviously because it is the least complicated. Wecannot with our present knowledge

and

materials

penetrate

into

its

origin

before the days of Tolkappiyar.

Tolkappi-

yar.of course talks of asiriyam

as having

the note of ‘agaval’ which

addressing or calling:

simply means

Asiriyam therefore

* “ Agaval enpatu asiriyammé.”
57
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One point to

be remembered is. that he does not talk of
any division of this agaval note according
to the kinds of feet that occur therein. He
makes no mention of énthisai, thunkisal
and olukisai divisions either under agaval
It appears
note or under any other note.

as though these

divisions were

not intro-

duced even at the time of the author of
Yapparunkalam, for he too does not talk
of them; nor at the time of the author of
Yapparunkala-Karigai. It is absurd to say
that they did not mention these because
these were well-known to all in their time,

for such a statement would have value only

when a celebrated predecessor had said
enough of it. On the contrary we find that
Tolkdppiyar has not countenanced such a
division; nor even Kakkaipadiniyar, AviIts intronayanar and Narrattanar have.
duction is to be found for the first time in
Yapparunkala-Virutti and is traceable in

the commentary of Yapparunkala-Karigai

also. The commentators of these two later
prosodies quote certain lines of some un-

known persons in support of their statement
that each one of the four main metres will
58
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have

|

three divisions according to the kind

of feet that occur therein.»

They

do not.

give us the name of the prosodists that
enunciated these rules; nor do they tell us

from which work it is they got. the informa-

tion.? It is not my intention to say that,
the commentators concocted these rules
and fathered them on the names of others.
All I can say is that these divisions should
have risen at a later age, later even than

that of the author of Yapparunkalam

and

* “ Nér nér iyarralai yanvarum agavalum
Nirainirai iyarralai yanvarum agavalum

|

Ayiru talaiyum ottu akiya agavalum

Ental tunkal olukal enra
Aynta niranirai 4kum enpa.’

+

(Virutti p. 251)
* Here it must be pointed out that it is highly
distressing to find that Mr. K. R. Govindaraja
Mudaliyar in. his edition has inserted “ SangaYappu-Seyyul ” after the lines “ Vencir ventalaiyan
varum yappai’”’ etc.,as though those lines were
from that work.
The earlier edition by Pivai
Kaliyanasundara Mudaliar and the still earlier, if
not the earliest, edition by Chandrasekara Kavi-

rayar do not give us the source of information,
When it is noticed that in several places Mr.
Mudaliyar has supplied the names of persons or
works in the body of the commentary from his

own imagination,

we cannot

but demur to rely on

him here for purposes of our enquiry.
99:
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that the commentators imported them in
their commentaries. And in importing them,

one of them at least has made a mistake in

citing illustrations for the various divisions
of this note. The commentator of Yapparunkalam quotes
certain stanzas as
illustrations of the three kinds of this
agaval note.’ But applying the rule quoted
by him just before® we find that they all
belong to the 3rd category only.
In this
way it 1s an imperfect division. That it is

so is further augmented by the argument

of Pérasiriyar in his commentary on S. 105
(Lolkappiyam)*
He argues that since

’ Verses beginning with the words -—
(1)

“Konnir tuficinum yantufi calamé.”

(2)

“191116

and (3)

Irav6r anna irulirru Akiyum.”
“Imilkadal varaippin ellaiyin valata.”’

(Virutti p. 252)
* “nér nér iyarralaiyan ” ete.
* “Ini oru saraér inrankanaiyum (asiriyam
mudalanavarrai) Onruminraka vikarpittuk kurupa ;
ennai? éntisai, tankisai, olukisaj enrarpéla; arranru ; Oreluttu mudal aiyeluttucciralavum uyarnta
ciran varufl ceyyutku onru onranin vérupattolik:kum; avvérupadutorum pavérupada; ennai? ‘ elut_ talaveficinum
cirnilaitiné kunralum mikutalum
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different names are not to be given to the
note of verses according to the number of

letters from one to five that occur in each
foot of these verses as per 8. 43 of Tolkappiyar, different names are not to be given
according to the different kinds of feet also
that

occur.

If such

divisions were

to be

made, they would bulk large, as under each
of the three divisions there would be five or
six sub-divisions.

There

is another point that will dis-

close the imperfect nature of the division
under reference.
There may be verses or

combinations of lines but all those need not
necessarily be poetry.

And in poetry alone

we can find this note of agaval, venpa, etc.
We cannot find this note in sutrams, for
example, though they may possess the
required number of agavalfeet.
This point
is put forth by Tampuranar the earliest

commentator

of Tolkappiyam in his com-

mentary on 8. 86 and he says that S. 50 of

Tolkappiyam, though answering‘to the feet-.
illena ‘molipa’ enramaiyin ena marukka:;

allatium

annanam vérupadu kollit ordvonru
aintikalum
tinkalosai Brum 6lum akalum udaiya enpatu.”
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requirements of Asiriyam, has no Asiriya
note about it,! whereas judged by the
rule quoted by

parunkalam

the

commentator

(supra)

and by

of Yap-

its very

ex-

pression “varuum Yappai” this would be
taken to belong to the 3rd category.
To
say that a thing that is not asiriyam at all
is of thunkisai-asiriya-6sai is quite absurd.
There appears to be no distinction in this

respect between the commentator of Yapparunkalam and Rev. H.R. Hoisington who
wrote in 1853

“the

suttiram

are

given in

one (metre) called asiriyappa (in Tamil).” »
What may be ignored in a foreigner
not be ignored in a native writer.

en
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i“ Aivakai adiyum virikkun kalaj
Meyvakai

dmainta padinél nilatta

Elupatu vakaimaiyin valuvila vaki

Arunir Tirupat tainta kummé.”
* J. A. O.S. Vol. IV

p. 52.
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Tolkappiyar does not formulate four
types of asiriyam asis generally done by
later prosodists.. Kakkaipadiniyar, Avinayanar, Sirukakkaipadiniyar and the author
of Yapparunkalam and of Karigai, and all
others that followed them have spoken of
the four types of asiriyam : Nérisai, Inaikkura], Nilai-mandilam and adimari. Though
we need not go into the merits or demerits
of one or the other author in this respect,
we must necessarily seek for a reason for

the absence of these divisions in the days

of Yolkappiyar.
Tolkappivar
definitely
says that the penultimate line of asiriya

verse shouldbe of 3 féet.' That the Asiriya

verse’s peculiarity: lies in its possession of

only 3 feet in the penultimate line even as

occurrence
of. feet in the last line of venpa
is its distinguishing feature:
seems to
have been as ancijent.as atleast the days
1 “irrayal adiyé asiriya marunkil
lOrra muccirt takum enpa.’

2 “venpattu irradi muccirt takum.”
63
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This form in later days

That
came to be called Nérisai-asiriyam.
three-feet lines are not proscribed even in
the middle is what Tolkapplyar says in
another rule This would make us understand that three-feet line is in its proper
place only when it occurs as the last but
Tolkappiyar does not mean that
one.
occurrence of 3 feet lines in the middle also

of an asiriyam is so common

or so just as

to evoke a name for it as a particular type.
But the later prosodists mentioned above
have carved out a name for this, after call-

ing it a separate type.
kural Asiriyam.

But

That name is Inaithat name

does not

denote this type only; it denotes the type
of asiriyam in which there may be lines
also of 2 feet anywhere between the last
and the first line.

According

to Tolkappiyar’s§ 32 (Sey-

yuliyal) “ Narcir kondatu adi enappadume ”

and his § 68 and 69 we understand that an
asiriya line should generally be of 4 feet
and occasionally of 3 feet in certain places.

7 “Fdaiyum varaiyar todai unarvore.”
64

(§ 69)
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But nowhere does he indicate that an
asiriya line can be of 2 feet. This would
mean that up to his days there were not
works in Tamil literature of asiriya type
with 2 feet-lines.
As unfortunately the
works prior to the time of Tolkappiyar
have not come down to us, this is the only
reasonable inference that. could be drawn.
On scrutiny of the works in Asiriya
form of the 3rd Sangam Age we find that
there are certain asiriya verses which have

in them a few 2 feet-lines also. In the
EKttutogai collection there are four collections out of the six in asiriya form, which
have not even one stanza with a 2 feet-line.

They are Agananuru,

Narrinai, Ainkuru-

nuru and Kuruntogai.
Puranantru contains 147 Inaikkural asiriyams and Padir-

rupattu 17%.

In the Pattupattu

collection

Porunararrupadai has 187, Madurai-Kanji
has 247% and Pattinapalai ௦4.
The other
seven pieces of this collection have ‘no line
with 2 feet at 8/1.
The 3rd Sangam Age seems to have
been the period when Inaikkura] form
found its way into Tamil literature. It is
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only the later-day prosodists and not Tolkappiyar that called asiriyams with 2 feet-

lines or 3 feet-lines or both in the middle as
inaikkura].

Even though Tolkappiyar has

countenanced the occurrence of 3 feet-lines
in the middle of an Aasiriyam, he has not
given any special name to that type, for
perhaps it was only a rarity in his days.
That it was rather rare is evident from the
wording of his section 99. It means “ Even
if a 3 feet-line occurs in the middle of an
Asiriyam, it is not eschewed by learned
men.’!
Thus itis reasonable to assume
that after Tolkappiyar, 2 feet-lines also
crept in and were not eschewed after some
time. This explains why the same poet
who has sung several verses not in inaikkural

form

has

For example,

given

some

Nakkirar,

verses in Agananuru
and of 2 long

poems,

the

at

least

author

in it.

of 17

and 7 in Narrinai
Tirumurugarrupadai

and Nedunalvadai, has given us only one
verse in the inaikkural type. That we find
in Purananuru

verse 395.

66
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his 28 verses in Puram, has given one, and
out of his 10 verses in Padirrupatiu has
His
given two in the Inaikkura] type.

Kurifijipattu

poem

of 261 lines)

contains no line with 2 feet.

Again, in his

(a long

contributions to Agananuru and Narrinai
which each number nineteen, we find no 2
feet-line. And Paranar, author of 10 verses

in Puram, has given only 4 of them in this
type. His contributions to Agananuru and
Narrinai numbering 34 and 12 respectively
have not even one 2 feet-line. He is the
only author among the Padirrupattu poets
who has not introduced a 2 feet-line

therein.

|

Mangudi Marutanar has given about
247 2 feet-lines in his Madurai-kafich1.
Three out of his 7 verses in Purananuru
are of this type.
But neither in his verse
in Agananuru nor in Narrinai has he
introduced it.
|
|

Perunkunrur Kilar has given one out
of his ten verses in Padirrupattu in this
type, whereas all his verses in Puram,
Agam and Narrinai are in a different
type.
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These points go to show that the Inaikkural form found its slow way in Tamil
literature and was perhaps approved by a

kind extension of the meaning of Tolkappoets

great

with the earlier grammarian.
ஆ

௬

வள

*

to reconcile

in order

piyar’s Section 99

ரஷ

௭

2

>

this type, for they are quoted as authority
by the commentator of Yapparunkalam. If
these quotations are true, then Avinayanar

and the rest should have

come

not only

after Tolkappiyar but also after or in the
days of some of the 3rd Sangam poets: in

whose

verses

we

find

the

Inaikkural

asirlyams.
The tendency to mix 2 feet-lines with
4 feet-lines is found in abundance in one of

the longer poems composed by Kadialar
Uruttirankannanar, namely Pattinappalai.
In a total of 301 lines there are in it 163
Vanji lines. This works up to 547. This
is perhaps the reason why the commenta-

tor of Karigai
Nedumpattu.”'

calls this poem “ Vaiiji
If this piece is a vafiji

1 Karigai (K. R. G. edn.) p. 154,
68
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nedumpattu, then Puram stanzas 16, 17, 22,

97, 98 and 136 must also be taken as such,
tor their vanji
ing percentage
70 and 88. It
the tendency
asiriyams had
authors lose
going.

There

lines work up to the followrespectively: 63, 78, 69, 56,
may therefore be said that
to introduce 2 feet-lines in
gone so far as to make the
the consciousness of over-

is

one

verse

in Purananuru

which would at first sight suggest that there

was this Inaikkura] type even before the
days of Tolkappiyar. Puram verse 2 is
said to have sprung from the mouth of
Murafijiyur
Murafijiyur Mudinagarayar.

Mudinagarayar
Sangam

is the name

poet also,

of a First

according to the

com-

mentary of Nakkirar on Iraiyanar Agapporu].

we
that

poets were

If these two

should have favoured
before

the

days

the

identical

suggestion

of Tolkappiyar

there was the Inaikkural type.

too

But they

were not really identical as will be shown
below. . In the account given by Nakkirar

we find Murafijiyir Mudinagarayar’s name
along with

some other names of the poets

of the Ist Sangam.

The first Sangam poets
69
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several Paripadals,

Mudunarais, Mudukurugus, Kalariyavirais

etc. But 449 poets of the 3rd Sangam
period are said to have given several works
of which Purananuru is one.

This

account

of Nakkirar

separates

Murafijiyur Mudinagarayar from the 3rd
Sangam Age by several centuries. Secondly,
among the works of the Ist Sangam Age
Purandnuru is not mentioned. And thirdly,
Puranantru is mentioned as a 3rd Sangam
work which would mean that Purananuru
to be called as such should have included
and not excluded the verse under reference

given

Murafijiyur

by

Mudinagarayar,

least to justify the name

number

Four hundred.

at

by means of the

These

points will

show that these two names were of differThe prefix ‘Murafijiyur ’
ent persons.
appearing with the name of Mudinagarayar

would

probably mean that another

Mudi-

nagarayar was also born at Muranjiyur in

alater age.

This seems to have been the

opinion of Dr. V. Swaminatha Aiyar also,
for in his short notes on the accounts of the
authors of Purananuru he does not say

that this Mudinagarayar was identical with
70
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the poet of that name of the 1st Sangam but
only says “That there was a poet with this

name in the first Sangam
the commentary of
yanar Agapporu].”
is no difficulty in
that Puram verse

is known from

the Ist section of IraiThus we see that there
accepting the position
2 is after all. a piece

given by an author who lived after the age
of Tolkappiyar and that the inaikkural
form did not exist in Tolkappiyar’s days.

. There is another verse in Puranantru
which seems to have baffled several commentators and editors. It is verse 235. No
two editors seem to agree with regard to
its scansion. Dr. Aiyar, who scanned it as
a verse of 22 lines in the Ist edition, has
given it as one of 20 lines in the second and
third. The Madura Tamil Sangam in its
edition of Tolkappiyam-Seyyuliyal
has
shown it as a verse of 19 lines. The edition
of Yapparunkalam has given 25 lines to it.
Over against all these we have a statement

made by [lampuranar to the effect that it is
a verse of 17 lines. One point of difference
between all the other commentators and

editors on the one side and Ilampuranar on
the other is that Ilamptranar shows its
“1
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2nd line to be of 6 feet, whereas all other:
take it as two lines—one with 2 feet anc

the other with 4 feet. I]lampuranar’s statement appears

to be

unjustifiable because

there is no sanction of Tolkappiyar for a
6 feet-line appearing in an asiriyam nor is
any asiriyam found with 6 feet in any of

the collections of the Sangam period. On
the other hand, the commentators Nachchinarkiniyar and Pérasiriyar treat the 2nd
line of two feet as a Sorciradi.
That these
commentators are not right in so saying is
evident from a rule of Tolkappiyam, for

according to it Sor cir adi can occur only in
Paripadal.’ Asthe Purananuru verse under
reference is only an asiriyam and not a
paripadal we cannot accept that it has a

Sor cir adi.
Puram

235

All that can be said is that
also

contains

a line of 2 feet

along with some lines of 3 and 4 feet, that
it is an inaikkura] asiriyam and that its
author Auvaiyar adopted the inaikkura]
form for 5 of her verses in Puram of which
verse 239 is one, even though .she has not
* “ Corcir adiyum mudukiyal adiyum

Appa nilaimaikku uriya dkum.”
12

(§. 122)
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it in her remaining

11 verses of

Puram, 4 verses of Agam and 7 verses of
Narrinai.
This again shows that inaikkural form came to be introduced in a later
age than Tolkappiyar’s and existed side by

side with the Nérisai type of Asiriyam.

Nilaimandilam

division

of

Asiriyam

does not appear to have existed in the days
of Tolkappiyar, for we do net find him anywhere saying that the penultimate line
of
asiriyam can be of 4 feet also.
The expression ‘Mandila Yappu’ occur-

ring

in

his

5, 115

has

been

wrongly

interpreted to mean
‘nilaimandilam,’ !
This section talks of certain parts of Kali

which can be of 4 feet.

Ottalisai is a part

of Kali to be sure. Kuttam according to
the commentary of Ilamptranar relating to

§. 115 isa synonym of taravu.*
also is a Kali part.

And taravu

So, in between

these

two Kali parts Tolkappiyar would not have
placed

an Asiriya form

1 * Ottalisaiyum

as suited to a line

mandila yappum

Kuttamum néradikku ottina enpa.”
* “Kuttam eninum taravu eninum
okkum.”
oO
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of 4feet. Hence it would be sane to take all
the three different parts mentioned in this
section to refer only to one particular form
of verse namely Kali.
This interpretation
however is not contradictory to the import
of the word kuttam in the next section. !
There too we find no difficulty in accepting
that kuttam means taravu and that taravu

can contain

a penultimate

line of 3 feet

also. The taravu of Kalittogai verse 36
furnishes an illustration.
In this taravu,
the penultimate line is of 3 feet whereas
the other lines are of 4feet.
The same
interpretation does not mar the meaning

of §. 117 either, for here
difficulty in accepting
. Taravu. *

that

too

there is no-

kuttam means

What then is mandilam?

If mandila

yappu cannot refer to asiriyam,

does it indicate?

what

else

These are questions that

may be raised now.
The Tamil Lexicon
gives as a meaning of Mandilam,‘ running

1

«6 Kuttam

eruttadi

udaittum

aAkum.”’

? “ Mandilam Kuttam enrivai irandum
Sentikkiyala

enmanar pulavar.”
14

(S.

116)
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in a cirele’ (Vattamay

6dukai)

quoting

as

its authority Purapporul venpa malai (Su-.
tram

18;

verse

14) line “ Aindu

mandilam cenru.”.

celavodu.

The same work quotes.

the commentary of Perasiriyar (relating to
§. 152) as authority for the meaning’

‘run,

ning quickly without a break’ of the expresTolkappiyar’s section 232 is
sion aragam.
itself self-suggestive of the meaning of the

word

aragam.°.

is a vannam

Aragam

which runs round without a break. If then
aragam means ‘running round without a

break’ and if mandilam

means

‘running

round in a circle’, there seems to be little
doubt that these two words are synonymous

This interpretation then
with each other.
removes the absurdity of making Tolkappiyar talk of two Kali parts on either side
with an asiriya part in the middle. This
fits in with the general tenour of that section (115) that only Kali parts are spoken
therein. Aragam is also generally of 4 feet

and thus this interpretation holds good for
8 117 also. Further-more it is even better
1 “ aratu kadugic

கக]

2 “Uruttu vannam arikam

ர5

todukkum ’ ப
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than the ordinary interpretation

given

to

mandilam in that section, for there is no
real meaning in saying that mandilam

riyam) is like an asiriyam.

(Asi-

There could be

sense only when the word means anything
else but asirryam. As other meanings can-

not fall in with §. 115 and as aragam is not
a part of asiriyam, but only

a part of Kali,

mandilam must needs mean aragam.

it is evident that mandila yappu

Thus

of §.117

cannot denote Nilaimandilam as taken by
the commentators of Tolkappiyam.
Tolkappiyar’s sections 68 and 69 are
those that concern themselves with the

matter of Asiriyam but they do not at all
indicate that four-feet line can occur as the
penultimate line of an asiriya verse. Asa
contrast, we notice that the author of Yap-

parunkalam‘

treats this type

in his §. 74.

This type according to him should have
equal lines all through, may end in any
consonant, may have ‘en’ as the terminat-

ing syllable. The commentator of Yapparunkalam

quotes

Avinayanar

1“ Otta adiyina takiyum

in his support.
orrira

Nirpavum: ennum nilaimandilamé.”

16:

TYPES

OF ASIRIYAM

He does not quote Kakkaipadiniyar
Narrattanar

in this respect.

We

22

canzns%

therefore say precisely whether these ta~
prosodists contemplated such a type or m=
I do not propose however to throw முல்
any suggestion on the basis of the arz=
ment of silence. At any rate, it is evidex=

that by the days of the author of Yapr2
runkalam there must have come into ex:s=
ence some works in asirlya metre with +
feet line as the penultimate also and thze<
‘en’ endings must have been used.
£2
examination of the Tamil literature of th=
3rd Sangam age and of the age that im
mediately followed discloses the truthஈ
the above statement. Whereasin Narrine:

en

ah

we

of the Ettuttogai

collection and in Pat:--

pattu collection penultimate line with 4 fees
is conspicuously absent,

1b can be traced “5

the following
percentage
named below :—

Kuruntogai
Ainkuruniru

in

the

worzs
|

57 (2 stanzas out of 406;
ட
6708,
£408)

Agananuru

1706...

Padirrupattu
Purananiru

80)
114% (1 stanza out of
4347% (19 stanzas out of 400;
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Cilappadikaram has 67% whereas Manimékalai and Perunkathai are from top to
bottom having 4 feet only in the penultimate
line. These works just referred to are those
that have the terminal syllable “en.” In the
thirty cantos of Cilappadikaram there are
24 that end in asiriya metre and among
these 24, nineteen have such an ending.

Manimekalai

and Perunkathai

invariably

have this ending.

That

Cilappadikaram

and

Manimeé-

kalai are works of the age immediately
following that of the 3rd Sangam has been
accepted by several
scholars.’
Perunkathai may be ascribed to a still later date.
That these alone of all works contain 4 feet
line as the penultimate in a majority, that
one collection of the Age of the Sangam has
a very small percentage of this, and that
another collection of the 3rd Sangam does
not have any one line of this sort go to

show what sort of development the Nilaimandila asiriyam could have had. Though
1 Dr. V. A. Smith, Mr. Venkayya, Mr. N.M.V.
Nattar, and Mr. K. Srinivasa Pillai.

(6

TYPES

its real

origin

OF

ASIRIVAM

is obscure and could not be

traced with certainty
safely say that

at this age, we can

certain poets

should have

deviated at first quite unwittingly from the
rule of Tolkappiyam § 68 which prescribes 3-feet line as the penultimate, and
that after a certain period these deviations

came to be not the exception but the rule.

But after a certain period, this tendency to

carry it to a degree of vengeance seems to

have waned, for in Kalladam and in the
1114 Thirumurai

collection we

have

only

a negligible percentage of penultimate lines
with 4feet. Kalladam has not more than

2per cent to its credit.
And among the
asiriyams that are found in the 11th Tirumurai, Pattinattar’s Koil Nanmanimalai

and Tiru

Orriyur

Stanza) and Nambi

Orupd

Orupathu

(8th

Andar’s Aludaiya Pil-

laiyar Thirumummani Kévai_
alone belong to this type.

Nambi Andar Nambi

(1st Stanza)

Pattinattar

and

lived about the 10th

and 11th centuries respectively.
Yapparunkalam appears to have been composed
* Mr. Anavarathavinayagam Pillai’s “Tamil
-Perumakkal

194.

Varalaru ” (1921 edition) page
[9
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Thus it is
about the 10th century A. D.'
evident that before and after Yapparunka-

lam arose, and not when Tolkappiyam ruled
the roast, poems

were composed in. Nilai-

mandila asirlyam.

| Mr.

M.

Aiyangar

Raghava

Vol. XXIV.

80

in Sen Tamil

Adimarimandilam is only a later extension of the way in which sense is made

out—t.e., an extension of adimari Porulké].
This type of asiriyam is not talked of by
Tolkappiyar in

his

Seyyuliyal,

whereas

Yapparunkalam (§. 73) talks of adimarimandilam as a separate type of asiriyam, any

line of which can be treated as the first,
second and so on without any alteration in
meaning.

Kakkaipadiniyar,

Sirukakkai-

padiniyar and Avinayanar have also spoken

of this type as evident

from

quotations

cited at p. 260 Virutti. Apparently in Tolkappiyar’s days a separate classification
of asiriyams

in this manner did not exist.

That any line of a stanza can be taken as
the first, any line as the second and so forth

was not a distinguishing feature of Asiriyam
alone. Any line but the last of a Venpa
too could be treated in a likemanner. For
example,

oe,

“ Alaippan pirituyirai akkalum kurram

Vilaippalir kondtin micaitalum kurrém
81
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Colarpala allata collutalum kurram
Kolaippalum kurrame am.”

is a venpa of this type found in Nanmanikadigai, one of the 18 smaller works of “the
If as shown by the
3rd Sangam period.”
commentator of Yapparunkalam (at p. 200)
the following stanza
“Mutukkurain tanale Mutukkurain tanale
Malaiyan olver kanni

Mulaiyum vara Mutukkurain tanale.”

is an asiriyam of the adimarimandila type,
despite the fact that the second line cannot

for metrical purposes of asiriyam be suited

as the third line, the venpa just quoted, des-

pite. the metrical unsuitability of the last

line as any other line, would have to be re-

garded as an instance of adimarimandila

This venpa as well as any stanza
venpa.
of the asiriya form in this type can come
under §. 407 (Sol.) of Tolkappiyam.' That
rule covers stanzas of any form whose Ist
or 2nd or 3rd line, etc. can: be made 2nd or
1 “ Adimaric ceyti, adinilai tirintu

Cirnilai tiriyatu tadumarummé,”

ADIMARIMANDILAM —

3rd or Ist line, etc.

Thus it is seen that

Tolkappiyar did not want to make a sepa-rate type of this.sort in 4siriyam alone
knowing that it was not its distinguishing

feature.

Failure perhaps to note this led

the later prosodists to create a new type of
asiriyam called adimari mandilam.

The Final Letter of Asiriyam.

Tolkappiyar does

not prescribe

any

particular letter to occur in an Asiriyam.
whereas the author of Yapparunkalam
says that asiriyams will end in one of the

following letters or syllables :—é, 6, i, ay,
en and ai’ The authorof Karigai does not
speak of this. Nor is Kakkaipadiniyar
quoted in this respect. Avinayanar who is
quoted by the commentator of Yapparunkalam omits ai. It is curious to find that

Perasiriyar

(an

unidentified prosodist)

omits ai andiand that while he favours
en-endings in Nilaimandila Asiriyams he
says that other consonants are not what
1“ Agaval isaiyana agaval marravai

E O iay en ai en rirumé.” (§. 69).
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in the end and that those

that occur there will not be rejected”

commentator

The

of Yapparunkalam however

holds that both. Avinayanar and this PerAsiriyar also were in favour of 1 and al;
this he does by resorting to a peculiar way
of ellipsis called ‘ ilésu.’

The author of Yapparunkalam himself

in his §.74 says that Nilaimandila asiriyam
This
can end in any consonant or in‘en.’
would mean that an Asiriyam can have
in ay
other endings than the consonants
and en mentioned in §.69. His special

mention of enin

§.74 and his omission of

ay in it seem to suggest that he did not
consider ay and en as consonantal endings.

By

consonantal

endings

of his §. 74 he

seems to have meant only regular conThen
sonants except those in ay anden.
it is difficult to find out the reason why
he did not mention in his general section

(S. 69) relating to asiriyam that anv consonant may also occur in it.

1 Alla orrum akavalin iruti
Nilla alla nirpana

- 84

varaiyar.”’

FINAL LETTER
The works of the 3rd Sangam Age do
not have any verse ending in either i or ai.
We do not know what works the author of

Yapparunkalam had before him in his time

with I or ai endings. But we cannot take
the two illustrations given by the commentator to be the proper ones because we do
not know precisely whether they belonged

to an age prior toor after the age of the
author

of Yapparunkalam.

There

are on

the other hand a few stanzas of Asiriya
metre of the age of the third Sangam and
of the age immediately succeeding it which
endini.
They are :—
|

(1) Kah (St. 1) which ends as “ amarn-

.
(2)

Do.

(St.55)

tanai adi.”
Do.

(3) Cilappadikaram
(20th Kathai) Do.

111௨1 1611.”

|
“vilntanale
- madamoli.”

These two works were certainly of an
age prior to Yapparunkalam.

1 Whether

Naga Kumira

not available to us, contained
sort is after all doubtful.
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not mention ‘i’

as one of the terminal letters despite its
occurrence in these works, are we to infer
that the author of Yapparunkalam did not
mention it because it would occur only occasionally?
This inference would then

militate

against the assignment of a place:

in §. 69 for i and ai despite their non-occurrence in any of the known Sangam works.
Considered in these ways, the text of Yap-

parunkalam

seems

to be somewhat defec-

tive.

Now

let us look at the works

of the

srad Sangam for an analysis of the final
letter occurring therein. Five out of the six
works ofasiriya metre inthe collection call-

ed Ettuttogail are

ending ine:

Narrinai,

Kuruntogai and Padirrupattu ending in 6
without any exception whatsoever, and
Purananuru and Agananuru having only
one 6 ending each out of 400 verses in each

of them.

Pattupattu, another collection of

about the same period, has no other ending
thane.
Even Ainkurunuru, one other of
the six works in asiriya metre of the compilation “ Ettuttogai ” has 94 per cent é-endings.
Erom these materials it is but just to
86
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‘infer. that in the 3rd Sangam period, if not
in the days

some

of Tolkappiyar too, there: was

such convention that asiriya poems

should have é as their termination.

In the period of transition we notice
that 6 occasionally came to be used in place

of 6.

Thus it is that we find Puranantru

stanza 190 and Agananuru Stanza

46 end-

12 6

endings

ingin6.

Ainkuruntru

(or roughly less than
credit.
Then shoots

has

three per cent) to its

out ay

and its

share

Ainkuruniru is exactly 4 per cent)

in

Pro-

perly speaking, there is one point of difference between ay on the one hand.and é
anddonthe other. Whereas the latter two
in most places occur almost as a poetical
expletive or ‘asai, ay does not occur in a

like manner but carries with it the

signi-

ficance of address. ‘Annai’ of the 1st case
becomes ‘annay’in the 8th?
Thus it is
1 It is a point for consideration

whether

after

all these 4y endings of Ainkuruntru Stanzas 211
etc. in Annayppattu and St. 21 etc. in Kalvan pattu
will not come under iyaipu of Tolkappiyar. (8.240)
* Cf. Tol. Col. S. 121 “ ai Ay Akum.”
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evident that ‘ay’ has the note of vocative
case about it. And after all we can quote

instances of Ay in this manner only. Ainkurunuru stanzas 21-30 and 211-220 have all
‘annay’ as their last foot. The commen-

tator of Yapparunkalam too quotes only
St. 21 of Ainkuruntru. So then, to make a
rule that ay may be one of the syllables

that terminate an asiriyam, while omitting
to mention the latter ‘i’ which is also part

and parcel of the expression in the two
Kali Stanzas and in one Stanza of Cilappadikaram does not appear to be perfect.
There then remains only ‘en’ to be considered. This too is taken to be an expletive
by Adiyarkkunallar in his commentary of
Cilappadikaram. We have already stated
that this is found in 19 out of the twentyfour asiriya endings‘in Cilappu. Cilappadi-

kdram also: appears to be in the transitional
stage for it has not completely

avoided

e

but has four endings-in ‘it. -It is Manimékalai and Perunkathai that completely
eschew

through.

6

and adopt

Here

en

in its place

all

then we find a sort of

climax which must be followed by an anti-

climax. But the anti-climax has no gradual
88
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catastrophe.

fall, but is a sudden

We do

not find any asiriyam with an ending in en
for several centuries to come aiter these
:
two great works.
6 now

regains

its

gra-

lost hold, not

dually but quickly and itis thus that we find
Kalladam

arising with

all terminations in

The

é except one (St. 25) which ends in 6.

fate of this é seems to be interesting, for in
the whole of the 1ith Tirumurai, a collection
of works of several persons upto about the
11th century A.D., there is no other ending
but €.
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THE. VANJI VERSE
Vanji verse

was

only

a

development

of the good old Asiriyam, even as Kali was
that of the ancient Venpa.

Tolkappiyar’s

Sections 105, 107 and 108 will explain this
point
According to Tolkappiyar Vanji
foot cannot exceed three syllables”
Vanji
verse proper should have only 2-feet lines
though it can occur occasionally with 3-feet

lines

also.

Vafiji

have 3 letters as
6 letters as the

1

verse

proper

should

the minimum
maximum
of

(1)

“Asiriyam

(2)

Naliyar renpa pavakai Viriyé”’
Paviri marunkinaip panpurat tokuppin

(3)

ஜீரம்

Venpak

and
each

Kaliyena

Asiri yappa Venpa enranku
pavinul adankum enpa’

Asiriya

nadaitté

Vafiji

Ayiru

|

énai

Venpa

nadaitté kaliyena molipa”’.

4+ -““ Vafijic Cirena

Vakaiper

alla muvasai

$

Yana’.

anave

(1) “ Vaiiji adiyé irucirt கவ்வ,
(8)

“Mucci

ranum

90

Vencir

(§. 20)

Varumidan

(§. 45)
udaitté”

(§. 47}

THE VANJI VERSE

of its

two

feet*

occur as a kun
excess in both

and
or a
kinds

a syllable

can

detached foot in
That
of Vafiji.?

Tolkappiyar has given these rules is itself

enough to show that even before his time
Vanji verse had

developed

cient asiriyam.

As wehave

out of the

an-

no literature

of the period prior to Tolkappiyar now
available to us, we must look to later Tamil
literature for tracing the history of Vafji
verse. Purananuru, which seems to have

been compiled later than Tolkappiyam, has
three verses which are real

Vanji

verses,

even though Dr. Aiyar says in his preface
to Puranantru

(2nd Edition)* that it is a

work containing 400 Agaval verses. A close

scrutiny of these 3 verses (Nos. 4, 11 and
239) will show that they have several 2-feet
lines ending with two or three

lines

4-feet

(1) “ Tancir eluttin cinmai minré’’.

(2) “Nérnilai

Vafjikku

arum

(§ 46)

akum”’.
(§. 42)

wo

(3) “ Kuraladi mutala alavadi karum Ural]
‘nilai ilavé Vafijikku enpa”
(§. 57)

“ Asai kinakum avvayin ana’.

3

as also at p. VII of the 3rd edition.
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in Asiriya metre. Verses 11 and 239 have
besides a detached word or taniccol. These
three verses betray that they were composed after the days of Tolkappiyar and

before those of Yapparunkalam, for where-

as according to Tolkappiyar there could
not be feet of more than 3 syllables the 4th
verse contains a line’ which may be said
to have at least one foot of 4 syllables and

the llth Verse has a line?
may

be taken

each.”

as

whose two feet

containing

4

syllables

According to Yapparunkalam there

could

exist

4-syllabled foot also.+

If

such 4-syllabled feet were prevalent in the
days of Tolkappiyar he certainly would not
have omitted to talk of them in his prosody.
The author of Yapparunkalam, on the
other hand, finding these 4-syllabled feet
andthose in Puram stanzas 139 and 377, in

“ Nilaikkoraa ilakkampdnrana”’.

*

“ Padalcanra viralvéndanummé”.

*

It

is,

however,

verses

_

possible

as having

to

regard

these

three-feet lines

under

§. 47 of Tolkappiyam, but the author of
Yapparunkalam probably preferred to

take them as verses of 2 feet-lines,
Na&lasaiccir poduccir padinaré” (§. 13)
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Kajfichi lines 50, 123, 133, 180 &

761 and in Pattinappalai lines 213 and 319

etc. must

have formulated his 5, 18,

17%

three verses of Purananuru shown above
as Vafiji pieces satisfy the conditions of a

Vanhji proper

(or Kattalai)

laid down

by

Tolkappiyar.
They are all of 2 feet generally and their syllables fall within the

limits laid down by him.

The detached foot

occurring in verse 239 is only a syllable and

hence

comes

under

the

purview

of Tol.

§. 48.

The other detached foot occurring

in verse 11 is a regular exclusive foot but
that also is in its position according to Tol.

§. 49”
are

The last few lines of these verses
in 4 feet

riyam.

or are of the nature

Tolkappiyar

has

of Asi-

indirectly said

that Vanji verses could terminate with lines
of 4 feet? We find also that the author
of Yapparunkalam* has clearly stated that
they would terminate in agaval form with

wm

De

“ Asai kinakum

avvayin ana”.

“Cir kindtal néradikku uritté’’.
Vide

“ Vanji Tikké centikkiyarré”

§. 71)

“Tankal isaiyana Vaiji; marravai Aynta
taniccolédu agavalin irumé”. (§ 90)
93
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a detached word-or taniccol.

So it stands

to reason to hold that Purananiru is a work

containing at least 3 verses.in Vaiiji form.
Pattinappalai, though taken by some commentators to be in Vafiji form is not really
‘a Vafiji poem. This I have shown before.
All the verses cited by the commentator of

Yapparunkalam except one “Todi yudaiya
+6] manantanan etc.” (Puram St. 239) are
Neither their

not traceable.

the

works

of which

authors

nor

part

are

they form

known to this day. Whether they were
after all Verses composed by the commentator to.serve as illustrations of Van
form cannot with any accuracy be decided.

On the whole, much

cannot be said about

the history or development of Vanji verse,
as works in thatform are not now available
to us in any appreciable number.

*

-

௪

அ

require a taniccol and curitaham at the
end ofa Vanji poem (Vide Virutti ற. 329).
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THE VENPA |
So far as the Cheppal Osai of Venpa is
~ concerned Tolkappiyar and later prosodists
agree, even though the commentators of
and of Karigai would
Yapparunkalam
divide the é6sai into 3 kinds: énthisai, tunkiWe had occasion to
gai and olukisai.

see

the

demerits

kind

this

of

of divi-

sion at an earlier stage. According to
S 158! of Tolkappiyar, we understand

that Venpas ranged in his days between 2
and 12 lines. But among the. works of the

3rd Sangam period collected under the cap-

tion Padinen-kil-kanakku
pa exceeding 6 lines.

we find no Ven-

In Kalittogai

of the

Ettuttogai collection, however, there is a
verse (No. 18) in Venpa form running up
to 12 lines. This verse is not a Venpa
proper but a Kali-Venpa according to

1 “WNeduvenpattu

munnal

pattin alavu elu ciré”.
95
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S 153. And Kali Venpa has no maximum:

limits. Again in Paripadal also we find
some Venpas running beyond 12 lines but
they

form

a

different

category by them-

selves and cannot therefore come under a
general review of Venpa. Whether TolkAppiyar simply prescribed an upper limit
without having before him any Venpa run-

ning upto 12 lines is rather doubtful. What
was

said

mum

before

in respect

of the

maxi-

limit of asiriyam will equally

apply

to this limit also. Of the 18 smaller works,
‘Kalavali Forty’ is the only one that has

at least 3 stanzas of 6 lines. The payiram
of Asarakkévai, if accepted as emerging
from the pen of the

author

himself,

be said to contain 6 lines.
1

might

Asarakkévai

(1) “Oruporul
nutaliya
velladi iyalal
Tirivinri varuvatu kalivenpatté”’.
(2) Buddhamitirar in his Virasdliyam says
that

a Kali

thened form
as there

is

venpa

is

but the leng-

of a Nérisai venpa but
no

authority

for

this

statement and as his commentator
divides the feet according to his own
whim in order to show that it is an

extended

form

of

Nérisai

venpa,

Kali‘ venpa need not be taken asa
lengthened variety of Nérisai venpa.
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stanzas 1, 10, 27, 36, 46 and 59, Nanmanik-

kadigai

stanza 9are

of

this

and

Intyavai-Narpatu

of 5 lines.

The other works

stanza

1

Tirukkural

excepting

class

contain

Mudumolik-Kafichi

only

and

4 lines.

Tirukkural is in 2 lines of altogether 7 feet.
Mudumolik-Kafichi is not at alla Venpa
and hence it does not deserve consideration
This analysis then shows that in the
here.

8rd Sangam

days,

for Venpas

was

the maximum

only 6 lines.

reached

The

mini-

mum is found in Tirukkural, and the most
favoured limit seems to have been 4 lines.
*

—

a

இ

and the author of Yapparunkalam have
not prescribed any maximum limit for a
Venpa, Narrattanar, Palkayanar and the

author

of

Sanga-Yappu

9 and 7 as the two limits!

have

laid down

That these four

persons came after or in the period of the
3rd Sangam period and finding that the
maximum reached so far was only 6 lines

prescribed 7 lines as the limit is an inference that can reasonably be made.

Vide virutti pp. 123-124

1

|
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Again, a perusal of the sixteen works

of the collection under reference

seems to

point to a change from the days of Tolkap-

piyar.
Venpas

That is with regard to the four-line
alone.

Tolkappiyar,
line

as

the

who

cribes

3-feet

occur

as the last line of a Venpa,

pres-

thing that must

would

have certainly said that a taniccol or tanic-

cir should occur in the end of the 2nd line
of a Venpa if such a thing were the practice of his days.

We should expect

him to.

have said this for we find him stating a
particular trait of Venpa, viz., a 3-feet line
being the terminating line of a
Remembering that Tolkappiyar
said anywhere that ataniccol or
would occur as the last foot of the

Venpa.!
has not
taniccir
2nd line

in a Venpa, if we look at the sixteen works
of the Padinen-kil-kanakku collection, we
shall not fail to notice the change.

For, in

11 out of these 16 we find Venpas occurring
with and without taniccol

in

the

2nd

line.

And in 2 of them, namely, Sirupajicha
mulam and Hlathi all the second lines invariably have the taniccol. In Tinaimalai
i“ Venpattu

irradi muccirt takum’”’.
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Narraimbatu all stanzas. except cone are of
this sort. In contrast to all these there. are
two works, namely, Inna-Narpathu | and

TIniyavai-Narpathu
stanza

of

where

this sort

not

even one

is available.

So,

it

appears that some poets took a fancy for
putting a taniccol at the end of the 2nd
line rhyming with the first foot of the Ist
and 2nd lines so far as the 2nd syllable is
concerned. In short, they began to compose

Venpas with a taniccol having the
of the

1st and 2nd line.

edukai

This introduction

of the taniccol slowly came to have hold on
see

that

which for a time

was

the poets and hence it is that

this type of Venpa&

we

used along with the other old type began
to be the sole vehicle of certain works.
Even as we notice that there are some
works purely of this nature in this collection, we notice also that there are two
works which have the other type as the

sole vehicle.

1
kalam

Though
says

Thus

the

we

find that

commentator

of

Innisai-

Yapparun-

at p. 235 that even those venpas which

have a taniccol will occasionally be called innisai
venpa, we cannot concede that an innisai venpa
can also occur with a taniccol. That would take
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earliest

form known im

of Tolkappiyar

Venpa

was

a later

Almost

all the

PROSODY

and that Nérisai

improvement

Venpa&

works

of it.

that

were

produced in the wake of the last Sangam.
were in the nerisai type.
The Venpas
appended to the various sections of Cilappathikaram as well as some’ of the Venpas found in canto XVII and all except
one

appended to

Pattupattu

are

of

this

type. Out of the 105 Muttollayiram stanzas now available, 103 are of this type.
Perundévanar’s Bharata Venpa, and Auvaiyar’s Muthurai and Nalvali do also belong
to this type. The twenty-eight Venpas in
Tiruvachakam and all the Venpas: com-

posed by Poigai-Alvar,
yalvar,

Puthattalvar,

Tirumalisaialvar

the distinguishing

feature

We
cannot
accept the
mentator when we have

and

Pé-

Nammalvar

of Nérisai

type away.

statement
of the comthe text proper which

negatives the occurrence of a taniccol. (Vide
Taniccol iyarrappadatana innisai venpa). Kakkaipadiniyar, Sirukakkaipadiniyar and Avinayanar
also

make

no

doubt

in innisai venpa,

*
enral

Vide

venpas

kuralai’”’

as to the negation

of taniccol

beginning

‘‘ Mayavan

(Virutti p. 233).
etc.,

etc.
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in the Ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and great Tiruvanthathis collected under

this type.

Iyarpa are only in

The Venpas found in the collec-

tion called Eleventh Tirumurai

cannot

all

be said to have sprung before the 10th
century A.D. Some of them might have
arisen even

later.

like the pieces

Some

ascribed

others

of them

to Kapila-tevar,

Parana-tevar and Nakkira-tévar

were not

really of the days of the 3rd Sangam, for it
is still a matter of great controversy
among scholars of Tamil Literature as to

whether these 3 personages were identical
with the 3 poets of those names of the 3rd
Sangam period, and the side which seems
to have sound reason and support is that
which holds them as not identical. In this

work also we find only the Neérisai type in
use. The authors of these verses began to
embrace thisnew type rather wholeheart-

edly, perhaps from a desire to be
as fashionable.

regarded

Hence, the author of Yappa-

tunkalam mentions this type also as one of
the five types of venpa in his 8. 58!
1“ Kural cindu innisai nérisai pahrodai
Ena aintakum venpattané”’.
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of these

five

types severally nor even has he mentioned.
Then, is it not astonishing to

their names.

find the commentator
say that Kural,

of Yapparunkalam

Sindu,

innisai, nerisai and

Pahrodai was the order adopted by the
When
Tolkappiyar?’
author
ancient
Tolkappiyar has not talked of them at all,

how could one expect a statement regarding
their order from him? This statement of the
commentator is incorrect. ‘Tolkappiyanar °
was possibly an error for Palkappiyanar
or Palkayanar. Between Tolkappiyar and
the author of Yapparunkalam there were
Kakkaipadiniyar, Sirukakkaipadiniyar and.
Avinayanar who had countenanced these
Tolkappiyar too, though he has not
types.
given names to these types, was not ignorant of their occurrence in ancient litera-

ture. His§.158 is rather comprehensive and
includes Kural, Sindu, innisai and Pahrodai

in it? It

can include Nérisai also but the

1 “ural cindu innisai nérisai pahrodai
enpatu tollasiriyar Tolkapplyanar

muraimai’’.

(Virutti p. 233)

2 “Neduven pattu munnal aditts

Kuruven pattin alavelu ciré. ”
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difficulty in the way of such an inclusion’ வ
the absence of mention anywhere: by him
that a taniccol would occur as the last-part
of the 2nd line which is the peculiar feature

of the type.
no

such

The other four types having
can

peculiarity

under his §. 158.

very

well

come

So the only type which

did not exist in his days but which had
sprung and spread largely before the days
of Yapparunkalam is Nérisai Venpa.”’

There is yet one point which
a, difference even among
types of Yapparunkalam

suggests

the other four
in relation to

Whereas

according

to Tolkappiyar a Venpa cannot

exceed 12

Tolkappiyar’s

§. 158.

lines, according to Yapparunkalam a Venpa

can be of any length beyond two lines.
The commentator of the latter treatise
quotes Venpas upto 12 lines as illustrations

and leaves us with the following statement :—

“You had better find out for yourselves

Pahrodai Venpas with much more lines in
the stanzas of Ramayanam and Purana-

* T understand

that

vidvan

V.

Venkatarajalu

Reddiar also has arrived at this conclusion.
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Saearam’ ’;’ This means that Tolkappiyar’s
maximum
them.

limit

has

been

thrown

out

by

These types do not seem to have stopped
with 5 in later times. Sindial Venpa seems
to have been subdivided into two as NérisaiSindial and innisai-Sindiyal.
This sub-

division which is not found

in the text of

Yapparunkalam but is supplied by the commentator is found in the regular text of the
smaller treatise Yapparunkala -karigai2

Later still, there must have come into being
several other kinds of divisions such as
Kattalai Venpa, Kalambaga Venpa, Sama-

viyal

Venpa,

Samanadai

Venpa

and

Mayuraviyal Venpa.

1 Virutti p. 238.
traceable.

* Nérisai
vantal

(§. 26)

But such venpas are not

innisai pola
Nérisai

nadantu

innisaic

3 Vide virutti p. 466
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cintiyal

akum”

Kali verse appears to have been a develop-

ment of the Venpa
the

asirilyam

and a combination of

and Venpa'

in several

re-

spects, having of course its peculiar ésai
called tullal.

Tolkappiar is of opinion that

Kali is similar to Venpa

in certain res-

pects.” This verse is divided by him into
4 major divisions, namely ottalisaikah,
Kali-venpattu, Koccahakkali and Uralkali.
Ottalisai-kali is further divided by him into

two main divisions.

One

of them is that

which is not in the form of a praise unto
the Lords. The other is that which praises

the Lords in the first person.

The former

of these may be called Tevarpparava-ottalisai and the latter Tevarpparavum-ottalisai.
Téevarpparavum-ottalisai is further divided

1 (1) “Elu
Ceyyul.

cir iruti asiriyem

kaliyé”,

Tol.

§. 76

(2) “ Venpa iyalinum panpura mudiyum’ ,
Tol. ibid. §.77 |
an Enai
venpa nadaitté Kaliyena
molipa ’’.

(5. 108)
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by him into 2 kinds,
and orubdhu.

two

And the latter of these

subdivisions

and

namely, Vannagam

called

Ambdétharanga

has

Koccaha-orubdhu

orubdhu.

So

far, the

divisions
of Ottalisai-Kali
have
been
stated. Then comes his definition of KaliVenpattu in his §: 153. His Sections 154
and 155 are generally taken to be two
different sections by both
Nachchinarkiniyar and Pérasiriyar?
That Tolkap-

piyar has not mentioned Venkali as one
of the types in his topical sutram 180 and

is definite as to the division of Kali into 4
kinds alone of which Venkali is not one
and that the

attempts

of both

these

com-

mentators in their commentary of §. 154 to
take that rule as describing this Venkali
are far from approaching the intention of

ro

the prosodist himself have

been shown

** Oruporul nutaliya velladi iyalan

அ

Tiripinri varuvatu kaliven patté”.

“Taravum pokkum pattidai midaintum
- Aificir adukkiyum arumey perrum
Venpa iyalan velippadat tonrum ”’.

” Panilai vakaiyé koccahak kaliyena
_

Nitnavil pulavar nuvanrarain tanaré”’.

3“ Ottalisaikkali kaliven patté
Koccaham uralodu kali nalvakaitté ’’.
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Prof. §. S. Bharatiar

in his “ Studies in

Tolkappiyam ” published in our University
Journal sometime ago.t Therein, he has

besides shown that these sections can make
sense only when

they

are taken

together

so as to describe Koccaha-Kali alone2

And

1 Vol. V. No. 1. (1935)
2 Tlampairanar
also seems to take these 2
sections together.
His commentary to §- 155 is
not separately published. But in his supposed commentary to §.154, he says “itu ivvaru varuvana
kochchaha-kalipp&a enappadum’’.
This statement

makes it appear as though he treats these 2 sections
together and that some mistake should
in the

edition ofhis commentary

have

crept

as footnotes to the

Seyyuliyal edition of the Madura Tamil Sangam.
I wrote to Mr. V. O. Chidambaram Pillai for
further information on the subject.
Mr. V. 0.
Chidambaram

Pillai was kind enough to send

me

a

reply and a fair-copy ofthe manuscript of lamptranar’s commentary.

The

fair-copy

shows

that

the

commentary as printed by the Madura Tamil
Sangam as footnotes to Seyyuliyal Urai of Nachchinarkiniyar is defective.

There

are

some

omis-

sions in the latter edition. For example “ Enpatu
Koccaha-kali 4maru unarttutal nutalirru. Taravum
pokkum idaiyidai midaintum’” has been omitted.

**Ummaiyal iyarkai valamal tonriyum enru kollap-

padum.
Aificiradukkiyum enpatu aincir adi pala
vantum enravaru’’ is also a serious omission.
The
whole sutram appears as a single one in the copy

furnished to me recently.
And to avoid all doubt
we find that the commentary runs as follows :—
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|

describes the

nature of Ural-Kalio

The author of Yapparunkalam divides
this not into 4 kinds but into 3, for he
omits Ural-Kali out of account at all.
Perasiriyar, the commentator, who lived
after the days of Yapparunkalam, justifies
the separate division of Ural-Kali, for he
says in his commentary on Sections 130 and

156 that it cannot be the same as Koccaham

simply because both have no Suritaham,
that Koccaha-Kali on the contrary will run
to greater length than Ural-Kali, that UralKali is different from Koccaham because
of occurrence of dialogue-pieces in the for-

mer and that Tolkappiyar after all followed
only his predecessors who had this type in

their time. In Kalittogai, we have several
poems of this type. Then to ignore them
as a class seems to be unjustifiable

on the

“Venpa iyalan
velippadat tonrum panilai vakai
iyalan ' pulappadat tonrum panilai
enpatu-venpa
vakal enravaru ”
Hence there could not have been
an end with ‘ velippadat tonrum” and a beginning
with © அக்ரம் கம vakai ”

* Kirrum marramum idaiyidai

midaintum

Pékkin rakal ural kalikku iyalps”’.
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part of the author of Yapparunkalam.
Apparently there were no other works

than

Kalittogai

wherein

these Ural-Kali

verses could be found.

This too we cannot

definitely say because

we

have

not suffi-

client quantity of Kali verses forthcoming.
All we possess of this verse are only
kalittogai verses and some
other stray
stanzas cited by the commentator of Yapparunkalam.
The authorship and date of
the latter stanzas are yet unknown.
Thus

itis that our materials in respect of this
verse, as in
even though
used side by
lating tothe

from

the case of Vafiji, are meagre,
it seems to have been largely
side with Paripadalin poems reAgam division as is understood

Tolkappiyar’s

Agattinai-iyal

§. 53.

7
Now let us look at the main divisions
made by Tolkappiyar in their order.

1 “ Nataka

valakkinum

ulakiyal valakkinum

Padal sanra pulaneri valakkam

Kaliyé paripattu ayiru pankinum
Uriyatu 4kum enmanar pulavar’’.
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How

Tolkappiyar

this

into

major, main and subordinate divisions

has

been shown
parunkalam
namely,
ottalisai

nagam!

divides

above. The author of Yapdivides this into 3 kinds

Nerisai-ottalisai, ambdtharangaThe vanand vannaga-ottalisai.

and

Ambdtharangam’

piyar, subdivisions of his

of Tolkap-

Ottalisai,

are

in

agreement with those of Yapparunkalam
only inname. The identity in name does.
not here amount to similarity in structure.

This L shall show presently.

Tolkappiyar’s

ambotharanga orubdhu (8. 152) is the name
of Ottalisai-kali

parts

taravu,

which has

koccaham,

ambdtharangam

Yapparunkalam’s

and

as its

several

aragam,

curitaham,

small

whereas

ambdétharangam is the

1 “Vannahan tané
Taravé talisai enné varamenru
Annal vakaiyil tonrum enpa’”’.

(§. 140)

2 “Brutté koccaham aragam cirren
Adakkiyal

(§. 152)

varamodu
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name of the Ottalisai-kali which has taravu,
talisai, curitaham and ambdtharangams.

Thus

we

see

that

Tolkappiyar’s

type

has not talisai and big ambdétharangam
which are constituents of the type of

that name found in Yapparunkalam.
this

is

a vital

stood when

difference

can

be

That
under-

one remembers that the dis-

tinguishing feature of the ambdétharangaottalisai of Yapparunkalam is the presence
of big ambétharangam.
,
LTolkappiyar’s Vannagam is also different from Yapparunkalam’s vannagaottalisai.
According to Tolkappiyar, this
type of ottalisai should have as its several

parts taravu, talisai, ambétharangam and
curitaham (vide his 8. 140), whereas according to Yapparunkalam besides these it

must jhave aragam2
Here again, the
distinguishing feature of the type as mentioned in Yapparunkalam, i. e., occurrence
1 “Muntiya talisaikku iray muraimurai
Onrinukku

onru curunkum uruppinatu

Ambotharanga ottalisaik kaliyé’’. (§. 83)

2 Avarrodu mudukiyal adiyudai aragam
Aduppatu vannaha ottalisaik kali’. (§ 84)
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of aragam is lacking in the corresponding
type of Tolkappiyar.

And lastly, Tolkappi-

yars Teévar-parava-ottalisai! is also not
identical with Nerisai-ottalisai-kali of Yapparunkalam,
That they resemble each

other in one respect is known from the fact
that each of them may have as its constituents taravu, talisai, taniccol and curitaham. But idainilaipattu, though synonymous with talisai, is somewhat different ac-

cording to Pérasiriyar the commentator.
Whereas all talisais can be idainilai-pattus,
all idainilai-pattus cannot be talisais. This
is ably shown by him in the commentary of

§. 132, and he cites from Kalittogai verse
125 to prove his point. Whereas in talisai
the dsai of tullal is absolutely necessary, in|
idainilaipattu it is not. And as we find that:
the expression used by Tolkappiyar in his

section under reference is idainilai-pattu in
place of talisai, there ought to be some difference

between

1 “Tdainilaip

his

pattodu

type

and

that

taravu pokku

of

adaiyena

Nadainavinru olukum
onrena molipa’”’.
(§. 132)
> “Taravonru talisal manrufi camanayt
Taravir curunkit taninilait takic
Curitaham

conna irandinul

onray

Nikalvatu nérisat ottalisaik kali’. (§, 82)
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Yaparunkalam.

This

is not all.

Whereas

the scope of the Nérisai-ottalisai-kali is restricted by the

author

of Yapparunkalam

to 3 talisais only, the text of Toskappiyar
gives scope for a greater number of talisais
in that type so that it includes the Siltalisai-Koccaha-Kalippa and the pal-talisaikoccaha-kalippa (two different subdivisions
of Koccaha kali) of the author of Yapparunkalam (8. 86).
ச்

—

?

e

found to be in agreement with the description given by the author of Yapparun-

kalam. Perhaps,

the

latter

borrowed

his

materials from these two earlier prosodists.

1 Virutti.

p. 285, 290 and 297
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According to Tolkappiyar this division
is characterised by the nature of the venpa
But
lines in which this kind of verse runs.
there is one main difference between this
division and pure venpa itself. Whereas
the maximum of the latter is restricted to 12
lines, that of the former is unlimited. Hven
in venpa properly so-called there is a certain kind which must be separated from it

and sorted with Kali-venpa. It is the venpa,.

which

capable

though

not

exceeding

of containing

12

a hidden

lines

is

meaning

according to §. 153 of Tolkappiyam. Kalittogai verses 6 and 18 are illustrations in
point. According to Tolkappiyar (8. 153) a

Kali-venpa can be of the nature of venpa

lines,

whereas

kalam

Kali-talai

should

be

according

to

Yapparun-

well

as

Kali

present

as

in

a venpa

note

for being

1 “ Oruporul nutaliya velladi iyalan
Tirivinri varuvatu kaliven patté ’’.
(Velladi means “ Venpa lines ' and Velliyal

means ‘ending like a Venpa in 3 feet’’).
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considered a Kali-venpa.!
The only condition imposed by Yapparunkalam is that a

Kal-venpa’s last line should end as a
venpa. Avinayanar lays down Kali-dsai
and

a

last

line which

has

not the

Kali-

talai as requisites for this division of verse.
But Kakkaipadiniyar is definite about the
occurrence only of Ventalai
in this particular form.

and Kali-talai

From these materials, we are able to
understand that in Tolkappiyar’s days the
Kali-venpa was mainly, if not wholly, in

venpa note and that in Kakkaipadiniyar’s
days the Kali lines were

more in evidence

in a Kali-venpa than before and that in the
time of Avinayanar Kali-Gsai
degree of prominence in this

type

and it was

reached a
particular

considered sufficient if it

ended in any other note than Kali and that
the rule laid down in Yapparunkalam is
only anatural development of Avinayanar’s
rule, formulated to cover literature of the
period.
1 “Tan talai dsai taluvi ninru irradi
Venpa iyalatu Kali-venpavé ’’.

> “Ventalai tanralai enriru tanmaiyin
Venpa iyalatu venkali 4kum ”*.
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The literature of the period of Tolkap-

piyar, not being wholly available to us, we
shall look at later literature for the history
of this type of Kali verse. Kalittogai, a
work of the 3rd Sangam period, contains 8
Kalivenpattus of which four (St. 6, 18, 24,

and 51) are entirely in venpa metre, three
(St. 37,65 and 111) are mainly in venpa
and to a small extent in asiriya metre, and

one

only

Kali-talai.

(St. 12) in venpa,

Thus

asiriyam

Kalittogai

and

discloses

a

tendency to deviate slightly though unwittingly from the rule of Tolkappiyar. which
requires this type to be in the nature of
venpa.

The works of the period between

the

age of the 3rd Sangam and the 10th century
A.D. present to us some Kali-venpattus and
they are (1) Chilappadikaram (Vafijinamalai)

(2) Porri-tiru-kali-venpa by Nakki-

rar (3) Sivapuranam by Manikkavachakar,

(4) the madals long and short by Tirumangai Alvar and (5) Tirukkailayanana-ula by
Chéraman-Perumal.
Of these five poems,
Chilappu - (XX) Vafijinamalai is entirely —

in venpa metre running to 57 lines.
Madals

and Sivapuranam
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venpa metre but they are not mere
sions
other

exten-

of Nerisai-venpas, whereas the two
poems look as though they are elon-

gations of Nérisai venpa.

The author of

Yapoarunkalam does not seem to have recognised this point, for if he did he should
have said that Kali-venpa would some-

times be mere

extension of Neérisai venpa.

Or else he must have been content with his

statement that such a verse would be of
Kah and venpa metre, not considering however that the Kali-venpa, in which the two

said

works

uniform

have

been composed,

feature of having

had the

a taniccir

or

taniccol at the end of every alternate 2nd
line. And Karigai autnor does not differ
irom his predecessor.
While

considering the history of Kali-

venpa, one thing stares us in our face for
solution. And thatis “Ven-Kali”. Perasiriyar and Nachchinarkiniyar, two commentators of Tolkappiyam, take “ Ven-

Kali”

and

“Kali-Venpa”

as

different

entities, Whereas the commentator who
preceded them both, namely [lampuranar,

says definitely that they are both identical.
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of §. 153 he

states!

that Kalivenpattu and Venkalippattu are
synonymous.
Both the authors of Yappa-

runkalam and Karigai do not speak of these
two as separate

kinds

in their

respective

sutrams. Whereas the former calls this
type Kalivenpa, the latter calls it venkali.

No difference in their constituents is pointed

out

by

any

of these

two

prosodists.

What the author of Yapparunkalam calls
Kalivenpa is called by the author of Karigai

“Venkali”.

The

commentator

of Yappa-

runkalam too says that both these expressions are only synonymous.’
In the light
of this statement, he must be taken tomean

that they are identical when

he uses

any

of the two expressions at the end of each
of his illustrative verses.
Atone place he
calls a verse Kalivenpa.
At another he
calls another verse Venkali.
He thereby
does not mean that they are not identical
but only means that they are simply different words for the same object.
That his
view is this and that it 1s different from the
1 “Kali-Venpattu

num okkum”’.

eninum

* Vide virutti p. 308 bottom.
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view of others who hold that Kalivenpa and
venkali are expressions denoting different
types of Kali verse are evident from his

own statement :—‘“ There are some people
who differentiate and say that what occurs
in venpa note is kalivenpa and what occurs

in other ways is venkalippa ”.
Nachchinarkiniyar
and
Peérdasiriyar
seem to have caught hold of this point from

this commentary and tried to import it into
the sutrams

of Tolkappiyar.

a particular rule?

into two

They divide
divisions

and

treat them as separate sections in order to
enforce their point.

They suggest

that up

to the 3rd line of this section venkali

is

talked of and that in the latter two lines
Koccaha-Kali.
That such a position is
1 “Vellosaiyinal varuvatanaik kalivenpa

—

enrum,

piravarral varuvanavarrai venkaiippa
enrum
vérupaduttuc colvarum ular”.
(Virutti

-p. 311.)

2“ Taravum pokkum pattidai midaintum
Aificir adukkiyum arumey perrum
Venpa iyalan velippadat tonrum
Panilai vakaiyé koccahak kaliyena
Nunavil pulavar nuvanru araintanaré,”’

(§. 154)
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untenable has been ably shown by Prof.
S.S. Bharatiar as was pointed out already.’

In §.153 Tolkappiyar has concluded his
definition of Kali-venpattu. [lampuranar,
the earliest commentator, treats venkali
and kalivenpattu
Perhaps in their

as one
zeal to

and the same.
improve upon

llampuranar’s commentary, the two other
commentators

goto

the

absurd

length

of

citing certain. verses of Kalittogai as venkah,

whereas

llampuranar
or without

they

are only

Koccahams.

says that what

occurs with

taravu,

curitaham,

and

pattu

(talisai or koccaham), what sometimes has
d-feet lines,

what

sometimes

has

the

six

parts of kali viz., taravu, talisai, taniccol,
curitaham, sorciradi and aragam

above

and what

all is conspicuous by the nature

of

venpa is Koccahakali according to learned
prosodists. That sorciradi is a thing which
occurs

only

in

Paripadal

is

plain

from

Tolkappiyam §.122. Hence we cannot accept

the statement of Tlampiiranar that Koccaham may sometimes occur with sorciradi
also. But there may not be any difficulty in
1 A. U. Journal Vol. V. No. 1.
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accepting his other points.

So, the only

exception I should hke to make is with re-

gard to the interpretation of “aru mey per-

rum.” This can be taken to indicate that
sometimes

Koccaha

lines may be of 6 feet

even. There is absolutely no difficulty in
conceding his interpretation because it is in
Kali verse that we generally meet with lines

of 6 feet too according to §. 64 of Tolkappiyam.!
So, in the light of this reasonable
interpretation combined with that of [lam-

puranar, if we will look at verses 109, 139,
(140, 141 and 142 of Kalittogai cited by the
other two commentators as illustrations
of Venkali we shall see how easily they

become examples of Koccahakah.
nature is described below :—
St. 109.—Verse
2

venpas—a

of

taravu,

Their

26 lines—solely
a

curitaham,

of

three

pattus—2 five-feet lines.
St. 189.—Verse of 35 lines—a taravu, a
curitaham, three talisais and three pattus

1“ Arucir adiyé asiriyat talaiyedum
Neriperru varaum néradi munné.”
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(9 lines) in venpa

nature.

St. 140.—34

lines—-a taravu,

a curita-

ham, a pattu and 3 talisais—all
taravu (0 lines) in venpa nature.
St. 141.~25 lines—a

taravu,

except

a curita-

ham, three talisais and a pattu—all except

curitaham (4lines) and pattu (2 lines) in
venpa nature—2 lines of 6 feet also.

St. 142.—66 lines—taravu, curitaham
etc.—largely of venpa& and venpa nature—
4 tines of 5 feet.

.This short analysis must show that all
these

five illustrations of the two commen-

tators would come under §. 154 as Koccahakali.

Thus

narkiniyar

the commentaries of Nachchiand

Pérasiriyar

together

with

their illustrations for this particular matter
are finally and conclusively proved to be
wrong.

But in those days when printed books
were not available, when possession of
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palmyra

manuscripts

|

meant

huge

cost, .

when verification of commentator’sstatements was rare, the prosodists who came
in after the time of these two commentators naturally embodied the commentators’
view in their regular rules themselves.
Thus it is that we see the author of Virasdliyam in his §.8 and 11 talk severally of

kah-venpa and venkali as though they are
different.

Thus

we see that what was

in

the days of Tolkappiyar ‘Kali-Venpa ’ came
first to be differentiated and

split into two

kinds by the commentators, that the first
Tamil prosody which gave authority for
such a division is Virasdliyam and that in
its wake followed both Tonnul and Ilakkana-

Vilakkam.

Avinayanar

niyar

as well

kalam

and

and Kakkaipadi-

as the author
Karigaitalk

of Yapparun-

as

though there

was only one kind (vide Virutti p. 308).

Hence, it is incorrect to cite from literature

prior to

the

period

of Virasdliyam,

illustrations for two kinds, venkali and kalivenpa.

This

means

that

from

literature

subsequent to the period of Virasdliyam one
may be justified in quoting verses as
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examples of two separate divisions venkali
and kali-venpa.'

1

(1)

ம்

:

“Sél ceyta matar vérkan cilaiceyta
cudikainutal
-

ஸ்

*

a

Evvannam mari nirpatu inru.” (St. 60).

(அ)

“Todalaik kuruntodit tokay nam pavai
Ariyatu uraittén atu ”’

(St. 62).

of

Chidambara-Cheyyutkovai
by Kumaraguruparar
(17th century) are apt illustrations respectively for
Venkali and Kali-ven-pattu.
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The rule of Tolkappiyam pertaining to

Koccaha-Kali has already been set forth.
That rule is quite at variance with the rule
relating to Koccaham formulated in Yapparunkalam and later prosodial treatises.

Whereas Venpa nature is the predominant
factor in the Koccahakali as described by
Tolkappiyar, itis significantly absent in the

definition given by the author of Yapparunkalam.

According to the latter, any taravu

or a pair of taravus with or without a few

or many talisais can be Koccaham. Besides,
all other types of Kali verse which do not
conform to the general rule are called
Koccahams. Then it is not hard to discover
similarity between
the Koccaham
and
Koccaha-Orubéhu of Tolkappiyam. According to Section 149
of Tolkappiyar,
a
under §.1382 of Tolkappiyar. Ambdtharanga
Orubdhu of Tolkappiyar* which occurs

3" Erutta koccaham arigam ¢ cirren
Adakkiyal varamodu annilaikku uritté.”

($. 159).
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(1) mere talisais
elements of Kali
mere taravu or
ambdtharangam ;
and big ambéthais

no

curitaham,

when a verse approaching kali is somehow
or other different from the requisites and
attributes of a Kali verse, then also that
verse 1s called Koccaha-Orubéhu.
Thus it
wil be seen that Koccaha-orubéhu is of a

very
comprehensive
nature
and
can
correspond to the Koccaha-Kali of Yapparunkalam.
The Koccaha-Kalis with a
few talisais, and many talisais (of Yap-

parunkalam

§. 86)* can both be included

without talisai and big ambdtharangam but
with taravu, curitaham, Koccaham, aragam

and

small

ambétharangam

is somewhat

i“ Taravin rakit talisai perrum
Talisai yinrit taravudait tikiyum
Ennidai yittuc cinnan kunriyum
Adakkiyal inri adinimirn tolukiyum
Yappinum porulinum vérrumai yudaiyatu
Koccaha orubohu akum enpa.”
* “Taravé taravinai talisai tamum
Cilavum palavum cirantu mayankiyum
Marrum

vikarpam

palavay varunavum

Koccaham ennun kuriyina akum.”’
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different from the ordinary type of Kali
according to Yapparunkalam
and so it
would be covered by Yapparunkalam §. 86?
under Koccahakali.

These points show that what was considered

Koccaha-orubéhu in ToJkappiyar's

days came to be called Koccaha-Kali in the
days of Yapparunkalam, whose author
seems to have thoroughly ignored the other
different variety of Kali called KoccahaKali. Yapparunkalam’s Koccaham is more

or less only Koccaha-Orubéhu of Tolkapp!yar which is after allonly one of the minor
divisions of Ottalisaikali as mentioned

fore.

be-

Though I do not seek to deduce the

demerits or merits of these two authors
from these details, I should like to draw
pointed attention to the fact that Koccaha-

Kalippa as it existed in and before the days
of Tolkappiyar

has not at all been counte-

nanced by the author of Yapparunkalam.
Avinayanar? seems to have given the clue
1
2

“Vikarpam palavay varunavum.”
But Kakkaipadini combines. Koceaha-orubohu

and Koccaha-kali

in

one rule a8 quoted “at

-‘Virutti. (Cf.Tol. §. 149 and 154).
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to the author of Yapparunkalam, for he is
quoted by the Yapparunkala commentator
only in respect of a form which corresponds

to Tolkappiyar’s Koccaha-orubdhu.! And
the prosodists who came atter the days of
Yapparunkalam only followed it without
bestowing any thought on Tolkappiyar’s
Koccaha-Kalippa as differentfrom Koecahaorubohu.
As aresult of the same error or confusion, both Nachchinarkiniyar and Pérasiriyar cite several verses from Kalittogai
as illustrations of Koccaha-Kalippa which

are properly to be classified as Koccahaorubéhu
treated
Verses
120, 130
well be

even though some of them may be
as ottalisai-kalippas themselves.
7%, 19, 21, 32, 47, 54, 55, 85, 118, 119,
and 133 cited by them may very
classified as follows :—

Verse No.

7
19

Ottalisai-Kali (slightly different)
Koccaha-Orubéhu-having two taravus
or a taravu and curitaham.

1 Virutti pp. 323-4.
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Verse

21
32

No.

Koccaha-orubé6hu—two taravus only.
Do.
—only one taravu.

AG

Do.

—a

slight deviation

|

௮4

of Ottalisai-kali.

1௦.

—a

taravu,. taniccol
and curitaham.

dX)

K.OJ—2

taravus,

taniccol

and

curi-

taham.

85
118

K.O.-talisais or idaninilai-pattus only.
K.O—slightly different from Ottalisalkali.

120 & 1380

119
133

|

Do.

K.O.—taravu alone.
K.O,—2 taravus and a curitaham.

There are two or three verses cited by
them under this rule which alone come
within the purview of thisrule. Pérasiriyar
cites verses 36, 39 and 104 and Nachchinar-

kiniyar verses 39 and 104. Verse 39 enjoys

a unique privilege. Itis cited asa Koccaha-

Kali by llampuranar as well.
that

out of about

16 verses

Thus we see
the

two

other

commentators bring in as illustrations, only

two or three serve their purpose.
1

K.oC. = Koccaha-Orubohu.
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of giving more illustrations

they should have found them in verses 40
and

61 of the

same work

which are good

I show this

examples of Koccaha-kalippa.

not to point out the defects of their commentaries- but to reveal how intricate is the

problem

of

understanding

Tolkappiyar

aright.1

1 Cilappu.

18th

Kathai,

“ Tunba

Malai,”

7th

“ Kanal Vari,’ andi7th “ aychiyar kuravai’”’ appear
to be Koccaha-Kalis according to Tolkappiyar’s
definition,
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next

The

division of Tolkapplyar

lating to kali verse is Uralkali

re-

(§. 156)

which is different from the other three
divisions chiefly because it is in the form of
That it will never have any
a dialogue.
curitaham at the end is also its important
feature. Though it can be included under
the minor division Koccaha-orubéhu since
it has no curitaham and since it is somewhat different from the ordinary types of
Kali, Tolkappiyar treated it separately
because there was such an usage obtaining
in his own days and also because it was
very much different from the other varieties
by virtue of its occurring only in the form
of dialogues similar to what we find in dra-

There are of course some

matic poetry!

verses in Kalittogai belonging

to this divi-

sion. Verses 87 and 91 are examples of
this type. It is rather unfortunate that
subsequent to the days of Tolkappiyar

‘

1 Vide
. 156.

Pérasiriyar’s commentary
|

|

|
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Uralkali

fell into

desuetude.
And that is why we do not
find the successors of Tolkappiyar through
the ages talk of this division at all. Is not
the history of prosody interesting in this.
manner?
Several forms of verses have
their birth, existence, death, resuscitation
and so on even as the human beings have.

* Cilappu
rum kaném
each of the

XXIV

(p.

515/3rd Edition)

‘ Erron-

pulattal’’ etc.—The first two lines in three stanzas may be taken to have

been spoken by the maid (tdli) and the last two lines

in each of these stanzas may be taken to have been

the reply of the mistress (talaivi).
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We have already seen that in the days
ot Tolkappiyar verses were classified as
asiriyam, venpa, kali, vafiji, marutpa and

paripadal.

. Of these the first four were the

main metres.’ After his days there seem
to have arisen several auxiliary metres.
Hence Tolkappiyar could not be expected
to give any rule relating to them in his
treatise.
This, of course, is the opinion
of both the
commentators
Pérdsiriyar

and Nachchinarkiniyar’? But Ilamptranar
takes certain sections in Tolkappiyar’s seyyuliyal as treating pavinams
This does
not appear to be right, for no writer of the

ist or 2nd Academy period seems

to have

given any verse in any supplemental metre.
enunciate
Then how could Tolkappiyar
1 Cf.

Pérasiriyar’s

commentary

arkiniyar’ son Tol. Seyyul. §. 35.
2 Vide Perasiriyar’ S commentary

and Nachchi- .
and

chinarkiniyar son Tol. Seyyul. § 35, 86, 149.
s. 180, 181 and 182.
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rules for a form or forms which had never
existed before nor did exist in his days.??
Hence
Tlampuranar’s interpretation
of

Pannathi as pavinam does not appear to be

right?

And

Tolkappiyar is not found to.

say anywhere what pavinams are nor is he
shown as dividing these pavinams into sub-

heads

such

as

Asiriyatalisai,

venturai,

vanji-viruttam etc. Hence we may agree
with the commentators Perasiriyar and
Nachchinarkiniyar and arrive at the position that pavinams did not come into being
in Tolkappiyar’s days.

When or whence

they came cannot be

decided with any certainty.
But it may be
remarked that these pavinams known as
talisai,

turai

and

viruttam

made

their

appearance in Tamil literature only after
the days of the 3rd Academy. About the
12 Tamil
p. 29:

Varalaru

“Sanga

by

K.

8. S. Pillai

Part T,

kalattil maruntukkum Akappadata

inam ”’ etc., etc.

2 Tt cannot be
ancient because

argued

that pavinams are very

they are found

to be spoken of in

Pannirupattiyal.
The reason is that this work is
after all apocryphal.
Please see the next chapter
for the spurious nature of Pannirupattiyal,
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ing forms or whether they were ‘bo ர rowwe
in toto from some other source is a questio

which

cannot be decided with certainty

Mr. T. Virabhadra Mudaliar is of opinion
that there was a common Dravidian source

for all the Dravidian languages inthe matter
of

prosody’

but

that

to be unearthed.
thesis

similar

Dr. Caldwell

source

yet

remains

This however is a hypoto

the

one

that there

parental language

maintained

was

by

a primitive

(not known now)

from

which all the Dravidian languages sprang.
Even if we assume that there was a common

Dravidian source for certain forms of prosody

in the

group,

it

languages

must

be

of

admitted

the

Dravidian

that

such

a

source could have furnished only suggestion
at most.’ Tracing the history even of these

suggestions is a matter which must be relegated to persons that might attempt in the

future to write a comparative history of
ட
1 Siddhanta Deepika Vol. II p. 184.
405.
p.
2 Cf. History of English Prosody Vol. I,
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Dravidian prosody.
But it can be asserted
that the European metres, being quite inappropriate to the Tamil language, were
‘not the source from which any of the

original or supplemental metres

in Tamil

sprang.’

For purposes of tracing the history of
pavinam or supplemental metres in Tamil
we must first look at Cilappadikaram which

appears to have been written shortly after
the extinction of the 3rd Academy.
It has
30 cantos or kathais of which chapters,
AVITI, XIX and XXIV
appear to be
regular Koccaha-Kalippas according to the

definition of Tolkappiyar

(§.154)2

Cantos

XVII and VII appear to be slight deviations of the same. If we carefully look into
these cantos

we are

sure to notice

striking resemblances

between

certain

some of its

constituents and some others of Kalittogai

verses.
If they are missed, the history of
pavinam might go wrong. Chilappadikaram

canto XVII

contains

three

verses

in a

peculiar form which are given below :—
1 Cf Rev. E. Webb; in ‘Journal: of the American
Oriental Society Vol. 5, p. 271.

* Vide Note 172 supra.
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“Kanru kunilak kaniyutirtta mayav

an

Inrunam manul varumeél avanvayir

Konraiyam tinkulal kélam6 toli”

(1)

“Pampu kayirak kadal kadainta
|
mayavan
Thkunam manul varumel avanvayil
Ampalam tinkulal kélamé téli”
(2)
“Kollaiyafi caral kuruntocitta mayavan
Hilainam manu]! varumél avanvayil

Mullaiyan tinkulal kélamo toll”

(3)

I have found Kalittogai verse 9 to possess
similar stanzas which are here given :—
“Palavuru naruncantam
Malaiyule

pirappinum

paduppavark
kallatai
malaikkavaitam enceyyum

Ninaiyunkal nummakal numakkuman
kanaiyale.”

(1)

“Cirkelu venmuttam anipavark kallatai
Nirule pirappinum nirkkavaitam
enceyyum
Ninaiyunkal nummakal numakku-

man kanaiyalé.” (2)
1 Elpunar i innisal muralpavark kallatai
Yalule pirappinum yalkkavaitam
enceyyum
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— Calunkal nummakal numakkuman

kanaiyale.”

(3)

The former stanzas appear to be similar in
structure to the latter for these too have 3

lines of 4 feet each. There is of course a diference between the two

have venpa

in that the former

connexions whereas the latter

have kali connexions.’ But these connexions
did not have

any value in the classification

‘of supplemental
Hence for the
this pavinam,
underneath.
stands. Are
1

metres

by

prosodists.

purpose of consideration of
the metrical connexion sinks
Then the similarity alone
we not justified therefore in

It may however

be noted here

that vénpa

connexions do certainly occur in talisai of kali verse
too.

Eg.

“ Vintoykal naidanum niyum vatuvaiyul
Pantariya tirpdl padarkirpir markolé
‘Pantariya tirp6r padarntir palankénmai
Kantariya ténpor karakkirpen markold.”

(Kalittogai verse 39 ll. 37-40)
“ Veficulip patta makarkuk karaininrar
Aficalen ralum uyirppuntam afncire
Cerintér muruvalal ceytavik kamam
Arintum ariyativ vur-”’

(Kali. verse 140 11, 95-98)

2 Yapparunkalam
_ karigai S. 30.

§.

138
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saying that the verse

under reference in

Cilappadikaram had its origin in a talisai of
the sort quoted from Kalittogai? That
talisais might occur in a Kali verse is well-

known to all.

nature

Such talisais should by their

be. called Kalittdlisais.

But later

prosodists beginning with the author of Yapparunkalam would call such talisais, when
they occur alone, as “ Asiriya-talisais,” even
though Asiriya connexion is not at all a
requisite here even according to them.
There may be justification for calling the

verse from Cilappadikaram either a Ventalisai or Kalittalisai but no justification at
all for naming it Asiriya-talisai. Still the

commentators of Yapparunkalam and of
other later prosodies cite this verse as an
instance of asiriya-talisai. Since this name
has come into vogue, though without ample
justification, itis but prudence now not to

All that is aimed

quarrel over the name.

at now is but to show that asiriya-talisai—

one of the twelve supplemental metres—
had its origin in talisais which loomed large
in Kali verse of old.

Prof. Saintsbury

Here

a statement of

seems to be appropriate ;

he says “ We imitate in prosody (as in other

things, but much more than in other things)
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only what we are beforehand disposed and
qualified

to produce

without

imitation.”

Tango Adigai has given several talisais of
this sort in his Cilappadikaram canto XTX?
also. Nor recognising the verses in these
cantos as Koccaha-kali or deviations of it,
the commentators quoted some of these
verses as illustrations for asiriya-talisal..
But there is no doubt that prosodists like
the author of Yavparunkalam too took these
verses as representing some other thing
than what appears in Kali verses and so it

is that they formulated a new rule relating
to a supplemental
talisal.

metre

called

asiriya-

Cilappadikaram canto XIX presents to
us several lines which may be treated as
similar to certain other talisais which occur
in a kali verse.

1 English Prosody p. 405.
2 Eg.

|

‘“ Pentirum undukol pentirum undukol
Konta kolunar urukurai tankurium .
Pentirum undukol Pentirum undukol.”
ட்
(1) 51-53.)
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“ Muraiyil arasanran trirundu valum
Niraiyudaip pattinip pendirkal
itonru ”?

is a couplet which is followed by about five
more.
Kalittokai verse 23 has 3 couplets
of this kind.
One of them is as follows :-—

“Tonalam undu turakkap pattor
Venir unta kudaiyér annar.”
Both these couplets have lines of 4 feet
and both are having venpA connexions only.

Whereas the latter occurring in Kalittogai

is called a talisai, the former would.be called

successors as ven-chenturai.

That they are

having venpa connexions is a pure accident.

It has nothing to do with its classification

under

the venchenturai according to Kak-

prosodists. In fact the illustrations cited by

the commentator

of Yapparunkalam have

¥ Jines 3-4,

2 Virutti p. 240.
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no venpa connexion at all

that

Thus we

certain talisais removed

text in Kali verse become

see

from their

venchenturais.

And seeing such couplets in Cilappadikaram

cantos XIX and XX2, Kakkaipadiniyar and
Avinayanar must have given a new name
to them as well as a rule relating to them.

Again if we compare Cilappadikaram
canto VII, Stanzas 43 to 45 with lines 7-18

of verse 52 and lines 14-25 of verse 75 in
Kalittogai, we notice remarkable similarity
again.
“Kaitai
Poytal
Poytal
Maiyal
1

velik kalivay
alittup p6nar
alittup p6nar
manamvittu

vantem
oruvar
avarnam
akalvar allar”

(1)

“Arkali ulagattu makkat kellam

(2)

Otalir cirantanru olukkam udaimai.”’
“‘Konrai véynta celvan adiyinai

|

Enrum

éttit toluvGém yamé,”’

(Virutti p. 240)

2

(1)

“ Kudaiyodu kélvila ninru naduikum

(2)

“Tisaiyiru nankum atirntidum anrik

(3)

‘‘ Vidunkodi villira vempakal vilum

Kadaimani inkural kanpenkan ella.
Kadirai irulvilunkak kanpenkan ella.

Kadunkatir minivai kanpenkan ella.”
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is from

Cilappadikaram whic

rable to the following piece fro,
“Tamaraik kanniyaj tannay (ய Ca

Néritalk kdtaiya] ceykuri nivar’ று
Manankamal narratta malain}

ம

paliperuum
Anankena aficuvar cir ukudi yore.”
Whereas the latter is recognised to be
கி

a

talisai, the former is generally supposed to
be a Kali-Viruttam.

That the former is not

in Kali connexion is quite evident. Stl, the
prosodists beginning from Kakkaipadiniyar

do call this Kah-Viruttam alone. In fact,
both the pieces cited above are more or less

in the same metre: they have only Asiriya

connexions. They are similar to each other
further because they are each in four lines

of 4equalfeet. Then where isthe difference?

If difference it could be called, it should be
found in the occurrence of one 101606 : in /some
other verse than the Kali verse an in th
occurrence

of the other in a. regu al

to a student of prosody,

he would ee

call ita Kali-Viruttam, following
143
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the later prosodists.

Similarly, the former

set of three stanzas (Stanzas 48 to 45) can

easily find a place in a Kali verse as talisai." Thus itis possible for us to deduce
that what was called a certain talisai in a
kali verse came to be called in later times,
that is to say after the days of Tolkappiyar,
Kali-Viruttam which again is one of the
twelve supplemental metres formulated by:
Kakkaipadiniyar and the rest2

1()

“Kanal vélik kalivay vantu
Ninal kenré ninrar oruvar
Ninal kenré ninrar avarnam

Manér nokkam marappar allar.”

(2)

“ Annam tunaiyddu adak kandu

29

Nennal nokki ninrar oruvar
Nennal nokki ninrar avarnam
Ponnér cunankir pévar allar.”
(1)

“Irntan adaiyai elli malaiyai
Corntuvil katuppinal ceykuri nivarin
Olitikal fiekiliyar kavanaiyar villar

Kalirena arppavar énalka valara.”

(2)

“ Ara marpinai annalai aliyai
Aithakal alkulal ceykuri nivarin

Karivalar cilampil valanka] anap
Puliyen rorkkumik kaliké lure.”

(Kali. verse 52 11. 11-18)
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There is yet another of these supplemental

metres

called

Kali-nedil-asiriya-

viruttam. It simply signifies Virutiam with
lines

of more

feet than five.

There

are

some stanzas in Cilappadikaram which may
be brought under

commonly

this head.

But

they are

said to belong to the sphere of

music (isai). They are each having 4 lines
of 6 equal feet.’ That six-feet lines can
occur ina Kali verse is known from S. 64
of Tolkappiya-Seyyuliyal.
In Kalittogai
verse 39 line 46 and in verse 102 line 25 we
come across six-feet lines. If, as said before, we take Cilappadikaram canto VII as
a, deviation of Tolkappiyar’s Koccaha-Kali,
we see no reason why there should not

occur six-feet lines in it. Finding these sixfeet lines and not recognising canto VII as

Koccahakali
have

or

as

its

slight

given a new name

to

deviation,

such verses.

And that is aru-sir-asiriya-viruttam.
At
any rate, six feet viruttams might have
had their origin in varippadal stanzas of

1 Vide
28-39.

Chilappu.

VII

St.

2-4,

25-27,

|
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Cilappadikaram mentioned above, which in
turn

can

be

what

is found

said to be a

development of

in Kali verse.

I ‘shall cite.

below one of the stanzas of Cilappadikaram

canto VII to enforce my point :—
“Nannit tilattin punanintu nalaficar
pavalak kalaiyuduttuc
Cenner palanak kalanitorun tiraiyu
lavu kadarcerppa
Punnaip podumbar makarattin kodiy6n
eyta puduppunkal
Ennaik kana vakaimaraittal annai
kanin enceyk6.”
If a student of Tamil prosody is given this
stanza, he will at once cry out “ This is
aru-sir-asiriya-viruttam,” for it is just like
the following stanza quoted by the commentator of Yapparunkalam! as an illustration for this supplemental form :—
“Vidaneu laravin idainudanka
‘minalval visi viralyarven
Kadancul nadan kalingan katirvel
padum matanki

1 Virutti p. 271.
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Vadaficer konkai malaitantam
vadika nila malartantam

Tadanté lirandum véytantam ennum
tankait tannumaiye.”
Next,

we

notice

that

stanzas 8-10

of

the same canto in Cilappadikaram are but.
slight deviations
of
6-feet Viruttams!
Their ist, 2nd and 4th lines are hexametrical whereas their

3rd line is tetrametrical.

Seeing such pieces as these, Kakkaipadini-

yar and Avinayanar must have formulated
a rule regarding the ocurrence of short
lines in the midst of long ones in a four-line
stanza and called that form ‘ asiriya-turai.
There are several other kinds of supplemental metres according to KakkaipadiThey are Venniyar and Avinayanar.
Vafijiturai, Ventalisai,
turai, Kaliturai,
Veli-Viruttam and Vafiji-Viruttam. Though
1

Turaiméy valampuri toyntu manaluluta torra
maiyvan

Poraimali pumpunnaip puvutirntu nuntatu
porkkin kanal

Ni iraimati vanmukattu nérkayarkan ceyta
Uraimali uyyandy uircunanku menmulaiyé

|

tirkkum polum.
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their rules in respect of Vafji-Viruttam and
asiriya-talisai

are not quoted by the com-

mentator of Yapparunkalam, it is plain
that they contemplated such divisions as is.
seen from their general rules relating to
pavinam quoted at-pages 210 and 211

(Virutti).

There they indicate that talisai

tural and viruttam would occur

tives

of asirlyam,

of venpa.

kali and

Then there

as

supple-

vafiji even as

is

no doubt that

Kakkaipadiniyar and Avinayandr
have
rules
relating
to
Vafji-Viruitam
and
asiriya-talisai also which perhaps the commentator
of Yapparunkalam
failed to
quote.
* (1) “ Venpa viruttam turaiyddu talisai

Enrim muraiyin enniya mummaiyum
Vattam peyaral taluvum

peyaré.”

(Kakkaipadiniyar)
(2) ““ Venpat talisai venturai viruttamenru
Innan kallavum munnanku

enpa,”
(Avinayanar)
° At this stage,
it is amusing to find that
“ Adiminru ottirin ottalisaiyé”’ is quoted as defiinition of Asiriyatturai given by Kakkaipadiniyar
in the Yapparunkala-Karigai commentary edited by
Mr. K.R. Govindaraja Mudaliyar, though other
editions of the same do not quote it at all, whereas
the

commentator

of

Yapparunkalam

quotes

line as though it is from Sirukakkaipadiniyar.
ஆ
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stated above that Kakkaipadi-

niyar and Avinayanar

lating

to

METRES

gave their rules re-

Asiriya-talisai,

Kali-Viruttam,

asiriya-Viruttam and Asiriya-turai probably after seeing certain stanzas of those
types in Cilappadikaram. They added their
rules in respect of the other eight supplemental metres probably after seeing stan-

zas

of those

types

in Kundalakési

and

Valaiyapathi.
Unfortunately these two
kavyas have not come down to us in their
entirety.
Some stray stanzas cited by

the commentator of Yapparunkalam! and
Adiyarkkunallar? certainly indicate that
there were pavinams in those works.

That

these two works belonged to an age prior
to the Age of the Religious Revival ice.
prior to the 7th century A.D., is the view

expressed by Mr. K. Srinivasa Pillai? —
Some more at least of the eight supplemental metres yet to be discussed here may
be said to have had their remote origins in

| Virutti p. 488.
* Chilappu, (3rd edition) p, 248 and 249 etc,
® Tamil Varalaru Part II-p. 208.
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certain integral parts of the Kali verse.
With a modern Ventalisai,' one can compare the following talisai which
Kalittogai verse 42 :—

occurs in

“ Bnca tella kodumai nuvalati
Aficuva tafica aranili allanen

Neficam pinikkon davan.”
In a like manner, one can compare the
following ambotharangam appearing in Kali
verse 102 with a modern Vafiji-turai * :—
“Hluntatu tukal

Hrranar marpu
Kavilntana maruppuk

Kalankinar palar.”
These two forms appear to have had their
origin in some integral parts of Kali verse
such as those quoted above. And Venturai

1 “DPodar Narumpindip ponnar mManiyanaiyan

|

Tadar malaradiyait tanavatu vanankuvar
Tidar vinaikeduppar cirantu.”’
(Virutti p. 244}
+“ Tiraitta calikai
Niraitta poniran
Tiraippa ténkalé

Viraikkon malaiyay.”
150
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may also be taken to have had its origin in
such lines as the following
:-—
(1) “ Anka, avvum piravu manikkani
|

yakanin

Celvuru tinterk koduficinal Kaipparrip
Paipayat tunkunin melvirar ciradi

Nétalum undin kenkai vanti
~Cemmanin palun niya.”
(2)

“ Nontu nakuvanapdl nantina kompu
naintulli
Ukuvatu pélumen neficu elit
Tokupuda naduva pélumayil kaiyil Ukuvana pdlum valaiyen kanpdél

Ikuparal varum paruvattum varar
Mikuvatu pdlumin néy.”
(Ibid. 33 Il. 16-21) *

Poets who practised at Kali-Viruttam
ie., at 4 lines of 4 equal feet might have

easily gone into 4 lines of 5 equal feet and
that is how Kalitturai might have arisen.
Veli-Viruttam is only. a variety of Kalit-

1 Cf. “ Veriyuru

kamal kanni véntarkat kayi-

num’’ etc. quoted at p. 246 Virutti.
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turai, for it too has 4 lines of 5 equal feet
but it would invariably possess a taniccol
as its oth foot. But there is one difference
namely that Veli-Viruttam can occur in
a similar manner with 3 lines even.
Again, poets who handled vafijitturai
might have stumbled upon Va*fiji-talisai
also, for the latter is nothing but 3 Vaiijitturais on a single topic. Vafji-Viruttam is
only a deviation of a regular Vajfiji verse.
lt does not have any taniccol and does no}
end in asiriya manner.
That is the deviation. Kalittalisai is rather the reverse of

Ventalisai in that its last line or lines would
contain more feet than its other lines.

These twelve supplemental forms appear to have been treated by Kakkaipadiniyar and Avinayanar.
There is yet ano-

ther similar form which is dealt with by
them. Thatis Venchenturai.
I had occa-

sion above to quote an illustration of it
trom Chilappadikaram. One point deserves
our attention at this stage. This Venchentural gives rise to another form, as is under-

Stood from Yapparunkalam §. 64. Whereas
Yapparunkalam requires a flowing melody
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topic

in a venchenturai,!

Kak-

them. Itis enough for them if there are
two lines without any shortage in feet.
‘Two such lines, if they do not have a flowing melody and noble topic, would be dubbed
a Kura]-talisai by the author of Yapparunkalam.

Whether

Avinayanar

Kakkaipadiniyar

had this other form

and

is doubt-

ful, for they are not quoted in this respect
by the commentator of Yapparunkalam.
There are other varities also of Kuraltalisai
according to
Yapparunkalam.
When two lines of any number of feet

occur as a couplet

with

ing in the

line, and when there

occurs

second

one

foot want-

a couplet with deviation in the 6sai

of a Kural-venpa, they would each be called

a Kural-talisai. They might have had their
origin in such talisais as occur in Kalittogai
verse 36: _
‘“ Malaiyidaip péyindér varanasail
|
|
noyodu
- Mulaiyidaik kanalumen neficu.”
1 “ Olukiya dsai and vilumiya porul.”’
2 Yapparunkalam $, 64.
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Removed from the context in Kalittogai the
couplet quoted above would be a perfect
Kura]-talisai, for it is but a deviation of
Kural-venpa.
Did Kakkaipadiniyar and

Avinayanar have such a division? Though

the commentator

not cite their rule

of Yapparunkalam

does

in this respect, it may

not be wrong to presume that they too had

this division also, for they might have come

across such Kura]-talisais in certain works
of the age following that of Kalittogai.
Next, in respect of Venturai also we
notice a small.difference among the rules
enunciated by the three prosodists now
under

says’

consideration.

Kakkaipadiniyar

that this supplemental form

would

be of 5 or 6 lines, while Avinayandr says
that it would be of 5 lines and more.
The
author of Yapparunkaiam goes further
and says that it would be of lines between
3d and 7. Wemay take that Avinayanar
might have included a seven-line stanza in
his definition but not a stanza of 3 or 4

lines.

This only indicates that by the time

of the author of Yapparunkalam
1 Virutti p. 247.
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cited at page

246

(Virutti)

should have

come into vogue, that is to say, verses of
3 or 4 lines whose last line must have
been wanting by one foot or more should
have occurred. Here it must be remembered,
though the commentators have not drawn
particular attention to it, that a verse of
3 lines whose first 2 lines have four feet
and whose third line is wanting by one foot

should alone be called a ventalisai accord-

ing to rule. What is here indicated is that
the rule relating to venturai applies to a

three-line stanza

only when

its first two

lines have more feet than four or when its

second and third lines have less feet than
four.
Again,
though
there
is difference
among these prosodists in respect of their
definition of Asiriyaturai, a study of them

is not possible because their rules as quoted
at pages 268 and 269 of Virutti are a confused mass. So, we may pass on to asirlya-virut
tam where too there 18 a difference. Kake

கண

2

feet and

ந்

upwards

1 Virutti p. 273.

ssiriya-viruttam

and
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4 lines of 6 or 7

form,

whereas

the

author of Yapparunkalam would take 4
line stanzas of equal feet ranging from
6 to 10. We do not precisely know what
upward lmit was sanctioned by Kakkaipadiniyar, though Mr. K. R. Govindaraja

Mudaliar in his edition of YapparunkalaKarigal cites a rule as though it is from
Kakkaipadiniyar
in which the
upward
limit is said to be 8 feet2 By .the time of
several
the author of Yapparunkalam
viruttams must have come into existence
running upto 10 feet. He is placed in the
end of the 10th century A.D. by Mr. M.
Raghava Aiyangar as had been stated
age
whose
Manikkavachakar,
before’
has--been fixed differently by different
scholars,* appears to have lived about the
beginning of the 10th or the end of the 9th

* Yapparunkalm §. 77—read with §. 25.
? “irandu mudala ettiraka” etc.
> Sen Tamil Vol. XXIV.

* Vide p. 161

History of Tamil Literature by

Mr. M. 8. Purnalinga (1929 edition).
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century A.D.
He has given 8 stanzas 2
in his Tiruvachakam which are all of 12
feet. He and he alone is the person among
the four Saiva Acharyas and the twelve
Alvars that has given verses running up to

12 feet.

The

others

stop

with

lines

of

S feet. The rule relating to asiriya-viruttam given by the author of Yapparunkalam
should reasonably either stop with 8-feet
lines or proceed up to 12 feet-lines. But it
adopts via media.
And via media would
be an unhappy thine in a prosodist unless

otherwise explained.

The explanation that

could be given is that the

author

parunkalam might have come

of Yap-

across seve-

ral viruttams running up to 10 feet and
that he might not have seen Manikka* Ibid.

p.

Varalaru

162-164
by

and

Mr,

S.

Pillai (1921 edition)

Tamil

Perumakkal

Anavaratavinayakam

p. 78.

* Vide Tiruppadaiyatchi
:—

* Kanka Lirandum

Avankalal Kandu

Kalippana Akaté
Karikai Yarkaltam Valvi Lenvalvu
Kadaippadum Akaté

Mankalil Vantu Pirantidu Maru
©
Marantidu Makaté
Malari Yamalarp Pada mirantum
Vanankutum Akaté” etc.(Stanza 1).
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in the Tiru-

vachakam or that having seen it he did not.
think

it sufficient

warrant

to justify the

raising of the upper limit to twelve feet.

Though it is generally supposed that
pavinams or supplemental metres arose in
the days of the Saiva Acharyas and Vaish-

nava

Alvars

(i.e. between

7th

and

llth

centuries A.D.),1 I. have already shown
that some of them at least had their birth
Though
in the time of Chilappadikaram.
Mr. K. Srinivasa Pillai is of opinion that
Viruttams and not turais are found in

the hymns

of the three

Tevara

authors’

who preceded Manikkavachakar, a careful
scrutiny of their poems disproves his statement.
For, even the earliest of them has
given several vanji-turais2 Besides- these
1 Tamil Varalaru Part I (p. 29):
“It was
several centuries after the last days of the Sangam
Among those
that inam made their appearance.
works that

thus made

their

appearance

Tévarams

and Nalayira-Prabandams were the most ancient.”
2 Tamil Varalaru Part Ii—p. 129.
3 Sambandar’s poems—padigams 90-96. e.g.
‘* Aranai Ulkuvir
Birama nurulem

Paranaiyé Manam
Paravi Uymminé.”
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are found several Asiria-turais and kalit-.
turais given by the three Tevara hymnists.’

Besides asiriya-turais, asiriya-viruttams
and kali-viruttams, there are kura]-talisais,
1

E.g த

(1) “ Anthamum Adiyum akiya annal a4ralalankai
Manta mulavamiyampa

amarntilanka
malaimakal kadnanin
radic

Canta milanku nakutalai kangai tanmathi
அமா

குக létatumba

Ventaven niru meypicum vétkala nannaga
raré.’
6 ambandar padigam 39 St. | _Esiviya-tarsi)
(2) “Muttu vidana manippor kavari muraiyalé
Pattarka lédu pavaiyar

cilappalippinné

Vittakak kéla ventalai malai viratikal.
Attan arur atirai nalal atuvannam.”

(Tirunavukkarasar padigam 21 St. 1-Kalitturai)

(3) “‘ Mada malikai képu rattodu manda pamvala
rumvalar polil
Padal vandarai yumpala nattirup panaiyurt _
Tddu peytoru kati nirkulai tinkat tondarkal

tulip padanin
Radu miaru valla ravaré alakiyaré.”
(Sundarar padigam 87 St. 1-Asiriya-turai)
(4) “ Cittam nininai ennodu cilarum vaikalum
Matta yanaiyin iruri porttama nalanir
Pattar tampalar padinin radum palampadi

Pottil anthaikal patta rappuna vayilé.”
(Ibid. 50 St. 1-Kalitturai)
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vafiji-viruttams

in Sambandar’s
poems.!
And there are
kalittalisais in Tirunavukkarasar’s poems.?
Though he is the only person among the
paiva-Acharyas that has given Kalittalisais he finds comrades in this respect in

Tirumangaialvar,
ட்

Periyalvar

and

கறு],

ப ஐ

(1) “Varama tékéla urama téceyum purame
Tarana nimamé

rittavan pirama narpurat
paravu varkalcir viravunil
puviyé.”’

(3rd Tirumurai padigam 110 St. 1-Kur ral-talisai)

(2) “ Cittam telivirkal
Attan கரமாக
Patti malartiva

Mutti akumé.”
(ist Tirumurai padigam 91 St. 1 Vafiji-turai)
(3) “ Vinnavar tolutelu venkuru méviya
Cunnaven

podiyani viré

Cunnaven podiyani viruma tolukalal
Hnnaval larida rilaré.”’

(3rd Tirumurai padigam 94 St. 1-Venturai)
(4) “ Adaléramarun kodiyannal
Mudalar kulala lodumannun
Kadalar pudaictl tarukali

Todarva ravartu neriyaré,”
(1st Tirumurai padigam 34 St. 1-Vaiiji-Viruttam)
2

E. ஐ.

“ Talaiyé nivanankay talaimalai talaikkanintu
Talaiya lépali térun talaivanait talaiyé
nivanankay.”’

(9th padigam St. 1)
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Manikkavachakar also has given about 20
venturais in his Tiruvunthiyar. And Nammalvar has given Vafijitturais and Vafijiviruttams, in addition to his asiriyatturais,
asirlya-viruttams, and Kali-viruttams. And
Periyalvar has givena few Kural}-talisais in

addition to his Kalittalisais, Kali-viruttams
and asiriya-viruttams.
But none of the
Acharyas or Alvars appears to have given
a verse in the supplemental metres called
asiriyattalisai, ventalisai, veliviruttam and
vanyittalisai.
But Sambandar and Nam-

malvar at least may be said to have given

a few vafijittalisais, for
pattus contain more than
on the same topic.’
If
condition required for a

their padigams or
three vafijitturais
this satisfies the
vafiji-talisai, then

these two poets at least may be taken to
have employed that form too.

There is one other of these supplemental metres which has been uniquely
employed by all the four Saiva achariyas
(7th to 10th centuries A.D.)

1

Vide

Tiruvaymoli

padigams

I Ten—2nd

X Ten 5th Piruvaymoli.

90-96

and by four of

of

Sambandar

and 8th Tiruvaymoli
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gaiyalvar (II half of the
Nammalvar (early part
A.D.) Periyalvar and

PROSODY

namely, Tiruman8th century A.D.),
of the 9th century
Anda] (both some-

where in the 9th century A.D.)3
That is
Kalitturai, a form in which there are 4 lines

of equal feet.

Alvars

It is significant that the first

namely Poigaialvar, Puthattalvar,

Peyalvar and Tiruppanalvar who certainly
lived before the 7th century A.D. have not
given any stanza in this form.
In Cilappadikaram too we do not come across any
stanza of this kind, even though there are

some stanzas,‘ which are of the nature of
six-feet Asiriya-viruttams. The peculiarity
of this form lies in the fact that it came in
later days to be divided into two varieties
namely Kalinilaitturai and Kattalai-Kalittural.
Though Kakkaipadiniyar, Avinayanar and the author of Yapparunkalam
have not drawn

tator
1
3
3
*
*

of

this division,

Yapparunkalam*

the commen-

has

History of Tamil Literature p. 194.
History of Tamil Literature p. 188.
Tbid. 190.
Quoted at p. 146 Supra.
Vide Virutti p. 486.
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Yapparunkalakarigai is a treatise running

in this supplemental metre alone.

rasénasiriyar-Kévai

and

Kuma-

Tamil-Muttarai-

-yar-Kovai mentioned by the commentator
of Yapparunikalam’ are mere names to us.
We do not know anything about the author-

ship or date of these kovais.

In fact, all

in this supplemental form,

kévais must be

according to definitions given in Pattiyals.
Perhaps the ancient kévai that has come
down: to us is to be seen in the 315 illustra-

tive stanzas found in the commentary

of

Traiyanar-Agapporul.?
That there were at least some stanzas

of this type before this Kévai arose can be
deduced

by

a

scrutiny

of

Sambandar’s

poems. His 116th padigam is an approach
to Kattalai-Kalitturai, for it satisfies the
condition that the first four feet in all the

four lines should have venpa connexions.
For instance

“ Avvinaik kivvinal yamenru collu
~ mahtarivi
} Virutti p. 486.
4 That these verses must have been sung i
honour of Jadila-Parantaka-Nedufijadaiyan (7%

A.D. Circa) is known

from the Anaimalai Inscriy

tions.
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Uyvinas nada tiruppatu muntamak
kunamanre
Kaivinai ceytem pirankalal pérrutum
namadiyom
Ceyvinai vantemait tindappe ratiru
nilakantam.”

(Tirumurai 116th Padi—1)

All the stanzas of that padigam excepting
the first satisfy the other condition regarding the number of letters that should occur
in this form.: The only thing which stands

in the way of our calling it a regular
Kattalai-Kalitturai is that its last foot of
the last line does not end ine. But all these
are satisfied in the next padigam, ie., 117th.

“Kada tanikalan karara vampati
kalatanil
Toda tanikuvar cundarak kathinir
ruccilampar
ப
Véda tanivar visayar kuruvam

villumkoduppar
Pida tanimani madap pirama
purattare.”

(117th padi. St. 1)

must

1It
stanzas

7

and

be
12

that

stated
have

one

which is not venpa.
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beginnings

of

Katialai-Kalitturai. Karaikkal-Ammaiyar,

whose date has not been definitely fixed,
has also given 10
Tirunavukkarasar,
of Sambandar and
has given about 350

stanzas
an elder
one who
stanzas

of this kind.
contemporary
survived him,
in this form:

“ 'Parkondu mudik kadalkonda

nanrunin patamellam
Nalafiou pullina mentina venpar
nalirmatiyam

Kalkonda vankaic cadaivirit tadun
kalumalavark

KaJanri marrumun dévanta nali
yakalidame.” }
(118th padigam St. 1)
And Sundarar, their successor, has given
about 30 stanzas. Cheramanperumal, contemporary of Sundarar, was the author of
110 verses of this kind. Nammalvar’s Kat-

talai-Kalitturais amount to 100.
And Manikkavachakar, coming probably after all

these persons,

1 Vide
murai.

has given

about 70 stanzas

his other Tiruviruttams
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of this form in his Tiruvachakam.

But he

does not stop there. His other work Tirukké6valyar is entirely in this form and contains 400 Kattalai-Kalitturais. Pattinattar
appears to be the reputed author of 130
Kattalai-Kalitturais as could be seen from
the eleventh Tirumurai.
lt is but natural for us to expect some:
stanzas of this form in Jivakachintamani

if that kavya arose

about the end

of the.

9th or the beginning of the 10th century
A. D:
lt
contains
altogether
3145
stanzas”
Inall these 3145 stanzas there
is not even one which satisfies the require-

ments of a Kattalai-Kalitturai.

But there

are some stanzas which proceed on lines
similar to Kattalai-Kalitturai.
We know
that a Kattalai-Kalitturai should have four
pentameters and that the four feet of each

+

(1)

(2)

Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao in Sen ‘Tamil
Vol. V. p. 95.
Dr. V. Swaminatha Aiyar in the preface
to the first edition of Chintamani.

*

Though it is said that a Kandiar interpolated
certain stanzas in this kavya, we do not
know

what

really

these

interpolations

(Vide Chintamani p. 914 foot-note).
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of the lines should be knit by venpa connexions, that the last foot in each line
should be a vilankay foot (i. e., Nér-nirainer or Nirainirai-nér) and that the last
syllable in the very last foot of the stanza
should be 6. We know besides that if the
first syllable of a line is ner, the line should
contain 16 letters, and thatif a niraiit must

have 17 letters, and that consonants will
not be reckoned for this purpose. In Chintamani, certain stanzas are available which
have four pentameters whose

each of the lines

four feet of

are knit by

venpa

con-

nexions and whose last syllable in the very
last foot ends in e. Thus we see that
certain essentials of Kattalai-Kalitturai
are satisfied here too. But the difference
lies in the fact that the last foot In each
line is not a vilankay foot but a different

one.

Furthermore, if the first syllable of

the line is a nér, the line has 14 letters and
if a nirai 15 letters, barring of course the
consonants as inthe matter of the KattalaiThat these stanzas proceed on
Kalitturai.

some such definite manner

is enough

to

carve out a name for itself different from
the ordinary

Kalitturai,

which

may

have

any connexion, which may end in any letter
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and which may have any number of equal
or unequal letters, just as Kattalai-Kalitturai, though a variety of Kalitturai, has
justified a separate name for itself, proceeding as it does on certain definite principles.
If the form running in 16 to 17 letters is
called Kattalai-Kalitturai, the other form
can be called Kattalai-Kali-nilaitturai.

Now I shall cite illustrations for the peculiar
form which I have discovered. Chintamani
stanza 2137 is an illustration for a line
beginning with a nér syllable and having
14 letters, and stanza 1974 is an example
for a line beginning with a nirai syllable
and having 15 letters. They are given
below :-—
“Anatu

Ventan

Kalulntan

Enakkéyi
Lellam
Tanatu 111071 Mayankit Tadankanpey
Mari
Tenar
Malarirt
Tolukac
Cilambir
Cilambum
Kanar Mayilin Kanampor Kalulvurra

Tanrée ”.
cf.

(2137)-

Tilatappoli of Commentary of Virasdliyam__
106
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*Tirumalka Vanta Tiruve Enaccerntu
Naykan

Cerumalku Velayk Kidama Lituvenru
Ceppa

Varimalki Vandun Daraima Malark-

kanni Mainia

Nerimalku Cempo Nilama

Manoderi

Nane”.

(1974).

Tf these two verses alone were available in

the whole book of Chintamani with venpa
connexions in the first four feet, with e
terminations and with a definite number of
letters, we should have had some reason to

consider them as pure accidents. But there
are certain other verses as well in this
form.
Stanzas 1, 8, 29, 1933, 1960, 1965,

2134 and 2135 are a few of them.
go to prove that these. stanzas
accidents but pure designs.

These
are

not

Now we may consider a statement made

by

Nachchinarkkiniyar

that

Chintamani

followed the rules laid down in Tolkappiyam
and that in it are not to be sought pavinams or supplemental metres.
But as a

1. “Tttodarnilaic
mudala’

ceyyulai
ennun

inam

enpa.

kavimutaliyana
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~

matter of fact we find in it several asiriyatturais, vafijitturais, vafijiviruttams.
To

mention a few, stanza 2514 is an
turai,

stanzas

and stanzas

565—580

are

Asiriyat-

vajijitturais

1186-1194 are vafijiviruttams.

There are abundant instances of Kaliviruttam, Kalitturai and asiriyaviruttam of

osalyan viruttamayum turatyayum kidattalin,
itanal Viruttakkalitturai enal Véndum;: atu
kiravé turaiyum Viruttamum enap pakuttu
otiya ilakkanam N irampatam akalanum inam
enral poruttam inru.
verrumaiyum mikkun

Icceyyutkalin
dsalikuraintum Varuvana-

vum Kalikké érralir koccaham enru adankina”. (Commentary of the very first Stanza
of Chintamani, )

்

(1)
்

Ni iaiyoda nirninru

nidavamé

ceyyinum

Vali nila
Maraiyé Varivaivari nedunkanok kilafyal
Vali nilam

Kannovva yénum kalittu nakutinia
Vannamituvo

(2)

|
(3)

maduvunpar

“ Verrivén manimudik

céri

cérl

Vali nilam.”

Korravan norumakal
Arramil Perumpadaic

alyo:

(2514)

|

_Curramd diyankinal.”
(565)
“ Nutikondana vempara nunnilafvél
Patikondu parantana ponrulaval
Vitikantava rallatu miducelar
Vatikontator vevvalal vaycolinvém”’.

(1186)
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6 feet: There are besides. a few
viruttams of 7 feet and of 8 feet
1g.

Asiriya
Inthe

(1) “ Nalivil kunrodu kadurai nanporut
Puliya narmakat kodalum

ptimimél

Valiyin mikkavar tammakat kédalum

Nilaikon

(2)

mannar

valakkena nérpavé,°
A919 Kalivizattem)
Mattavil kotai valana unkan mayilanna]
Kattala levvan kaimmika nikkik kalikira
Vittak cal varra vétkaiyi nodum polutippal

Pattatai yellam pallavar kétkap pakar|
kurrén.
(360—Kalitturai)
mikxka nannutal
vulagin
Nanantalai
makalir tankal
Manantalai pariya ninra matalaimai

(3)

adu kenré

ninru

Ponankodi

yiraihci

Anankanuk

kavalan ceyyu

|

pamakal pulampi vaika
narra

manna

yuraittal. ’ (867 et. seq.—6 ft. viruttams.)
Jédi vakuttun
ranaiya mavi
2f.¢.(1)‘“Mainir

tokuttum virittun

Kaintr

rirattiy kalappa

Ainnir

rirattin

Ennur-

riramu

nakilin
munarva

varik

kamalu

nanak kalaval

navi yalaintu
kamala vitti
lelilér rimilin
nérpa mudittal”’

(2437 et seq. ” ft-viruttams)
(2) ‘‘ Kataninta todorupal minnu visak
katirminnuk kulaiyorupal tiruvil visat
Tataninta timankal orupar corat
tamaraikkan tamirankap puruvam ada

- Mataninta nokkina ralkur kasu

' manimalalaik kinkiniyub

cilampu ménkap

Podtaninta tarudaiyap porutu ponkip
111
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face of these stanzas how

can we

accept

the statement of Nachchinarkkiniyar

that

there are no pavinams in Chintamani?

If

what

in

the

Nachchinarkkiniyar

commentary,

on

again

stanza

says

3143 is true,

then 449 stanzas might have appeared from
the pen of some interpolator. What exactly these stanzas are we do not know.
Nor can we entirely believe in the words
of

Nachchinarkkiniyar

that

the

author

gave only 2700 stanzas, for his authority is
itself open to grave doubt and discussion.
Nachchinarkkiniyar himself
says
that
stanza 3143 was not from the author but
that it sprang from the author’s master.
This too may have been from an interpolator! Still there is nothing in the stanza
directly to signify that the author gave only
~éQQ stanzas.
The expression “27 precious
gems”
(“Tirumuttu irupattel’’)! is taken
by Nachchinarkkiniyar first to mean 270
stanzas and then to indicate 2700 stanzas.
A curious procedure indeed!
And what is
pugarmulaikal porkkalantan kanda vanré.”

(3136 et seq. 8 ft. viruttams}

*. 84. 8149-1, 2.
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The number of six feet Asiriya-

viruttams alone is found to belie the

ment

of this

commentator.

about 1433 asiriya-viruttams

state-

There are
of 6 feet

in

this Kavya, an inexorable fact which
proves the mistake of
the
commentator. Hiven if there were interpolations,
such interpolations might not have exceeded the number 445 according to him.
It
does not require a great mathematician to
prove that in the world of material values
2700 stanzas taken from 3145
stanzas
will leave only 445 stanzas.
It we grant

all pavinams were interpolations in Chin-

tamani there should not be more than 445
stanzas inthat form.

But

the number

of

pavinams in Chintamaniis so overwhelming as to set at naught the statement of
Nachchinarkkiniyar.

Then again he says that the stanzas
of Chintamani are neither Kalitturais nor
Viruttams but only Koccahams according
to the definition of Tolkappiyara
Evi-

dently, by
1

Koccaham

he

means

only

His commentary on the first stanza of
mani.

Chinté-
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-Koccaha-Orubohu and not Koccaha-Kali:
We
have
already
seen that Koccaha

Orubéhu is only a variety of Ottalisai-Kali
according to Tolkappiyar.
But Tolkappiyar has nowhere contemplated the occurrence of 8 feet

in any verse, nor

even

in

Kali. Against this, we find a few stanzas
in Chintamani running up to 8 feet. Then

how

can

they

be

called

koccahams

or

koccaha- orubdhus? Until it is positively
proved that there was real interpolation in
the Kavya in a later period and

until

it is

shown which of the stanzas were such
interpolations, we must hold that Chintamani is a work which contains several

pavinams or supplemental metres

as men-

tioned above.
Now, turning to the YapparunkalaKarigai we find that its author has given

rules relating to the twelve supplemental
metres and to the two sub-supplemental
metres namely venchenturai and kuraltalisai, which are almost identical with the

rules of Yapparunkalam.

1

Only the author

§. 139 and 147 of Tolkappiyam-Seyyuliyal.
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of Karigai does not talk of the upper limit

of .foot

in the

lines

of 4siriya-viruttam

whereas the author of Yapparunkalam has
clearly marked it at 10 feet.
1

Though it is generally believed on the authority

of the payirams (preface) of both the treatises

that

there

was

only

one

author

by

name

Amitasakarar that gave Yapparunkalam as
well as Karigai, the foundations of this
belief are being shaken by certain marked
differences in principles between the two
treatises. Karigai §. 42 talks of a greater
number of todais than Yapparunkalam §. 39.
And Karigai 8. 451 is different from Yapparun.
kalam §. 37.
“Varukkam nedilinam vantal etukatyum
monalyumen’
|
padumuyir
uraikkap
peyaran
Rorukkap
asidalyit

Tirukku morucar irantadi munra

meluttumonri

Nirakkum etukaien ralui cirappila
(8. 43)
~ nérilalyé.”
andé.”
varaiyar
“Warukkam Nedilinam

ப

(8. 37

Above all, the limits prescribed for talisai and
taravu in karigai go against the letter and spirit of
Yapparunkalam §.82:—
Curunkirru munradi yénait taravu iru
munradiyé

Tarankukkum vannagak kuntara vavatu
tahisaippa
|
iratti
okkam
Curunkir rirantadi
curumpimirun
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Thus we see that pavinams, which did
not exist in the days of Tolkappiyar, made

their first appearance in Chilappadikaram
wnose few forms are traceable to certain
integral parts of kali verse occurring in
Kalittogai, that they were largely employed
by several poets beginning from the age of
N anasambandar and that Kakkaipadiniyar,
Avinayanar, and the authors of Yapparunkalam and Karigai have given rules relating to them.

Tarankak kulalay curunkun taravinir
ralisaiyé.”’
(§. 44 kirigai)
as

-—jye

க

-

அஷ

—

Taravonru talisai minrufi camanayt
Taravir curunkit taninilait takic
Curitahaf conna irantinul onray

Nikalvatu nérisai otta Hsaikkali.”’

(Yapparunkalam)
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To-day much is made of the Augury or
Poruttam of verse by certain old-fashioned
people in Tamilnadu.
Still it will be found

on a careful and close scrutiny that looking
for augury in verse was a later innovation
in Tamil literature than it is ordinarily
supposed to be. The treatises that deal
with this subject are generally called
pattiyal. Venpappattiyal, Nakkana Vilakkappattiyal, Navanitappattiyal, Chidambarappattiyal are some such treatises.
None of these, however, is more ancientthan
the eleventh century A.D.
But Panniru-

pattiyal is supposed to have arisen in afar

earlier age. This book falls into three
sections, namely, eluttiyal, colliyal and
inaviyal.
In the first section there are nine

subdivisions, in the second there are three

subdivisions and in the third there are two

main divisions and fifty-nine subdivisions,

It is impossible therefore to attribute the
origin of the name

Pannirupattiyal to the

main divisions or subdivisions in the book.
AUT
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to connect the name of

the book with the number of verse-kinds
treated in the book, for they are well-nigh
four times twelve.
It is possible that
the name of the book was derived from the

supposed authors
number.

found

amounting

to twelve

in

But as a matter of fact there are

more

names

than

twelve

as the

authors’ of different rules. The followingisa

list of them :—(1) Poikaiyar (2) Paranar (3)
Indirakaliyar (4) Avinayanar (5) Akattiyar
(6) Kalladanar (7) Kapilar (8) Chéentampt-

tanar

(9) Kovurkilar

Cittalaiyar

(12)

kunrurkkilar.

(10) Maputanar

Palkayanar

Doubt

(13)

(11)

Perun-

therefore arises

as

to whether allthe persons mentioned above
were the real authors of particular rules

noted

against

their

names

in the

book.

There are altogether 358 rules in the book
and many of these are redundant and
tautological.
It cannot therefore be sug-

gested

that a certain

author

wrote

the

whole book and gave it in the name of
several, unless it is at the same time accep-

ted that whoever that author was he wilfully

gave

overlapping

at any rate appears to be
178
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_ AUGURY IN VERSE
I have sufficient reasons to believe that
some authorling or authorlings gave the
whole or the major part of the book. T

shall first try to prove this point. Poikaiyar,

Paranar, Kapilar and Kévurkilar, the supposed authors of certain rules in this book,
are tound by a scrutiny of their verses
in Purananuru to have offended those
very
rules.
For
instance,
Poikaiyar
is supposed to have given a rule! wherein
the gender of vowels is said to be masculine,
that of vowel-consonants to be feminine
and that of consonants proper to be neuter.
If it is true that the Sangam poet FEPoikaiyar
was also the author of this rule, he should
have observed that in his own writings.
When he had to compose verses in honour

of a man—Cheraman K6kkdétaimarpan—he
ought to have employed,
basis, a vowel

as

the

according

initial

letter

to this
in

the

first foot. On the contrary, he is found to
have
employed
a
vowel-consonant—a

1“ Uyiri rarum anena molipa
Uyirmey yellam pennena molipa

-Udampelut tellam napuficaka makum.”
(Pannirupattiyal §. 53)
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feminine letter—in two verses sung in his
honour as contained in Puranantru.! The

opening lines of these verses run as follows :—
1.

Kétai marpir kotai yanum

2,

Nadan enké tran.enko.

Similarly, Paranar, who is supposed
to have banned the use of arsis or alapedai? in the initial foot of an opening line
in any verse sung in honour of a human
being,

is found

himself.

to

have

made

a

breach

If it is true that arsis in that con-

nectionSwould portend evil, would he have
employed it in a verse* in Purananuru as
follows :—Teem konda ?
Kapilar, another supposed author of
Pannirupattiyal, is reported to have given

a rule to the effect that only tri-syllabic

foot would be auspicious as the first foot

wo

1

Puram. Verses 48 and 49.
‘AO Yarala mutaliya alapedai
Aytamain kurukka mulappada vellam

Vidamena molipa meyyunarn tore,
Ge

(Pannirupattiyal §. 39)
Puram.

352.
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in the

first line?

But even one who runs

may perceive by a glance at his verses
compiled in Purananuru that he is a great
offender in this respect, if it is true that he
gave the rule in the Pattiyal. Purananuru
verses 8, 03, 107, 108, 148, 202 and 347 will
bear out this statement
:—

(i) “ Vaiyan kavalar”

(2) “Mutirvar ippi”
(3) “ Pari par ”

a ”
(4) “Kuratti mattiy

ena ”
(5) “Malaivan Kolk

(6) “ Vetchik kanatta ”
”
(7) “ Unpon ranarum.

Kovarkilar is s1 upposed to have said in
the Pattiyal? that a disyllabic foot ending
in the “ma ”’ formula (such as pulima or

1

*

Pannirupattiyal S. 101:

“ Kanamé mivasaik kitiam akum.”
“ Orasaic cirum nalasaic cirum
Lrasaic cirul nériru cirum

Mankalam punarinum mankutal ceyyum.”

(6. 121)
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tema) is tabooed in the

initial foot of the

initial line of a verse in honour of men
women.
Yet, in Purananuru verses

or
42

and.70 he is found to have violated the
rule
In-rule 131 of Pannirupattiyal he
is shown as having said “ Mangalam punarinum mankutal ceyyum”.
The idea is
that the foot in question is to be eschewed
even although it might possess an auspicious word.
Against this very idea, verse

No. 308 of Purananuru given by Kévurkilar is found to proceed. Though the verse
commences with an auspicious word mean-

ing “gold” as “Ponvarn

tanna”,

the first

foot is a disyllabic one with a “ma ” ending
foreboding evil, according to the Pattiyal.
If itis true that Kovurkilar gave that rule

in the Pattiyal, did he give it only for the
observance of others reserving to
the right to violate it?
Such considerations
one conclusion, namely,

1

@)

“மறதி ரம்”

(2)

“ Téen tintodai.”’
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author or authors of the work
sought

in

persons

should be

other than those

with

such names in the ancient period of Tamil

literature. Then it stands to reason to hold

that the theories contained in Pannirupattiyal are a later advent and that the bookis
not as old as itis represented to be. Assuming therefore that

it arose

long

after

the

third Academy period, we would not be
wrong if we placed it somewhere between
the 7th and the 10th centuries A.D. Thatis
the time when greater and greater import of

foreign ideas into the Tamil language and
literature took place. We shall now see in

what

respects

this book betrays

such a

foreign influence.
To
Brahma
9 Devars
What is

start with, the book represents
as having created the vowels and
as having created the consonants.
worse is that the 12 vowels, and k,

n, ¢,n,t andn

ing to
and r
king’s
ted as
that 1

are

represented as belong-

the Brahmin caste, thatt, n, p,m, y
are represented as belonging to the
caste, that 1, v, r and n are represenbelonging to the merchant caste and
and ] are represented as belonging to
183
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the Sudra caste.*

“That out of all relation

with the existing facts

in

literature the resolution
was made is evident from
in the same book which
Brahmin caste to venpa,
Agaval,

the merchant’s

Tamil

land

and

of things into caste
certain other rules.
has attributed the
the king’s caste to:
caste

to

Kalippa

“ Nalluyirp pakuti nadnmukan

padaittanan.”

(§. 37

Kannutal tirumal katirvél murugan
Vinnavar talaivan venkatir venmati
Nithikkon kirruvan nedunir varunan
Ennun kadavular iriran taka
Manniya orru vakaivéru padaittanar.”’

**Onpatu tévarum Udampu padaittanar.”
“ Narumalart tisaimukanh isan naranan

Arumukan

padaittana

antanarcati.”

(§. 4}

(§.5)

(§. 6)

“TIndiran venkatir candiran padaittana
Tunnarufi cirappin mannavar cati.”” (§. 8)
“Tirumiku nithikk6n
varunan
padaittana
Vanimiku cirappin vanikar cati.”” 6, 10)

“Kiarruvan
padaittana kirrana irandum
a U
‘Bttiva marapir ciittirar cati.”

(§. 12)

“Mekkat cati nankirkum vakutta
Tattam cati elutté avaravarkku
Vaittumun eduppin atuman pudaitté
Mayankinum varaiyar payanpada variné.”

(§. 18)
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and the Vellaja caste to Vanjippa.'

It has

been enjoined in yet another rule? that
for the respective castes the respective
verses should be given. This rule is not
found to be in consonance with the practice
of the times. If it is true in the Tamil land
that a venpa was restricted for usage only
in respect of persons of the Brahmin community,

Kalavali Narpatu,

a work of forty

venpas should have been sung in honour of
a Brahmin.

On

the contrary

we find that

this ancient poem was given in honour of a

king by name Kéccenganan.

If it is true

similarly that the vanji verse was reserved
for usage in respect of persons of the supposed
Sudra community,
certain verses
contained in the compilation Purananuru,

which

I have

shown

in another place

as

Antanar cati akiya veilal ”
“ Kavalar cati akiya agaval
“ Nedunilaik keliyé vanikar cati”’
Eficia vélan cati vaiji.”’
“Nalvakaip pavirku mélor vakuita
Inankalum

perumena

ninaintanar kolalé”

(§. 161-165}
7 ““Antac catik kantap pavé
Tantanar pulavar tavirntanar

varalyar.’’

(5. 108)
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_vafiji verses! should have been sung only
in honour of

a Sudra!

But we

find that

these verses? were given in honour of a
Chola king, a Chéra king and a Pandya king.
These points therefore militate against the.
view of attributing castes to verses.
That.
the introduction of the idea of caste in this
manner is highly artificial and unnatural is:
further

evident

from

the

rule,

which

by

giving enormous scope for exceptions is
no rule at all. Therule in question * lays
down that for the four castes the four respective sets of letters would be employed as
the initial letter but at the same time that
other sets of letters would not be rejected if
used.
Another important point which ‘shows
a marked foreign influence is that which
relates to the classification of letters into
genders.
According to rule 45 the short
vowels are taken to be belonging to the
1 Vide pages 55 to 57 supra.
* Puranantru verses 4, 11, 239.
3 “Nalvakai varunat torkkum nalvakai
Iyampu meluttai iyampuvar mutanmoli
Marravai mayankinum andé.”
(S. 17)
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“masculine gender, the long vowels to the
femine gender

and the consonants

as also

the Aytam to the neuter gender. All this is
out of relation with the category of gender
in the Tamil language.'
That this too is
unnatural and artificial will be understood

by

a reference

to

another

rule ? which

gives a different kind of classification. The
latter rule tells us that all vowels are masculine, all vowel-consonants are feminine
Whereas
and all consonants are neuter.
according to the classification in the Tamil
language there are two classes of nouns

uyartinai and ahrinai and five subdivisions
such as anpal, penpal, pailarpal, onranpal
and palavinpal,

masculine,
genders.

in Sanskrit there

are the

and

the neuter

The mind that was

so unreaso-

the

feminine

nably imaginative as to make danda (meaning stick) masculine, sila (meaning stone)
feminine, kara (meaning hand) masculine
1 Vide Tolkippiyam—Col. S. 2, 3, 5 to 10.
7 Rule 53 :—
Uyiri rarum dnena molipa
Uyirmey éllam pennena molipa
Udampelut tellam napiificaham akum."
ப
(8. 53)
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and galatra (meaning a wife)

neuter

pro-

bably was able to regard the vowels as masculine and the consonants as neuter.
This

idea therefore is entirely foreign and quite
against the genius of the Tamil language.
Still it found a place in the rules contained
Tolkappiyar, the anin Pannirupattiyal.
cient grammarian, has not countenanced the
classification of letters in this manner, for
he was faithful to the language whose
The foreign idea
grammar he was giving.
apparently crept into Tamil literature of
the age between the 7th century and the
10th century A.D., through the Jain or

Buddistic channel.
Whereas Tolkappiyar did not speak of
Augury in verse, Pannirupattiyal speaks of
this in great detail. About 12 elements are
contemplated as contributing to good augury

in verse. They are varunam or caste, gathi
or species, undi or meat, pal or gender,
tanam or position, kannal or time-measure,
pul or bird, nal or day, ganam or foot, manvalam or auspiciousness, peyar or name
and pa or verse. Out of these 12, about
position, time-measure,

possible to speak

name

eic.,

it is im-

with certainty in respect
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of verses of the third Sangam period because it is possible for anyone to argue
that what is regarded as iyarpeyar is not
the real name of that person. In this connection one needs to remind oneself of what
has been said of Kéccéraman yanaikkatchey mantaraf céralirumporai by Parimeé-

lalakar in his commentary of Kura] stanza
399. since an application of the abovementioned things will not yield stable and
satisfactory results, a consideration of them
is not taken up in this thesis. By applying
the injunctions in Pannirupattiyal relating
to caste, species, meat, gender, foot and
auspiciousness to the several poems contained in the available Padirruppattu, and
to Pattuppattu I have found that thése rules
, have no bearing on realities.
JI propose
however to examine in this thesis only
three salient aspects, namely, meat, gender

and foot.

|

The word meat occurring

in

“what

is

one man’s meat is another’s poison” carries
with it the idea of food in general. It is in
this sense that I use ‘meat’ for the Tamil
word undi. According to the definitions in

Pannirupattiyal under the caption “meat,”
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ya is a poisonous letter which
commence

ought not to

a poem in honour of human

- celestial beings.’

or

But Padirruppattu poem

15 on Imayavaramban Neduficeralathan is
found to have begun with this supposed
poisonous letter asin the commencing word

‘yandu.
This initial foot violates also the
requirement under 8. 127 and 128 according
to which a disyllabic foot with a ‘ma’ end-

ing is banned at the top.

According to the

rules 36 and 39 of Pannirupattiyal no word
with an arsis can begin an auspicious
verse.
But Padirruppattu poem 26 on
Palyanaiccelkelukuttuvan given by a fa-

mous

1d)
ப

poet

Palaikkautamanar

is found to

“A O irandum yarala muinrun
Taviliv viruvakaik kuttat tiyaintavum
Alavum aytamum aivakaik kurukkamum
Ulamali pulavar uraittanar naficenru
Avaiyoru

peyarmarun

kanalya

nirpin

Navaiyuru tuficalum nadukkamun
ceyyum.”
(2)

(3)
(4)

‘“Mannuvar tévar makkal ceyyulul

(S. 36)

Mannar vilankodu narakar gatiyé.” (§. 28)
“ Vilankum narakum vilankina enpa.”(§. 29)
“Narakum vilankum varaivar indé
Tévarum makkalum mévina patté.” (§. 30)
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begin in this manner
r
:-—Téer paranta.. Another poem (34) *1 similarly commences with

a foot possessing an arsis --Ortiupa. Poem
33 by such a great master-poet.as Kapilar
commences in the same manner :—Palaam.
“ Araa yanar ” is the way in which the first
two feet have occurred in poem 71 of Padirruppattu.
This was sung in honour of
‘Peruficeralirumporai by Arisil-kilar.
The

very same feet are found to occur also

as

the first feet in Porunararruppadai, whose
author was Mudattamakkanniyar.
If it is
true that arsis in the initial foot was recognised as portending evil in the third Sangam age, these two poets would not have

certainly commenced in this manner in open
defiance of the rule.
Since they have commenced in this manner, since their poems

were meant to be eulogies respectively of a
Chéra

and

a Chola king,

since

they

only

wished well of these kings, and since the
former of them obtained for poems such as
these nine lakhs of gold coins and other

gifts, it is utterly

impossible to maintain

1 On Kalankaykkanni Narmudic céral.
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that “ undipporuttam ” or augury in respect

of meat was in vogue in the days of the
third Sangam or in times prior to that.
Other poems there are which seem to offend

the canons contained in Pannirupattiyal
in respect of meat. According to Pattiyal rules Nos. 35 and 39 4 and 6 are
poisonous letters

which

ought not

to occur

in the first foot of a verse sung in anybody’s
honour.
“ Anrd] kanava, ddapputkai and
aduka viraliyar! is the way in which
Kakkaipadini began her verses in laud of
a Chera king who gave her for such poems

as these

one lakh of gold coins

and

gold-

bars for ornaments.
Furthermore Mankudimarutanar, the author of Maduraikkanji in Pattuppattu began his poem ona
very famous Pandya king in this manner:—
onkutiral viyanparappi. It is unreasonable
to maintain after a scrutiny of these famous

poems that certain letters were regarded
by Tamil poets of yore as poisonous letters.
The opening lines of verses just cited
are by themselves enough to prove that

1 Padirruppattu verses 55, 57, 58.
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Parporuitam or augury of gender was not
observed in ancient compositions in Tamil.
According to rule 48 of Pannirupattiyal a
and 6 are feminine letters and are therefore apt as initial letters only in respect

of poems on women.
of which
are only
is stated
ractice

But the four poems

we spoke in the last paragraph
on men.
Thus we find that what
in the pattiyal goes against the
of Tamilakam.
|

As regards ‘Ganam’ or foot the requirement according to the Pattiyal is that
the initial foot of a laudatory verse must be
either trisyllabic or disyNabic with a ‘ vila’
ending.’
Many poems in Padirrupattu
taken at random go against this rule.
Poems 15, 18, 20, 22, 35, 36, 43, 47, 48, 49,
oo, of, 09, 61, 63, 73, 74, 84, 87, 89 of
Padirrupattu run in contravention of this.
Pannirupattiyal rule 131 even goes to the
length of saying that despite the initial
word being an auspicious one
such as
ulagam or pon or its syononym a disyllabic
foot with a ‘ma’ ending would forebode

1 Vide rules 127 et seq.
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evil. Yet against this very positive rule
we find verse 38 of Padirrupattu beginning

as ulagat téré” and verse 81 beginning as
“ulagam purakkum.” Again,

Padirrupattu

verse 40, by Paranar, commences as follows:
Polampun tumbai.
We have already seen
how Kovurkilar, the supposed author of
this rule in Pannirupattiyal has himself
given a verse in Purandntru (No. 308)
against this very rule. Ali these considerations ought therefore to make it acceptable that several foreign ideas were im-

ported as prosodial theories into the Tamil
language,

where

did not exist.

before

such artificialities

Yo put it briefly, we might

say that Pannirupattiyal

does

not

repre-

sent any improvement upon the older prosodies but it has done great violence to the
genius of the Tamil language.
‘Thus it is
evident that looking for augury in verse
was not a practice of the ancient Tamilians.
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As a result of the research represented

in the foregoing pages it has been arrived
at that before and at the time of Tolkappi-

yar there was no such form as “ Nilaimandila asiriyam.”
It has also been shown

that Purananuru contains, as against the
common belief, some verses in vaiji metre.

It has also been pointed out in this thesis
that Nerisai venpa did not exist before, and
at, the time of Tolkappiyar.
As a result of my research I have
shown that the Koccaha-kali of later times
and Koccaha-orubéhu of Tolkappiyar are
identical, that Koccaha-kali of Tolkappiyar
is not the same as the,Koccaha-kali of the
author of Yapparunkalam and that the
latter missed the full significance of the

rules in Tolkappiyam relating to Koccaha-

kali. I have shown also how Nachchinarkiniyar and Pérasiriyar have erred in giving examples for Koccaha-kalippa and how
they might have given better examples.
I
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and

Peérasiriyar

Nachchinarkiniyar erred by means of regarding venkali and kalivenpa to be diffe-

rent and how the illustrations cited by them
for venkali should be regarded as suitable
I have proved
examples of Koccaha-kali.
beyond doubt that the statement of Nachpavinams

chinarkiniyar that there are not

or supplemental metres

in Civaka-Chinta-

and

that there

vafijiturais,

kalitturais

mani is wholly incorrect
are asiriya-turais,

and

vahiji-viruttams

in

alone which

number of asiriya-viruttams
amount

to

no

less

The

book.

that

belies

the

an elaborate

and

1000

than

statement of Nachchinarkiniyar.
T have shown,

after

careful analysis and comparison of verses
in Kalittogai and Cilappadikaram, how pavinams
remote

or supplemental metres had their
origins in the native soil, namely,

shewn

also

I have

the integral parts of kali verse.
that pavinams

are

as

old

at

least as the age of Cilappadikaram by citing
several verses therefrom as suitable illustrations for pavinams. This sets at naught

the theory that pavinams
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metres made their appearance between the
¢th and 11th centuries A.D.!
I have discovered, as a consequence of
examination of the verses in Civaka-

my

Chintamani,
might
which
turai

a peculiar pentameter

which

be called
Kattalai-kalinilaitturai,
is different from the Katialai-kalitand

kalinilaitturai known

before.

I

have proved that looking for augury in
verse was positively a later advent, after
showing elaborately and conclusively the
apocryphal
nature
of Pannirupattival
which has no bearing on the facts in ancient
Tamil language and literature.
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